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Bohdan S. Kordan

with the assistance of Rita F. Chow

UKRAINIANS AND THE 1981 CANADA CENSUS
ETHNIC-ORIGIN QUESTION *

Ethnic Origin and the 1981 Census

The Canadian census definition of ethnic origin has undergone various

modifications in the past, but its intent has always remained the same:

to empirically record the ethnic mix of the Canadian population. Thus,

the distinction between ethnicity and citizenship has historically been

preserved,
1 and the criterion of patrilineal descent (ancestry on the male

side) has survived as the determining factor of ethnic origin.
2 Both fea-

tures, for instance, surfaced in the 1971 census ethnic-origin question,

which asked: “To which ethnic or cultural group did you or your

ancestor (on the male side) belong on coming to this continent?” 3 As
with past censuses, the use of the guidelines in 1971 restricted the

individual to providing a single, clearly defined response.

Official dissatisfaction, however, was expressed with the historical

definition dealing with ethnicity because of certain methodological and

theoretical difficulties associated with it. The use of the paternal

criterion as the determinant of ethnic origin, in particular, created cer-

tain restrictions that undermined the validity of the data. For example,

it ignored maternal influence on ethnic identity and perpetuated the

fiction of the homogeneous bloodline. Moreover, in the case of the

Metis, it made it impossible to give an account of their number, because

on the basis of the paternal guideline only Native Indian or European

heritage could be recognized.
4 There were other problems that were not

caused by the definition itself, but were clearly seen as consequences of

it.
5
This suggested that a more flexible definition should be used in

determining ethnic origin. Consequently, in 1981 the census question

dealing with ethnicity was changed to read: “To which ethnic or

*The author wishes to thank B. Krawchenko and the anonymous referees for their

welcome comments.
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cultural group did you or your ancestors belong on first coming to this

continent?”

The new basis for defining ethnic origin in the 1981 census was

the concept of “roots.” The determinant “roots” was used to record the

respondents’ perception of their ethnic background and the cultural

group with which they identified.
6 The individual, in effect, was no

longer restricted to the narrow definition of lineage based on the male

side. Equally important, in extending the logic of the definition the

census ethnic-origin question also allowed for the recording of multiple

responses. The respondents could, if they so desired, indicate the

multiple roots of their ethnic ancestry. For example, the individual

whose ancestry included Ukrainian and French could claim both as his

or her ethnic origin.

The 1981 census question dealing with ethnicity was a radical

departure from the past. Its rationale was located in the attempt to

redress deficiencies linked specifically to the old definition. Implicit in

this attempt was the desire to capture the heterogeneous character of

Canadian society. Although the intention was well meaning, it would

seem that what benefits could be derived from such an experiment were

lost because the methodology was neither consistently nor universally

applied. Let us examine this more closely.

In the 1981 census, 7.6 percent of the non-inmate population indi-

cated more than one ethnic origin.
7
This percentage excludes British

combinations (English, Irish, Scottish, Welsh), which are treated in the

preplanned output as a single response, although they are in fact

multiples. If tallied as multiples, the percentage of the non-inmate

population with multiple ethnic origins increases significantly to 11.6

percent.
8 The treatment of this plurality as a single homogeneous British

response reduces, in effect, the validity of the census ethnic results.

Indeed, the substitution of the political abstraction “British” for an

ethnic group departs from the standard census practice of making a

clear distinction between ethnos and nationality. The 1981 Census

Dictionary, for instance, clearly distinguishes between the strict concept

of ethnic group (English, Irish, Scottish, etc.) and the notion of

citizenship (British), yet this guideline is ignored.
9

Moreover, the reduction of multiple origins to a single British

response contradicts the census practice of treating single and multiple

responses separately. The fact that they have been combined in this

instance necessarily inflates the proportions of this “ethnic group.” The

result, of course, is that the data for the British group greatly contrasts
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with that for the other ethnic minorities, whose numbers have been

deflated because they operate under this imposed constraint.

The implications for public policy are enormous. Budget decisions

on ethno-cultural programming, for example, are based on empirical

data. Results such as these, of course, can only weaken an ethnic

group’s case for an equal share of the social-welfare pie. They raise a

number of questions, not least of which is the utility of having changed

the original ethnic-origin definition.

This latter point is further illustrated when one considers that

comparison of the 1981 census with previous censuses has been made

impossible given the break in the methodology used to determine ethnic

origin. In fact, no serious inter-census comparisons can be made because

of this basic disjuncture. For example, 1971 data reveal that on the

basis of patrilineal descent, there were 580,655 individuals whose ethnic

origin was identified as Ukrainian. In 1981, with the new definition,

there were 529,615 individuals who claimed Ukrainian to be their single

ethnic origin. A decrease appears to have occurred. Yet, technically

speaking, this observation is inaccurate and the comparison misleading.

The 1981 estimate is a measure of an entity that is qualitatively

different from its 1971 counterpart; the former was subjectively deter-

mined, while the latter was based simply on the criterion of male

descent. Consequently, it would be incorrect to treat the 1981 figure as

though it were a result of the same process of enumeration, and

therefore, equally wrong to compare the 1971 data with the 1981

single-origin responses.

It should be noted that in addition to the 529,615 individuals who
claimed Ukrainian to be their single origin, another 225,360

multiple-origin individuals declared Ukrainian to be at least part of

their ethnic heritage. The natural tendency to combine these multiple

responses with the single-origin respondents for purposes of comparison

with earlier census results is inappropriate. Within the ancestral

background of those individuals who indicated multiple roots, no one

origin has any greater significance than another; each shares equal

status with one or more other possible origins in the respondent’s own
subjective evaluation of his or her heritage. Therefore, any attempt at

combining single- and multiple-origin responses would be misleading.
10

The change in the ethnic-origin definition has affected

comparability. This is disastrous from the point of view of historical

demography, for any discussion of an ethnic group must include not

only an idea of where the group is on the historical continuum, but also
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where it has been and whither it is going. Consequently, if anything is

to be said about an ethnic group over time, the discontinuity must be

corrected or overcome.

The shortcomings associated with the 1981 definition of ethnicity

suggest that an analysis of the impact definitional change has had on

the census results would be in order. We propose to examine, therefore,

with specific reference to the Ukrainian minority in Canada, the effect

of this change on their absolute number. This will be accomplished by

calculating a 1981 estimate of the Ukrainian population on the basis of

the old 1971 ethnic-origin criterion—paternal lineage—and comparing

it with the actual 1981 census figure.
11 A population projection model

based on nonstringent assumptions of population growth will be used in

the calculation of this estimate. The 1971 census results will serve as

the data base; this, of course, implies the use of the old criterion.

The difference between the projected 1981 figure and the actual

1981 result will signify the total population change that can be

attributed directly to the reformulation of the ethnic-origin definition.

Expressed as a percentage, this differential could serve theoretically as

an adjustment factor that would link data on Ukrainians in the 1981

census to data from previous censuses. At the same time, it could help

to determine what fraction of the total population change would have

constituted the true growth in population during the years 1971-81 had

the ethnic-origin definition remained the same.

Population Projections for Ukrainians: Method and Findings

Any change in the demographic composition of a population is a

function of three basic components: fertility, mortality, and migration,

each of which produces independent, as well as interactional, effects

affecting population growth. The following equation illustrates the

relative independent contribution of each.

P2
= ?! + fertility - mortality + migration

12

where P! = population at time,(t
1 )

P2 = population at time2(t2)

fertility = births over time(t 2 - tj)

mortality = deaths over time (t2 - tj)

migration = immigration - emigration over time (t2 — t,)

This equation serves to theoretically inform our population projection.

Although certain assumptions underlie the use of these components,
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they are generally considered to be nonheroic and therefore admissible.

These will be elaborated upon at the appropriate point in the discussion.

The base population (P,) to be used in our projection is the 1971

(t,) Ukrainian population in Canada, grouped by five-year age

categories and by sex, as given in the 1971 census. Since the factor

determining ethnicity in 1971 was the paternal criterion, our projection

will be based on this indicator. The second variable in our equation is

the 1971 estimated age-specific fertility rates for Ukrainian women
(ages 15 to 49).

13 The assumption underlying the use of these rates is

that they remain constant over the entire projected period. This is not a

bold assumption because of the limited time frame involved and the

relative demographic stability of the group. It should be noted that the

total fertility rate is 1.63, well below the replacement level of 2.1; this

should adversely affect growth.

In projecting mortality (the third component of our equation) one

of two measures can be employed: age-specific death rates or

age-specific survival rates. The most frequently used measure is the

survival rate, which expresses survival from a younger age to an older

age. Survival ratios for Ukrainian males and females were calculated

from abridged life tables for Canada. 14 The Canadian abridged life

tables for 1975-77 were used because they were thought to closely

approximate the real life expectancy of the Ukrainian male and female

in 1976.
15 The assumption, of course, is that these coefficients remain

constant; it is justified, since life expectancy in this instance has not

been subject to significant fluctuation.

Data on migration was somewhat more difficult to acquire. In

1967, the collecting of official statistics on immigrants’ ethnic origins

was discontinued. Since that time only information on their place of

birth and citizenship has been gathered. Therefore the number of

Ukrainian immigrants cannot be adequately determined: their ethnic

identity has been submerged within the general category of Soviet

citizenship. What data exists, however, indicates that the annual num-
ber of Ukrainian immigrants to Canada during the period from January

1966 to June 1971 was about 500.
16 Data concerning the ethnic

composition of emigrants leaving Canada are also not available. It is as-

sumed, however, that the number of Ukrainian emigrants is negligible,

less than 100 annually. Although there is no direct evidence of this, it is

thought to be a reasonable estimate, given the developed sense of

community among Ukrainians in Canada and the existing political

conditions in the homeland, which would deter many from returning.
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Thus, the net annual Ukrainian migrant population is considered to be

about 400, or 4,000 over the period in question.

In determining the age-sex distribution of the migrants, it was

necessary to employ age-sex data for 1976 European immigrants.
17 The

age distribution in five-year cycles, however, was only available to 70

years of age. Those 70 years old and over were treated as a single

category. To standardize the data, distribution calculations were made
for the 70+ age group. Base data was obtained from a 1978-79

source,
18 and these were translated in the calculations into 1976

equivalents. Because of the difficulties involved in obtaining migration

data, it was felt that results for two population projections should be

shown: one open to migration, and the other, of course, closed.

The preset population projection programme PROJ5, 19 which uses

cohort-survival techniques
20 was used in the projections of the Ukrainian

population. Projections were run for the 1981 census year and the

interval year 1976. Only the projected results for 1981 will be shown.

Table 1 contains the results of the population projection for 1981;

in it the migration factor is suppressed. It indicates that the total num-

ber of Ukrainians was estimated to be 602,764, of which 300,458 were

males and 302,306 were females. When migration is accounted for, the

estimate results reveal that on the basis of 1971 data (and consequently

on the basis of the old ethnic definition) there should have been 607,173

Ukrainians in 1981, of which 302,664 were males and 304,509 were

females.

Percentage changes in the Ukrainian population were calculated

from reported and estimated census results. The percentages are

presented in Table 2. If we examine official census data for both 1981

and 1971 and, for illustrative purposes only, compare the two, a

decrease of 8.79 percent in the Ukrainian population is observed during

the period in question (see Table 2, column A). This differs sharply

from the estimated 4.47 percent increase, the calculated differential be-

tween the 1981 projection (open to migration) and the reported 1971

census data (see Table 2, column C). In real terms, this means the true

growth in the Ukrainian population would have been 26,518

individuals—the objective increase, or actual growth, that should have

occurred, given the old ethnic definition.

The question of the overall decline in the population is more

important. The differential between the 1981 projection (closed to

migration) and the reported 1981 census data is -13.81 percent, or an

absolute decrease of 73,149 (see Table 2, column D). When migration is

8
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Table 1

Ukrainian Population in Canada, 1971-81

(actual and projected)

(1)

1971 Census

(2)

1981 Census

(3)

1981 PROJ1
(closed to

migration)

(4)

1981 PROJ2

Total 580,655 529,615 602,764 607,173

Males 295,720 265,210 300,458 302,664

Females 284,935 264,405 302,306 304,509

Table 2*

Percentage Changes in the Ukrainian Population

in Canada, 1971-81

A B C
(2)-(l) (3)-(l) (4)-(l)

198 1C-197 1C 1981PROJ1-1971C 1981PROJ2- 197 1C
No. % No. % No. %

Total -51,040 -8.79 -22,109 -3.51 + 26,518 + 4.57

Males -30,510 -10.32 -4,738 -1.60 + 6,944 + 2.35

Females -20,530 -7.21 -17,371 -6.10 + 19,574 + 6.87

D
(2)-(3)

1981C-1981PROJ1

No. %

E

(2)—(4)

1981C-1981PROJ2
No. %

Total -73,149 -13.81 -77,558 -14.64

Males -35,248 -13.29 -37,454 -14.12

Females -37,901 -14.33 -40,104 -15.17

*Derived from Table I.
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considered, a further decline is observed. The percentage change is

-14.64 percent, which, when translated into an absolute figure, amounts

to a decrease of 77,558 individuals (see Table 2, column E). This figure

represents the total effect of the change in the ethnic-origin definition

on the Ukrainian ethnic group in 1981. A graphic depiction of this

appears below.

Ukrainian Population in Canada, 1951-81

(ACTUAL AND PROJECTED)

^ actual

projected

Conclusion

This case study has afforded us an examination of the impact that

the change in the 1981 Canada Census ethnic-origin question has had

on the demography of an ethnic population. If we consider the effect of

its statistical results on government policy, then the degree to which this

10
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becomes a political question for the Ukrainian ethnic group in Canada

should be apparent. Analyses of data for other ethnic minorities will

undoubtedly reveal similar marked decreases and political implications.

We have also noted that the 1981 change in the ethnic-origin defi-

nition has severely affected comparability of the 1981 census with previ-

ous censuses. The -14.64 percent figure represents an adjustment that

theoretically could be used if one wished to compare the 1981 census

single-origin data with previously compiled statistics. Again, similar

studies must be undertaken if linkage factors are to be created for other

ethnic groups.
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Footnotes

1 The distinction has been based on anthropological criteria rather than

on political designations. For a historical discussion of this distinction in the

Canadian census, see J. Kralt, “Ethnic Origin in the Canadian Census,

1871-1981,” in W.R. Petryshyn, ed., Changing Realities: Social Trends among
Ukrainian Canadians (Edmonton, 1980).

2 The paternal criterion has not been applied consistently, however. In the

1911 census, for instance, the maternal criterion was substituted as the

controlling factor in the case of mixed Native Indian origin because of

difficulties associated with their enumeration. Ibid., 21

3 The distinction between cultural descent and citizenship was made clear

to the enumerator in an accompanying instruction manual, wherein language

was identified as an appropriate guideline in establishing origins.

4
It would appear from discussions with those involved in formulating the

1981 census ethnic-origin question that the issue of providing an accurate count

of the Metis proved most pivotal in changing the ethnic definition.

5
For a discussion of these problems, see Kralt, 27.

6
Statistics Canada, “Addition and Revisions to Section 4 (Special

Notes),” 1981 Census (Ottawa, 1983), 1.

7 The 1981 Canada Census does not include data on residents of

“institutional” collective dwellings. These include orphanages, general hospitals,

psychiatric hospitals, penal and correctional institutions, juvenile delinquent

homes, and jails. Inmates represented about 1.1% of the Canadian population in

1981.

8
Statistics Canada, “Additions and Revisions,” 1

.

9
1981 Census Dictionary (Ottawa, 1983), 15.

10 The claim that there are 754,975 Ukrainians in Canada—a function of

combining single and multiple responses—is misleading. This is not to belittle

the fact that apart from the 529,615 single-origin Ukrainians there were another

225,360 who claimed Ukrainian ancestry. But again, by definition, as

multiple-origin respondents, they have not attributed any special significance to

their Ukrainian heritage, which prevents their inclusion with single-origin

respondents. The distinction between single-# and multiple-origin respondents

must be maintained. Consequently, when we speak of the composition of the

Ukrainian ethnic group in Canada, this can be discussed only in the context of

the categories provided for. That is to say, there are 529,615 Ukrainian

single-origin respondents, as well as 225,630 multiple-origin individuals who de-

clared Ukrainian as being only part of their heritage.

11 The comparison of two entities that are defined differently raises the

questions of whether the 1981 estimate and 1981 census results can be

12
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compared and for what purpose. In the Ukrainians’ case, it is not to determine

whether the 1981 census underestimated their population, but rather to

determine the effect that the change in the definition has produced. This can

only be ascertained by comparing the estimates and actual census results, which

have, at their root, different definitions.

12 The demographic equation and the method used here, commonly

referred to as the “component change” method, are basic to population

projections. There is a range of projection methods that could be used, including

such simple mathematical extrapolation methods as the linear, geometric, and

exponential change methods or the logistic curve. However, the component

change method, which focuses directly on the specific change in those factors

that affect population growth (fertility, mortality, and migration), is a much
more powerful forecasting tool than, let us say, fitting a mathematical trend

equation to an existing data base. The latter assumes constancy and does not al-

low for the influence of variance produced by factors that may affect the growth

components. For a brief but lucid discussion of the component change method,

see Population Projections: Proceedings (Edmonton, 1980) in the Population

Research Laboratory (University of Alberta) publication series.

13 The general fertility rate is defined as the number of live births per

1,000 women 15 to 49 years of age, among which the range of probability of

conception is significant. The age-specific fertility rate is defined as the number

of live births per 1,000 women for a specified age group at midyear. The

age-specific fertility rate is affected not only by age structure, but also by the

indirect influence of prevailing social practices and norms. For example, the

increasing acceptance of premarital cohabitation among the young has resulted

in an increasing fertility rate among this cohort. To have any effect on

population growth, the fertility coefficient must be greater than 2, since

offspring must replace both parents.

14 The general formula used in calculating survival rations from the

abridged life tables is

g _ nLx ~F n

nLx

where nLx = the number of years lived between ages x and x + n.

The most common form of survival rate in population studies is based on

five-year age groups and five-year time periods. There the formula would read

os _ sLx + 5
s^x — ;

5-Lx
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Because survival rates based on five-year age groups and five-year time

periods cannot be calculated in the regular fashion from the 0-to-4-year age

cohort, a modified version of the formula is used:

where

L0— 4 = total number of years lived between age interval 0 and 4

and e0 = number of living at beginning of age interval 0 and 1

.

Life tables represent the summary effect of mortality conditions upon a

population at a specific point in time. They are an estimate of how long an

individual of a particular age group will live if he or she experiences a given set

of mortality conditions over a span of a lifetime. For a more detailed discussion

of survival rates, their calculation, and application, see H. Shyrock, J. Siegel, et

al. The Methods and Materials of Demography
,

vol. 2 (Washington, 1973),

452-53.

15 The argument is based on earlier approximations. In the years

1960-62, the life expectancy at birth was estimated to be 69.5 for the Ukrainian

male and 74.9 for the Ukrainian female. The equivalent Canadian life

expectancy at birth was 68.35 for males and 74.17 for females. William

Darcovich and Paul Yuzyk, eds. A Statistical Compendium on the Ukrainians

in Canada 1891-1976 (Ottawa, 1980), 640, table 60.2.

16
In 1966 there were 550 Ukrainian immigrants. For the following

two-year and two-and-one-half-year periods, 1967-68 and 1969-71 (June),

there were 1,070 and 1,140 immigrants respectively. Consequently, it is assumed

that there are approximately 500 immigrants per year. Darcovich and Yuzyk,

566, series 51.45-60.

17 We feel this data to be appropriate because most ethnic Ukrainian

immigrants, with few exceptions, originate in European countries. 1976

Immigration Statistics (Ottawa, 1977), 8.

18
International and Interprovincial Migration in Canada, 1978-79

(Ottawa, 1980), 22-23, table 2.

19 The program was created by Dr. N. Lalu of the University of Alberta

Population Research Laboratory. We are indebted to Dr. Lalu for his kind

permission to use the program.
20 The cohort-survival technique entails calculations performed separately

for each age-sex group on the basis of separate allowances for each component.

The standard procedure involves the use of five-year, class intervals. Our

projections conform to this general practice. For a full discussion of the

cohort-survival method, see Shyrock, Siegel, et al., 778-79.
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Robert B. Klymasz

MALE AND FEMALE PRINCIPLES AS STRUCTURE
IN THE RITUAL FOODWAYS OF

UKRAINIANS IN CANADA 1

One of the most productive aspects of New World ethnicity is the

myriad of traditional food complexes that dot North America’s cultural

landscape. Recognition of this fact usually draws attention to the

“colorful” nature of this phenomenon and, on occasion, to the

commercially successful transformation of Old World village foods and

foodways into marketed commodities that service and exploit the

cosmopolitan pursuits of large segments of the continent’s population .

2

Nonetheless, in spite of a deluge of ethnic recipe books and related

matter, there are no studies of the crucial manner in which the features

of the individual ethnic foodways system are continually sorted out,

adjusted and readjusted, and codified to meet the demands of a new

environment and mainstream setting. Some of these trends represent

accelerated carryovers of processes that began earlier in the Old

Country of origin; others are unique and special to the Canadian

experience and reach their apogee within the matrix of the New World

situation.

In the course of these changes, pressures favoring consolidation in

place of variability have constituted a major characteristic that

permeates entire ethnic folklore complexes .

3 As far as the foodways sys-

tem within a given complex is concerned, one way in which it can

obtain and operate is through the use of sexual metaphor as a powerful,

symbolic tool to help structure, crystallize, and lend meaning to the

emergent ethnic foodways system itself .

4 As one Ukrainian-Canadian

academic has declared, “Food does not fill the stomach directly; it

always works through symbols .” 5

This paper explores the Ukrainian-Canadian ritual foodways sys-

tem, in which ritual feasting takes place on two important religious

occasions during the annual calendric cycle—Christmas and Easter .

6 On
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Christmas Eve, the Ukrainian family sits down to a ritualistic dinner

composed of a series of nondairy, meatless dishes. These are usually

twelve in number and commemorate, as is commonly held, the twelve

holy apostles. Preparations sometimes include a symbolic sheaf of grain

(didukh, from Ukrainian did, “grandfather,” “old man”), usually wheat,

placed upright against the wall in a corner of the room. The most

distinctive, most significant, and usually first item on the Christmas

menu is the mandatory kutia, a dark, porridge-like substance composed

of three basic ingredients: honey (diluted with water), poppy seeds, and

cooked wheat kernels. The rest of the menu includes a variety of fish

dishes (both hot and cold), cabbage rolls, dumplings, and assorted

condiments and pastries .

7
It is important to note as well that a few days

later, on New Year’s Eve, celebration and revelry generally focusses on

the curious figure of Malanka, a jocular female who is always a male

dressed up as a woman, and whose reputation as a housewife leaves

much to be desired. Early on New Year’s Day, young boys in the

community go from house to house and “sow” wheat by scattering

kernels of grain at the threshhold, and wish householders good luck and

a good harvest in the coming year.

The formalities of the Christmas Eve supper described earlier are

repeated, on a smaller scale, almost two weeks later, on the eve of “little

Christmas” (the Feast of the Epiphany). This meal again includes the

all-important kutia as the central ritual food item.

About three months later, on Easter Sunday morning, family

members gather to partake of a somewhat different set of food items. In

contrast to the Christmas Eve feast, there is no restriction regarding the

consumption of animal products. Firm, nonliquid foods, such as

hard-boiled eggs and Easter ritual breads (paska , baba/babka ),

predominate. Other traditional food items include a variety of pork

dishes (sausage, ham, roasts), condiments (dill pickles, horseradish), and

pastries .

8 The entire menu tends to be cold, since the Easter Sunday

breakfast (nowadays often brunch) takes place as soon as the family

arrives home from church with its baskets of consecrated ritual food

items.

As suggested above, the two occasions for feasting relate to one

another in a manner that is mutually exclusive but simultaneously

complementary. “On Christmas eve, you bring Didukh [sic], bundle of

grain, old man, to the table. And at Easter, you bake baba, old

woman .” 9 In terms of their detail, nature, and intent, the two feasts

exhibit factors that in some instances separate them and in others join
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them together. A binary profile composed of a number of selected

distinguishing features offers the following insights into the underlying

duality governing the pattern of Christmas and Easter feasting among

Canada’s Ukrainians:

Christmas Feast Easter Feast

I. Temporal considerations

1 . Season winter spring

2. Date fixed moveable

3. Meal of the day supper breakfast (brunch)

II. Specifics

4. Number of dishes re- twelve unspecified

quired

5. Ecclesiastical rulings no animal products ritual blessing of East

foods

6. Special ritual food items 10 kutia hard-boiled egg and

ritual breads (paska,

baba/babka)

7. Dominant food texture,

shape

soft-form, liquid,

fluid, hot"

hard-form, firm, cold

The complexities of folklore combine with church custom to

influence and underpin almost the entire range of traditional features

associated with feasting at Christmas and Easter, including such facets

as food categories, courses, and scheduling. The primary focus of

attention here, however, is the sixth aspect listed in the table: the special

symbolic and obligatory ritual food item or dish that dominates at the

feast as the unique edible sign and marker of the feast-event itself.

Explications regarding the symbolism and socioeconomic raison d’etre

for most of the foods and their ingredients are readily available .

12 What
could be more natural, for example, than for the people of the “bread

basket of Europe” (as Ukraine is commonly designated) to underline

their agrarian occupations by using wheat and related cereals to

commemorate, celebrate, and prognosticate? An authoritative collection

of traditional Ukrainian recipes collected in Canada presents the story

of the Christmas kutia as follows:
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The origin of this dish goes back to days immemorial when the early

Ukrainian ancestors first cultivated wheat. It is a relic of customs

practised three thousand years before the Christmas era. The exact

meaning of kutya is not known. However, scholars of folklore generally

believe that originally kutya was an important part of ancient religion and

symbolized a spiritual clan unity of all living and deceased members. It

may have also been a ritual offering to the Sun God from whom came

both the earth and harvest. A similar dish ... is traditionally served at a

memorial service. This custom is observed by a number of European

countries .

13

Descriptive accounts such as these fail, however, to pose certain

other basic questions that await scholarly attention. Why does the com-

plex continue to concentrate on this particular mixture of poppy seeds,

honey, and wheat kernels at Christmas, and on eggs, sausage, and ritual

breads at Easter, when so many other possibilities and combinations

could have emerged and crystallized as the appropriate ritual foods?

And from another perspective (as shown under point seven), in the

contrastive juxtaposition of features presented earlier, why should so

many of the Christmas foods be soft and fluid in texture as opposed to

the dominant hard format of Ukrainian ritual foods at Easter? And fi-

nally, what in this patterning is incidental, and what is central to the

Ukrainian ritual foodways system in Canada?

To answer these fundamental, searching queries, a discriminating

examination of diachronic data and firsthand observation are required.

The Christmas kutia, for example, can range in color from grey-black

(indicating a dominance of poppy seeds) to a mellowy dark brown

(when co'oked wheat kernels are dominant). The third ingredient, the

honey, lends a golden glaze but does not affect the coloring. For the

Slavist, the kutia’

s

wet, earthy texture readily brings to mind the

age-old epithetical references in Ukrainian folklore to Ukraine’s black

and rich soil as “mother damp/wet earth” (mat syraia zemlia ).
14 Such

an edible metaphor within the socio-historical and cultural context of

the Ukrainian peasantry would not be out of place. Some Victorians

would tend to agree.

... to the Earth, the great recipient, in the bosom of which all things are

produced, man attributed the same powers and modes of reproduction as

in human nature. The human intellect being finite, man is incapable of

imagining a personal god inseparable from the functions of human nature.

Sex was given to them; the sun or sky was considered the male, or active

power; the earth, the female, or passive power. The sky was the
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fecundating and fertilizing power; the earth was looked upon as the mould

of nature, as the recipient of seeds, the nurse of what was produced in its

bosom .

15

To the mainstream North American of today, a bowlful of kutia

would resemble caviar, perhaps a blackish fish-eye stew, or potted seed

awaiting germination in the nursery of some avid horticulturist. This

incubative function suggested by the visual, metaphoric aspect of kutia

likens the dish to some dark, moist, impregnated womb, an image that

is represented by three indispensable components: seed (the wheat

kernels), earth (the poppy seed ),
16 and moisture (the honey ).

17
In effect,

then, the power of kutia as visual, tactile, and edible metaphor marks it

as a ritual food that has survived from prehistoric times, when it was

believed that “the generative power was the most mysterious of all

powers. In the vegetable world, the live seed placed in the ground, and

hence germinating, sprouting up, and becoming a beautiful and

umbrageous tree, was a mystery In the view of primitive man gen-

eration was the action of the Deity itself.”
18 The essential femaleness of

the Christmas feast is not restricted to kutia alone. Kutia’

s

usual posi-

tion as the first course and the most distinctively different dish on the

Christmas menu sets the sexual tone, as it were, for the rest of the

feast, which the kutia (occasionally garnished [in Canada] with a

maraschino cherry!) marks as a subliminal female culinary

extravaganza. The female sexuality imbuing the Christmas feast is

reinforced by other soft dishes that, significantly, never appear as part

of the approved Easter feast menu: borsch (beet soup ),
19 curvaceous,

container-like, soft “perogies” (varenyky/pyrohy—meatless ravioli or

wonton-like boiled dumplings ),
20 and cabbage rolls with rice or

buckwheat filling.

Whereas the germ of life represented by the Christmas kutia is

exclusively nonanimal in substance and focusses on vegetable/plant life,

the germ of life in the Easter feast is symbolized primarily by animal

matter, in the form of hard-boiled and often delicately ornamented

eggs .

21
In connection with this, it is interesting to note that in ancient

Greece “the egg was carried in procession at the celebration of the

mysteries, because, as Plutarch says, it was the material of

generation . . . containing the seeds and the germs of life and motion,

without being actually possessed of either .”22 In the Ukrainian language,

the word for “eggs,” iaitsia
,

is commonly used in the vernacular to

designate testicles .

23 The male connotation is reinforced by most of the

other food items that form part of the Easter feast menu: coils of meaty
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garlic sausage
,

24
horseradish root

,

25 and especially the ritual Easter

bread, baba/babka, “one of the most distinctive of all Ukrainian

breads ... a rich yeast-raised cake bread . . . always baked in a tall

cylindrical pan 26
;
looking like a stovepipe, “it should be baked at a

moderately high temperature at first in order to puff up and form a

firm crust
” 27 With its cap of white glaze or icing, the baba

resembles a primeval phallic symbol .

28
This visual suggestion is

bolstered by accounts of how in medieval France, for instance, “small

cakes, baked in the form of a phallus, are made as offerings at Easter,

and are carried and presented from house to house. . . . The custom of

making cakes in the form of sexual members, male and female, dates

from a remote antiquity and was common among the Romans .” 29

In terms of external expression, the maleness of the Easter baba

contrasts strikingly with the fluid Christmas kutia. The metaphors

differ in terms of culinary composition and visual shape, but they are

alike and inextricably linked to one another insofar as the message of

fertility and potency is concerned. Within the wider theological context,

these covert sexual formulations are supported and amplified still

further: the macho nature of the Easter message (Christ’s superhuman

victory over death on the cross
30 and His ultimate union with God the

Father) versus the more subdued, tranquil commemoration of the Virgin

Birth at Christmas corresponds closely with the female orientation of

the Christmas feast (expressed by the kutia-as-womb metaphor) on the

one hand, and the male orientation of the Easter feast (shown by the

equation of eggs, sausage, and perpendicular breads with male

genitalia) on the other. In addition, when related to contiguous ritual

moments, these ritual foods can be seen to constitute part of a logically

constructed sequence of interlocked elements that together focus exclu-

sively on the agrarian climacteric—the harvest.

The basic, universal formula (male= female= birth) finds its

application in a uniquely patterned cycle of semination, fecundation,

and maturation, which obtains not only once but twice, in the form of a

reinforcing duplication of the same message. The scheme below shows

how this takes place.
31 The ritual enactment of actual birth is omitted;

this is undoubtedly reserved for nature itself to perform on the fields,

culminating with the harvest as the terminal highlight that proves the

efficacy of the protracted drama of ritual acts.

It is unlikely that the sexual correlations and signs of homeopathic

magic traced above are ever perceived as such by those who actually
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Semination Fecundation Maturation/ distension

(male) (female) (female/male duality)

1. didukh (sheaf of ripened kutia (Christmas) Malanka (New Year’s

grain) Eve)

2. siiannia (“sowing”) kutia (Epiphany) baba/babka (Easter)

note: note: note:

both didukh and siiannia as discussed earlier, kutia both Malanka and

are male ritual elements represents the female. baba/babka, show the

and mark the introduc- womb-like element in the male as female via

tion of uncooked grain chain of ritual acts external, superficial fea-

tures, such as dress or

designation 31

partake in the solemnity of ritual feasting .

32 This being the case, what is

the purpose, role, and function of the underlying sexual symbols, which

have not blurred but continue to appear as an essential aspect of ritual

feasting among the Ukrainians in Canada? The solution to this problem

lies in the larger system of inherent dichotomies that divides the

traditional Ukrainian calendric ritual cycle into two main clusters (as

shown in the table). In spite of inconsistencies, overlappings, and

ambiguities, the organizing principles of opposition, juxtaposition, and

contrast dominate throughout and, as indicated above, operate on a

variety of levels. That Christmas and Easter ritual foods should be cast

in visually distinct, opposing/complementary, and latently sexual molds

does not, as one sixteenth-century commentator complained, reflect “the

degeneracy of manners, when Christians themselves can delight in

obscenities and immodest things even among their articles of food .” 33

Instead, one tends to side with the Victorian evolutionists who saw that

“Reverence for the mystery of organized life led to the recognition of a

masculine and feminine principle of all things spiritual or material .”34

These symbols, representing male and female, were also used to symbolise

life, as the early peoples reasoned that only by male and female can life

be made, or life was a product of sex. Further, seeing that life

continuously propagated seemed to be eternal or ever-lasting ‘from gener-

ation to generation,’ the male and female symbols became the
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emblematical representation of the continuity of life—life without end,

and even of the god who was supposed to have the power to confer eternal

life, ‘from begetting to begetting .’
35

Furthermore, from the theological point of view, celibacy as

reflected in the separateness of the female and male paradigms (as

tabulated earlier in reference to Christmas and Easter foodways)

suggests a focus on Man’s union with God as a spiritual, holy union.

Earthly unions with mortals of the opposite sex (as celebrated by

marriage and wedding rituals) require no such separation in the

foodways system. Hence, although such sexual, metaphoric patternings

remain largely forgotten and go unnoticed, their potential as

meaningful, powerful, and universally applicable images constitutes a

subconscious force that continues to operate today, if only in a

mechanical fashion and not cognitively.

Finally, what about noncalendric ritual feasts among the

Ukrainians of Canada? To what extent, one may ask, are sexual

metaphors in evidence as part of foods associated with feasting at other

events and rituals—weddings, funerals, christenings, festivals, and so

forth? It is noteworthy that on these occasions all of the special food re-

strictions and orientations (including the set of dichotomies featuring

the male/female aspect of the traditional foodways system of calendric

rituals) associated with Ukrainian Christmas and Easter are either

dropped or inoperative .

36 Such unfixed events as nuptials, funerals, and

ethnic festivals are more secular and profane in nature, and the feasts

held in connection with these highly crucial rituals constitute among
Ukrainian Canadians a seemingly indifferent set of foodways—a system

that is, so to speak, richly promiscuous in its selection of traditional food

and drink. This freedom of choice transforms the ethnic community’s

traditional-foodways legacy into a potent and superproductive resource

that, in the New World at least, can be utilized and exploited virtually

at any point in the annual calendric cycle to support and enhance those

rituals and events that express the group’s special ethnic identity (ethnic

festivals), commemorate the dead (funeral dinners), and promote

unbounded human regeneration (wedding banquets).
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Footnotes

1 An earlier version of this paper was delivered in Toronto on Thursday,

29 March 1984 at the Annual Meeting of the Popular Culture Association, and

two days later, at the St. Vladimir Institute, Toronto. Comments made from the

floor on both occasions were most helpful.

2
See Zenon Pohorecky, “Ethnic Food for Thought,” Saskatchewan

Multicultural Magazine 1, no. 2 (Winter 1982): 10-11.

3
See Robert B. Klymasz, “From Immigrant to Ethnic Folklore: A

Canadian View of Process and Transition,” Journal of the Folklore Institute 10

(1973): 131-39.

4 The metaphoric associations of eating, food, and human sexual activity

are not foreign to Ukrainian folklore; they are reflected, for example, in the fol-

lowing ditty (kolomyika) recorded in Canada in 1983 and housed in the

Ukrainian Folklore Archives of the Slavic Department of the University of

Alberta in Edmonton.

Ishov hutsul z polonyny

A hutsulka z bani,

Posidaly pid berezou,

Zrobyly snidanie.

lake toto snidaniechko

—

Ne bulo shcho isty:

Vyliz hutsul na hutsulku

—

Tai ne khotiv zlizty!

(A Hutsul was coming from the pasture/ And a Hutsul girl was coming

from her bath,/ They sat down together under a birch tree/ And made
breakfast./ Such a breakfast that was—/ There was nothing to eat:/ The
Hutsul got on top of the Hutsul girl—/ And didn’t want to get off!)

For supportive statements and relevant comparative insights, see Michael Czaja,

Gods of Myth and Stone: Phallicism in Japanese Folk Religion (New York

and Tokyo, 1974), 14; Mary Douglas, Natural Symbols: Explorations in

Cosmology (Harmondsworth, 1978), 60-68; Karen Dwyer and Patrika Brown,

The Erotic Baker Cookbook (New York, 1983); and Peter Farb and George

Armelagos, Consuming Passions: The Anthropology of Eating (New York,

1983), 100-108. Contemporary scholarship in the field of Ukrainian erotica

remains nonexistent. An exception is Krystyna Pomorska’s “Observations on

Ukrainian Erotic Folk Songs,” Harvard Ukrainian Studies 1, no. 1 (March

1977): 115-29.
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5
Prof. Wsevolod Isajiw, a sociologist with the University of Toronto, as

quoted in Manoly R. Lupul, ed., Visible Symbols: Cultural Expression among
Canada’s Ukrainians (Edmonton, 1984), 176. See also Farb and Armelagos,

129: “In simple societies, almost everything about eating is hedged in by

metaphoric associations, magical practices, ceremonies, and taboos—and to a

somewhat lesser extent the same thing is true in complex societies as well.”

6
I have approached the subject matter from the viewpoint of synchronic

folkloristics, as reflected in the capital work of the late Pierre [Petr] Bogatyrev,

Actes magiques, rites et croyances en Russie Subcarpathique (Paris, 1929),

later translated into Russian and published in his collection of selected works,

Voprosy teorii narodnogo iskusstva (Moscow, 1971), 169-296.
7
For a list of “suggested dishes for Christmas Eve supper,” see the menu

in Savella Stechishin, Traditional Ukrainian Cookery (Winnipeg, 1967), 22.

8
For a list of “suggested dishes for Easter breakfast,” see ibid., 27.

9 From an unpublished script for a musical play by Vancouver’s

award-winning Ukrainian-Canadian playwright, Ted Galay, entitled

“Tsymbaly” (1981), 126.

10
These are presented here as specified by Stechishin, 22 and 27.

11 The kolach, the traditional Christmas ritual bread among the

Ukrainians, appears to contradict the thesis presented here. In contrast to the

Easter paska and baba/babka, however, the kolach is not exclusively reserved

for Christmas but (with its suggestive hole in the centre into which a candle is

thrust) serves, within the tradition in Canada, as a wedding bread as well. Fish

is a similarly problematic item on the standard Christmas menu. The possibility

of the fish being a visual expression of maleness or phallicism at Christmas, as

sausage is at Easter, is destroyed however, since fish is rarely, if ever, served

whole. The fish is usually cut into chunks and fried, or ground up and served as

fish cakes or in aspic.

12
See, for example, L.F. Artiukh, Ukrainska narodna kulinariia:

Istoryko-etnohrafichne doslidzhennia (Kiev, 1977).

13
Stechishin, 233; cf. also 18-19.

14
Compare, for example, “O wet/damp earth—you are my mother”

(syraia zemlia,—ty zh maty moia), as recorded by Amvrosii Metlinsky in his

collection of Ukrainian folksongs, Narodnyia iuzhnorusskiia pesni (Kiev, 1854),

19.

15 Hodder M. Westropp, Primitive Symbolism as Illustrated in Phallic

Worship or the Reproductive Principle (London, 1885), 11. See also the chapter

on “The Earth, Woman and Fertility” in Mircea Eliade, Patterns in

Comparative Religion (New York, 1958), 239-64.

16 The poppy has prolific qualities, as evidenced by the multiplicity of its

seeds. It is in this sense of fecundity that the poppy was used metaphorically by

Aristophanes in his comedy, The Birds , and by peasants in certain parts of
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Ukraine, where children were showered with poppy seeds for good luck (“Opys

odnoho zwychaja,” Wisla 5 [1891]: 650). With regard to the association of the

poppy with the fig and other fruits as an erotic designation for the female

reproductive organ, see Thomas Wright, The Worship of the Generative Powers

during the Middle Ages of Western Europe (1866); reprinted as the second part

of Sexual Symbolism: A History of Phallic Worship (New York, 1957), here

69-71.
17 On the productivity of honey as a folkloric element, see motif number

D1037, “Magic honey,” as listed by Stith Thompson in his Motif-Index of

Folk-Literature , 6 vols. (Bloomington, 1955-58). For historical references to

honey as “life sap” and “life substance,” see Hilda M. Ransome, The Sacred

Bee in Ancient Times and Folklore (Boston and New York, 1937), 48. With

regard to honey’s association with female sexuality, see the section “Food and

Love” in Alexander P. Obolensky’s Food-notes on Gogol (Winnipeg, 1972), 23,

with its provocative note on how one of the female characters in the work of the

prominent nineteenth-century Russian-Ukrainian writer, Nikolai Gogol,

entertains her paramour but eludes his efforts to kiss her, saying, “Anything else

you want? When there’s honey, a man needs a spoon!” For further comparative

insights, see the section “Sex as Food” in James T. Henke, “He Shot Her with

Great Stones: Prominent Sexual Metaphors in the Non-Shakespearean Drama
of Renaissance England,” Maledicta 1, no. 1 (Summer 1977): 53-54.

18
Westropp, 57.

19 Ted Galay (see n. 7 above) has recorded a joke that holds considerable

interest as support for the female/borsch and male/sausage dichotomy advanced

in this paper:

This guy and this girl, they married. And on the wedding night, they get

undressed. And she points and says, “And what’s that?” So he says, “That’s my
kubasa [i.e., sausage].” And then he looked at her and said.... “And what’s

that?” and she says, “That’s my oven.” So he says, “Maybe I could put my kubasa

to cook in your oven?” and she says, “Oh, no. Today I’m cooking borscht [i.e., beet

soup].”

20
J.B. Hannay, in his Sex Symbolism in Religion (London, 1922), 29,

notes that “any almond-shaped or lens-shaped thing represents the female.”

Similarly, Stephen R. Inglis, in his “Creators and Consecrators: A Potter

Community of South India” (Ph.D. diss., University of British Columbia, 1984),

notes that among the Velar of South India, “The association between pots and
the female body is reinforced by the frequent association in mythology and
common metaphor of the pot with a womb” (p. 188). Also, Natalia M.
Kolb-Seletski, in “Gastronomy, Gogol, and His Fiction,” Slavic Review 29

(1970), notes (p. 53) how Gogol used such soft doughy items as varenyky to un-

derline the intentions of one of his female characters as she sets about to seduce

her chosen victim by using dumplings as bait. For a descriptive account of the

preparation of many of the food items mentioned in this paper, see Elizabeth

Goldstein and Gail Green,
“
Pierogi and Babka- Making at St. Mary’s,” New

York Folklore 4 (1978): 71-79.
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21
For a standard statement on the origins, functions, and categories of

Ukrainian Easter eggs, see Stechishin, 24.

22
Richard Payne Knight, A Discourse on the Worship of Priapus (1786);

reprinted as the first part of Sexual Symbolism: A History of Phallic Worship
(New York, 1957), 35.

23
For comparative purposes, it is interesting to note that an aboriginal

tribe in Australia believes geese and turtle eggs resemble man’s testicles.

“Indeed, the same word . . . may be used for both eggs and testicles, as well as

scrotum. So the Wik-Munghan say that when a man gives geese or turtle eggs it

is as if he is giving part of himself.” David McKnight, “Sexual Symbolism of

Food among the Wik-Munghan,” Man (new series) 8 (1973): 194-209.
24 The word for garlic sausage in Ukrainian, kovbasa, is jokingly used in

the vernacular to refer to the human penis. The identical metaphor is found in

Aleksandr Afanas’ev, Erotic Tales of Old Russia (Oakland, California, 1980),

52. The combination of eggs and sausage appears in the following Ukrainian

jingle recorded in Toronto in 1984:
“
Iaitsia , iaitsia, kovbasa / Solonyna,

ha-ha-ha!" The second half of the same jingle also obtains as
“Honki , honki,

ra-ra-ra!"
25

Gratings of the strong, mustard-like, pungent, fleshy, white horseradish

root are scattered over the other food item as a relish. For possible aphrodisiac

connections, see Wright, 49.

26
Stechishin, 322-23. L.F. Artiukh, 86, points out that in some areas of

Ukraine the baba or babka (literally “grandmother” and “little grandmother”)

was a special bread prepared according to custom by elderly midwives as

talismanic items for the newborn and its mother. Etymologically the word derives

from a root meaning “to swell” or “to puff up.”
27

Stechishin, 335.
28

Farb and Armelagos, 129, report that the ancient Egyptians fashioned

bread “in the shape of a phallus, an association that may have been suggested by

the way the loaf swells as it rises and bakes.” An illustration showing the glazed

baba/babka is found in Stechishin, 318, and a film distributed by the National

Film Board of Canada, “Svadba—A Balkan Wedding in Canada,” includes

footage of comparative interest. Further analogous data is contained in Weston
La Barre’s Muelos: A Stone Age Superstition about Sexuality (New York,

1984).
29

Wright, 87-88. Cf. Westropp, 23, 26. More recently, a Santa Monica,

California newspaper, in an item titled “‘Obscene Cookies’ Crusade Crumbles”

reported that efforts were initiated in Annapolis, Maryland, to prosecute a cookie

shop for “selling traditionally shaped gingerbread men and women with

discernible sex organs.” Evening Outlook
,
8 January 1981.

30 With regard to the cross as a symbol of the male phallus, see Knight,

53-54, 188 (n. 2), and Hannay, 219-20.
31

Regarding the female/male duality shown here, it is notable that in

peasant societies male offspring are preferred over female. Malanka and

baba/babka are female disguises that possibly functioned as prophylactic magic

to ward off evil forces and to protect the male element from harm. See P.A.

Radwanski, ‘“Negative Wishing’ among the Slavs and Western Peoples,” Man
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63 (1963): 160-62.
32

Although few foods or dishes are named in Ukrainian after parts of the

body, their appearance and shape are sufficiently suggestive to stimulate the

articulation of the connotations they bear from time to time. In this connection it

is interesting to note that miniature varenyky are made as a condiment for

borsch at such special occasions as Christmas; these are called vushka (“little

ears”). In Ukrainian this particular part of the body has no gender ascribed to it

and remains, so to speak, sexless. See the recipe-article “Borsch with Vushka tops

list,” The Edmonton Sun, 16 May 1984.
33

Wright, 89. I have documented, nonetheless, passing reference to the

genital suggestiveness of various foods and vegetables from Ukrainian-Canadian

cooks and story tellers who joke about such matters in a lighthearted manner. In

this regard, see the joke in n. 19 above.
34

Westropp, 12.

35
Hannay, 432.

36
This is not to say that the sexual metaphor in the shape of a food item

does not appear at other times. Weddings are especially propitious occasions for

the use of such symbols, as documented by, for instance, Theodore Volkov, “Rites

et usages nuptiaux en Ukraine,” L’Anthropologie 2 (1981): 419-26; and VI.

Yastrebov, “Pains de noces rituels en Ukraine,” Revue des traditions populaires

10 (1895): 454-60.
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JIpOCJiaB rOpAHHCbKHH

^CIHO^E IIHTAHHJI B nOBICTI PA^HCbKOI
YKPAIHH

>KiHOwe nMTaHHJi He HanewHTb ao HaHBa>KHiujHx nHTaHb y no-

Bidsix 7a poMaHax PaflaHCbKoT YnpaTHH. Ha nepuiHH nnaH BHCTy-

naKDTb TaM HafiMacTime iHiui cnpaBH (couianicTHUHe 6yAiBHHUTBO Ta

noA-)* a >«iHui BiABeAeHa b Tx po3ropHeHHi 3BHwaHHo TijibKH HeBe-

AHKa pona. 1 AOxoAHTb ao Toro, mo Aeani aBTopn HaMaraiOTbca Maiiwe

30BciM BiAcyHyTH >KiHKy BiA mmpoKoro noBicTeBoro TJia, aK ue

npo6yc bmhhhth xom 6h TpHropm Enin y CBOMy BeAHKOMy poMaHi

..neoma BecHa" (1931), He KaatyuH Bwe npo TaKy ariTauiHHy ,rio-

BicTb Meiany m Byrinna" BancpiaHa IlonimyKa (1930), a6o npo pa-

Hiiuy w rioBicTb HauiHX ah1b“ rieipa flaHna (1927), 6o b hhx 6enc-

TpHCTHMHHH e/l€MeHT M3M>Ke 30BCiM 3HHK3C. fine Take M3AO LUO He

BHKpecneHHa jkIhkh 3 noeicieBoT anuiT BiA6HBa€Tbca Tan HenopHCHo

Ha noBidi, mo KpHTHKa 3aBBa>KHAa CKopo ue aBHine h 3a3Ha-

HHA3 fioro UlKiAAHBiCTb (Hnp. y MiCaHHHKy w>KHTTa H PeBOAKDUia"

3a 1933 p.).

ToMy He ahbho, mo cneuiaABHO HtiHOHOMy nHTaHHio npHCBa-

HeHO b ynpalHCbniH paA^HCbKiH noBicTi He 6araT0 okpeMHX TBopiB —
AeABe 8 6iAbuiHx: noBidb ApKauifl /lra6HeHKa „06pa3a“ (1927), po-

MaHH ropAia Bpaaona „flaHHa flHHa“ (1929), OAencaHApa KonH-

AeHKa „BH3BOAeHHa" (1929), EBreHa KpoTeBHMa „3BiAbHeHHa >KiHKH“

(1930), Teo LIlKypynia „>KaHHa BaTaAbHOHepKa" (1930), noBicTb

H. 51aoAOBCbKoT „flapKa Be3c[>aMHAbHa“ (1931), poMaH-npoAor Ah-

Apia ToAOBKa „MaTH“ (1931, HeBAaAa nepepiOna 1935) Ta poMaH

5iKOBa Kanypn „OAbra“ (1931). 13 mchluhx TBopiB, mo TaKo>« H33H-

BaraTbca noBicTaMH, HaAewaTb cioah: BoAOAHMHpa Ky3bMiwa „lTa-

AiiiKa 3 MaA>«eHTo“ (1926—7) Ta BapBapw HepeAHHweHKO noBicTb-

nAawaT „TopnHHa TpaKTop" (1929). KpiM Toro me b 6araTbOx iHinHx

noBir.Tax Ta poMaHax 3aMinnem Ba>KHi >t<iHOwi cnpaBH, a6o BHCTy-

naiOTb noMiTHi HtiHowi nocTaTi, ane Tm He npHnana tbm nepeAOBa

pona. Ue Tpe6a ck333th HaBiTb npo noBicTb HaTani 3a6iAH „TpaKTo-

po6yA“ (1931—2) i npo poMann TaAaHOBHToro iBaHa Jle, mo ctbophb
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hh He HaH>KHBimi miHoni nocTaTi b hobIh yKpaiHCbKin AiTepaiypi

3ara/ioM.

>KiHOHe nHTaHHH b yKpaTHCbKin paAflHCbKin noBicii po3rop-
TaeTbCSJ B rOJIOBHOMy Ha TiH OCHOBI, LUO IT BHTBOpHAa KOMyHiCTHHHa,
6ijibLiiOBHUbKa naipia. A 6inbmoBHUbKa napiia 3aBAaBanacb He 6a-

raTO 3 wiHOHHM nmaHHaM : ih 3A3Banocb, mo ua He3BHHaHHo cnnaAHa
cnpaea BHpimyeTbca, Tan cKa33TH 6, oahhm MaxoM. Onne 3aMiTHe,

mo b MHC/ieHHHX nwcaHHax JlcHiHa (a Tx bhhluao b ynpamcbnoMy
nepeK^afli 3a peflanuieio Mhkoah CKpnriHHKa no 30 bcahkhx tomIb) —
>KiHOHOMy nmaHHK) hs npHCBaneHa aobi-hh wac onpeMa yBara, xoh

y KOMruieKci iHiuHX nHTaHb nopyiueHe boho Bme y paHHix JlcHiHosHX

rmcaHHax. OnpeMO npo miHone nHTaHHa 3aroBopnB JleHiH am 19.

AHCTonaAa 1918 p. y KopoTKin ..IlpoMOBi Ha 1. BcepocincbKOMy
3T3fli po6iTHHUb“ i flajii y abox tok Ayme KopoTKHx aanax
i3 1920 p. : „,0,o miHOK-po6iTHHu,b“ i ,,,0,0 MimHapoAHboro AHa po-

6iTHHUb“ Ta b AHCTax ao Knapn UeTKiH. JlcHiHOBe CTaHOBHme b uifi

cnpaBi 3acoBaHe b ou,hx He6araTbox CAOBax:
„PaAflHCbKa BAaAa neprna i €AHHa b CBiTi 3HHmn/ia hobhotohd

Bci CTapi, 6ypmya3Hi, ni A-ni 33kohh, mo oaBAaTb miHKy y HepiBHO-
npaBHe craHOBHme 3 hoaobwom, mo AaiOTb npHBmei hoaobi' KOBi,

HanpHKAaA* y uapHHi mAio6Horo npaBa, a6o b u,apHHi bIahochh ao
AiTew... AAe uboro MaAO. PiBHicTb 3a 33kohom — ue me He piB-

Hidb y mHTTi. HaM Tpe6a, mo6 miHKa * po6iTHHua AOMaraAaca
He TlAbKH 3a 38KOHOM, any }KHTTi piBHOCTH 3 MOAOB1KOM - npauiB-
hhkom. A-ns* Hboro Tpe6a, mo6 miHKH po6iTHHui mopa3 6iAbiny

ywacTb 6paAH b KepyBaHHi rpoMaACbKHMH niAnpncMCTBaMH i b ne-

pyBaHHi nepmaBOK). YpaAyroHH, miHKH HaBwaibca xyTKO i AomeHyrb
HOAOBiKiB".

I AaAi:

„>KiHOHHH po6iTHHHHH pyx T0A0BHHM CBOTm 3aBA3HHaM CTa-

BHTb 6opoTb6y 3a eKOHOMiMHy h couiaAbHy piBHicTb miHKH, a He
TiAbKH c|)OpMaAbHy. ripHAyHHTH miHKy ao cycniAbHO BHpo6HHHOl
npaui, BHAepTH TV 3 „xaTHboro pa6cTBa“, bh3boahth TT 3 niAnopaA-
KOBaHocTH, — mo CTynAKDe TT h npHHHmyc, — oABiHHoT h bh-

kaiomhoT o6cTaBH nyxHi, AmawoT KiMHaTH — ocb roAOBHe 3a-

BAaHHa“.
A me nepeA thm:
^..mepeAO 6ypmya3Horo 6pyAy, npHTHmeHocTH, npHHHme-

HOCTH — LUAlo6op03AyHHHH npOUeC — paA51HCbKa BAaAa 3HHmHAa
uiAKOM... icHye uIakom BiAbHe 3aKOHOAaBCTBo npo po3Ayny. Mh bh-

asah AeKpeT, mo shhljahb pi3HMmo y cTanoBHmi luak)6hoT hh no-

3aniAio6HOi ahthhh.... Mh 3HaeMo, mo Baecb Tarap 3acTapiAHx
npaBHA noKAaAaCTbca Ha miHKy po6iTHHHoT KAacn. Ham 33koh
Bnepme b icTopii bhkpccahb yce Te, mo po6hao hxihok 6e3npaB-
hhmh. AAe cnpaBa He b 3aKOHi. Y Hac no MicTax Ta (J?a6pHMH0-
3aBOACbKHx Micuax uen sbkoh npo uiAKOBHTy cBo6oAy mAio6y npn-
menAKDCTbca Ao6pe, a Ha ceni me wacTo-rycro AHiuaeTbca Ha na-

nepi. TaM Aoci (Mosa npo 1918 pin!) nepeBamae u,epKOBHHH mAK)6...

BopoTHca 3 peniriHHHMH 3a6o6oHaMH Tpe6a He3BHnaHHO o6epe>KHo;
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6araT0 lukorw 3aBAaiOTb Ti, xto BHOCHTb y uio 6opoTb6y o6pa3y
peniriHHoro noHyrra*...

I 3flaBanocb 6h — KiHeub, cnpaBa BupimeHa: 3hhluhth nocbo-
ronacHi peniriMHi, ceMewHi Ta eKOHoMiHHi 3bsi3kh h nocTaBMTH Ha Tx

Micue rpoMaAS!HCbKO-flep>KaBHi 3 npHHunnoM noBHOi piBHocTH 3 wo-
jioBiKaMH — i >KiHowe nHTaHHa po3Ba3aHe. OAHaae b npaKTHui,
B AiHCHOMy JKHTTi BCe Te BHHLUJIO 30BCiM He TaK npOCTO. riOKa-

3yraTb ue Bwe xom 6h m KOMyHicTHWHi >KiHOMi MaconHCH. Bi3bMiM
Hnp. xapKiBCbKHH „AB©TH>KHeBHH wypHan ueHTpanbHoro BiAAiJiy po-
6iTHHUb i censiHOK KOMyrn'cTHMHol napiiT (6) YapaTHH" n. 3 . „Ce-
nsiHKa yKpaiHH* 3a 1929 p. 3m1ct uboro nacomicy MOweMo b ronoB-
HOMy cxapaKTepw3yBaTH oummh c/iob3mh Aonwcy npo OAHy cinb-

CbKy LUKO/iy xaTHboro rocnoAapdBa

:

„B uiKOJii BHKjnaAasoTb : AouiKi/ibHe BHxoBaHHa AiTeK, oxopoHy
AHTHHCTaa, caHiTapiio, lopwAHWHi npaBa jkIhkh, KyniHapiio, a t3ko>k —
cycninbCTB03HaBciB0, Koonepauiio, arpoHOMiio Tomo“.

Oue ii e Ti cnpaBH, mo hhmh nocTiwHO uiKaBHTbca „CejiaHKa
YnpaiHH", po3yMi€TbC5i, HAy hh 3a >khbmm jkhttsim. LUonpaBAa, ne-

peAOBi ciani npHCBsmeHi: iHAycTpiani3auiT, ynacTi jki'hkh y Bifi-

CbKOBHX opram3auiax, pi3HHM KOMyHicTHMHHM CB9T3M i noA.» ane
nocTiHHora py6pHKoio € o6roBopeHHsi ynacTH huhok y ci/ibpaAax
Ta Aencrauiax i Koonepauiax, Aani niKapcbKHH nopaAHHK — nepe-
AOBciM y amtsihhx cnpaBax (acna, HeAyrn fi iH).)

t
oco6jihbo niAKpe-

c/uoeTbca cinbCbKe rocnoAapcTBo, TyT i TaM y ApiOHHx nopaAax
noAaHO KyxapcbKi npHnwcn h 3aBBam npo AOMaumc rocnoAap-
ctbo. Chobom, He 3Ba>KaiOMH Ha ryMHOMOBHi eTHKeTH npo noB-
HOTy huhohhx npaB, cenaHCbKiii >KiHui 3anmueHo m Aani nepeAOBciM
AOMaujHe h ninbHe rocnoAapcTBo Ta AHTHHy — Bee iHiue € aoa3tkom
AO thx >KiHOMHX 33HH$iTb. npoTMpeniriHHy nponaraHAy nepeHecjiH
b ronoBHOMy ao onoBiAaHb i3 i/uocTpauiaMH. I"loAi6HHH xapaKTep Mac
Ta«o>K wopraH ueHTpa/ibHoro Brainy po6iTHHUb Ta ceJiaHOK L1.K Kn
(6) Y*, THWHeBHK „KoMyHapKa YKpaiHH", Ti/ibKH uefi naconnc npH-
CTOCOBaHHH Oi/IbLU AO HtHTTJI (J)a6pHHHHX po6iTHHUb, TOMy TyT
MeHme roBopHTbca npo ciJibCbKe rocnoAapcTBo; 3aTe € AOAaTOK
npo moahi oAarn. Ome jkhttcbb npaKTmo He 3osciM iAe b napi
3 KaTeropHHHHMH racnaMH KOMyHicTMHHoT nponaraHAH b jKiHOHifi

cnpasi.

Cni/ibKH BiAOMO, He MacMO npaui, mo o6roBoprc>Bajia 6 ui-

JiicTb wiHOHoro nuTaHHa b PaAflHCbKiii Ynpami, onpiM ariTOK. ftne
3aTe C KHHJKKH, IUO TOBOpaTb npO pOCiHCbKy miHKy B CoBiTCbKifi

PociT, HKacb HiMeubKa npaua AP- OaHHiHH Tanne 3 1932 p. Xoh
A-p Tanne rnaAHTb Ha cnpaBy «pi3b HaATo poweBi oKy/iapw, BOHa
o6xon/iKDe uine wiHone hkhtts cynacHoT PociT, h TOMy BapT npw-
rnaHyTHCb n cnocTepeweHHaM. >KiHowe nHTaHHa b 6ijibuioBHUbKiH
Pocii' o6iHMac KinbKa (J)a3. riepma cj?a3a — ue wac 3ara/ibHoro 3a-

KonoTy b uaci 3-niTHboT rpoMaA^HChKoi bIhuh (1917— 1920). Bwe
nepma 3arajibHO - pociHCbKa KOH<|)epeHuia poOiTHHUb i cenaHOK

y MocKBi b jiHCTonaAi 1918 p. 3a3HaHnna, mo neMae cneuianbHo
wiHOMoro nHTaHHa, a icHye TinbKH 3aranbHo nponeTapcbKe nw-
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t0hhh, napTiHHe. ToMy He opraHi30BaHO oxpeMHx wiHOMHx TOBa-

Phctb. y BHC/iifli Toro noBCTac Be/iHKa >xiHOMa apMia — o36po€HHx
cJ?poHTOBHHOK. flexpeTH JlcHiHa 3 19. i 20. rpyflHfl 1917 p. KacyioTb

UepKOBHHH LUAI06, 1 COBiTCbXHH KOfleKC i3 1918 p. 3rafly€ Ti/IbKH

npo peccTpauiio noflpy>K b ypsifli UHBi/ibHoro ciaHy (3arc). Ane Bee

Te ne 3a6e3nenyBaao >xmm BianoBiflHHx ajiiMeHTi'B, thm 6i/ibuj, mo
flpyra 4,a3a * Hac ABO/iiTHboro roAOAy nicAsi 3axiHHeHHsi rpoMaAsm-
CbKoi BiHHH, BBOAHTb me 6i\nbiiiHH 33KOAOT. HacTae cnpaBJXHH aHapxisi

BiAbHoT aio6obh (
36iAbiueHa y TpeTin <f>a3i t. 3b. Hen-oM, i3 no-

UlHpeHHM CnOJKHTTJIM aAbKOTOAIO. TIOMaAaCb npHAK>AH0 AyCXycifl HaA
Cn0C06aMH 3MeHLUHTH AHXO, a 1925 p. 160 MiAbHOHiB AHCKyTyBaAH
HaA HOBHM nOAPy>KHM 33KOHOM, 11^0 CT3B o6oBSI3yBaTH BiA 1927 p.,

noHHHaiOHH weTBepTy cj>a3y b po3BHTKy >xiHOHoro nHTSHHsi b cy-

nacHiH Pocii. Uew hobhh 3axoH Mae npHMHHHTHCb TiAbKH ao ynpa-
BHAbHeHHJi hobhx npaBHHx bIahochh i ao oxopoHH iHTepeciB MaTepi

h nepeAOBciM ahthhh Ta 3piBHsiHHsi noApyriB. Peiuia — ue cnpaBa
npHBaTHa, AepwaBa e HaHBHinoio iHCTaHuieio xi6a b cnipHHx bh-

naAKax. 3piBHHHO 3 npaBHoro 6oKy peecipoBaHe h HepeecTpoBaHe
noApyaoKa, noAiraMifl babcthbo He 3a6opoHeHa, He Mae TaM noHSJTb:

luaio6hhh — h 6iuaio6hhh, noApyHta 3paAa, in flagranti h noA. Pe-

ecrpauia noApy>«>KH Ay>xe ynpomeHa, po3Bifl Ay«<e AerxHH. * Thm
caMHM He Mae hcluaio6hhx AiTen. YnpaBHAbHeHo cnpaBy aAiMCHTiB.

MaTepHHCTBO npH3H3HO rpOMaAHHCbKMM o6oBH3XOM, 30praHi30BaHO
onixy HaA MaTipio h ahthhoio. OxpMaTMAaA — CTaAa CKAaAOBoio
MacTHHOio uiAoro cycniAbHoro jkhtta b Poci'i; AHTsmi acna RiHiuAH

1932 p. no HHCAa 3 MiAbHOHiB; roAyBaHHa AiTen ao 3. i 4-oro poxy
>khtt 5i HaMaraeTbCsi nepe6paTH Ha ce6e caMa Aepwaea. B xomco-
MOAax p Ae 3pa3y 3anaHyB3Aa po3nyTHicTb, 3BepHeHo moaoah ao 6y-

AiBHHHoT npaui; a b uiAOdi Toro >xhttsi 3anaHyBaAa xoeAynamsi.
OAHane npw TOMy noBHOMy 3BiAbHeHHi pociifcbxa >xiHxa He nowy-
BaeTbcsi macAHBa: TT no36aBHAH nyrreBHx, epoTHHHHx nepe>KHBaHb.
^BHSJBAJieTbCS!, mo coBiTCbxi pociHCbxi >xiHXH MaxDTb, monpaBAa,
Bci npaBa, aAe He MatOTb npaBa 6yTH >xiHxora y BHmoMy po3yMiHHi
toto CAOBa". TlaTpiHpxaAbHa poAHHa 3arn6ae. UixaBi cfcopMH Mae
6opoTb6a 3 ByAHMHOio ToprosAeio xoxaHHsiM — TyT HaH3aMiTHimi
npo<J)iAsiXTopiT, Ae ByAHwm wiHXH MO>xyTb AinHTHCb i Ae Tx bhxo-
ByiOTb Ha xopHCHi rpoMaA^HXH, nepepoAwyiOMH Tx AyxoBo. >KiHxa
6epe ynacTb y Bcix AiAsmxax jxhtth — Bci ypsjAH He TiAbXH pnn
HeT AOCTynHi, aAe TT mwpo BTsiraiOTb ao hhx, noHHHaiOHH bi‘a 36opiB
AeAeraTox ao ciAbCbXHx Ta Micbxnx paA a>x ao bhcoxhx ypsiAie

y BificbxoBHx mia6ax Ta xoMaHAax Ha xopa6Aax. Po3yMieTbC5»,
b npaxTHHHOMy >KHTTi ui mHpoxi ycTaHOBH 3ycTpiMatOTb Taxi en€-
MeHTapHi nepemxoAH, ax: HeAOCTany noMemxaHb Ta Tx nepeAiOAHeHHa,

* npo pyjHHHUbKy LUKifl/iHBiCTb TaKoro 3axoHy Ta fioro nory6Hi Hac/iiflKH
nepeKOHa/iHCH h caMi 6!/ibiuoBMKM i b 1936. p. Bupann hobhh 33koh, mo sejibMH
yTpyaHHB po3BOflH it spHeaHHs noapyw. 3oKpeMa noaciaB 6i/ibmoBHUbKHH npoenr
aaKOHy, mo 3a6opoHSB 6h nepepnBaTH BariTHlCTb, HaKjianaB 6h nonaTOK Ha 6e3-
jkchhhx i npHSHasaB npeMil fl/iM HHCAeHHHX poflHH (flHB. „flino“ H. 98. 1936 p.).

PedatmiA.
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Heflocrawy Twi, MHJia h non. He noMarae Ha Te HaBiTb ycycnijibHeHHH
rocnonapcTBa Ta KyxHi y KOMyHax. 51k Ha cycnijibHOCTi Bifl6HBa€TbCH

npoTHpeniriiiHa nponaraHfla, npo Te A-p Tan/ie He 3rany€, ane ewe
3 nonaHoro nopoTKoro nepernsmy TT npaui KOJKHOMy ue acHe.

II

ft sk npHCTOcyBana ui racna ynpaiHCbRa paAHHCbKa noBicTb-

tq poMaH? BinnoBinHO ao 6a>«aHb ypflflOBHx kojt, bhcjiobjichhx Hnp.
n. riocTHiueBOM Ta ft. CeHneHKOM y flonoBinsix, HaapyKOBaHHx
onic/ia b KHTBCbKiR „JliTepaTypHiH raaeTi*1 3a 1935 p., coBiTCbKa
jiiTepaTypa noBHHHa nepyBaTHca CBoepiAHHM t. 3b. couisuiicTHHHHM

peani3MOM, to6to Bifl6MB3TH cyuacHy AiwcHicTb y ceiTJii noTpe6
i HaKa3iB KOMy hIcthmhoT napTiT. I Ta«e HacTaB/ieHHa, napTiHHe, ue-
KypH By3bKO nponaraHflOBe Tpe6a MaTH Ha yBa3i npw o6roBopeHHi
t3ko>k yKpaTHCbKoT noBicTH. I Hac 6yRe uiKaBHTH He TijibKH Te,.

sikhmh iflesMH h 4?aKT*MH nepeAac yKpai'ncbKa noBicTb Ta poMaH

y PaflSHCbKiH YKpaTm wmowe nHTaHHsi, 6o TeMaTHKa thx TBopiB
npHHeBoneHa HHcnHTHCb i3 Ba>KKHM H3THCK0M ypsiflOBHx Ron, ane
uiKaBiine 6yae ni3HaTH CBOcpiflHe ocBiT/ieHHS thx <J>aKTiB Ta men,
npHCTOcoBaHHSi lx no yKpaiHcbKoro rpym-y, cnpo6H ctbophth cbIh

BjiacHHH CBiTor/iBfl i, mo HaHBawHime, cboio B/iacHy Mopa/ib.

Onne nepeflOBciM jki'hkh, mo BHcrynaiOTb b ynpa lHCbKHx pa-

AHHCbKHx noBicTSix Ta poMaHax, e HaHHacTime HepeniriHHi, a to

h acKpaBo 6e36o>«Hi. OnHane penirinHy cnpaBy noTpaKTyBann no-
BicTsipi BenHKOi YnpaTHH Ha3aran flywe eni30AHHHo: 3BHH3HHO 3ra-

nyiOTb npo Hei TinbKH nenBe oahhm — flBOMa HaTswaMH (Hnp.

BpacioK). TinbKH bhhhsjtkobo niflHeceHO peniriHHy cnpaBy ro npHH-
UHnianbHoro 3HaqiHH3. 3aMiTHe, mo TaKe 3ycTpiqacMo BjiacHe b no-

BicTnx, npHCBsmeHHX cneuisuibHo >KiHOHOMy nHTaHHio: y KpoTeBHna
h 5?Bo/ioBCbKoi. Aap»<a Ee3(J>aMijibHa po3noBiflac npo npHHHHH cboci

aHTHpeniriHHOCTH. BnxoBaHa, sw ninKHAeHb, y MocKOBCbKOMy bh-
xoBHOMy 6yflHHKy, BOHa Ao6pe 3aTHMHna AOBri paHimHi uepKOBH)
6oroc/iy>K6M, mo Tan MynHnn 6e3npHTynbHi AienaTa:

„Ue BH<e nonajiacsi MyKa... BiAnpaBa HeKBannHBa, 6e3KOHewHa.
B WHBOTi nycTKa. B ronoBi n/iHByTb cHHi nnsiMH BiA btomh. BonaTb
KoniHa, a th ctIh, 6o no6aqaTb, mo cina, a6o npHTyjinnacsi ao ctIhh,

sapa3 we 3 uepKBH i Toni 6e3 o6iAy. CmnbKH pa3iB 30Mniny TT

bhboah/ih 3 uepKBH... oco6jihbo niAnac bcbhkoahhx BiunpaB, kojih

Bci nocTH/iH, 6ea MO/iOKa Msica h ph6h°.

Ao Toro me h Tpannnocb, mo 6e3cyMJiiHHHH AapHHH xni6o-

AaBeub, po3nycHHH noniuMancTep, 3jtomhb Th jkhtth BnacHe y Be-

J1HKOAHIO Hiw, 3AOpOB/lSIHH TT UHHiHHO CJ10B3MH : nXpHCTOC BocKpecel*
Ko/ih >k Aapna, He BBaHOJOHH Ha Te, Ao6nnacb BpemTi 3apsipy b aomI
Ana BHxoBaHHa AiTefi, a AaeHsi HacToaTenbKa HaMOBH/ia AiTen 1th ao
uepKBH, to Aap«a* nepenocHa Hac«pi3b 6inbmoBHUbKHMH iueaMH, no-

nanac b miB. Ta Bee TaKH HHTaq noBicTH 5lBonoBCbKoT 3acKOMeHHit

OAHicio HecnoAieaHKOio: flepme mo6oBHe 3anHTaHHa bi'a 6ijibiuo-
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BHUbKoro nposiflHHKa Ma/ibueBa nowy/ia flapKa y nifl3eMHifi... Ka-

nmmi. riosicHeHHH ricT nofliT 3ajimua€MO caMOMy HHTaneBi.

He TaK 6yno 3 KpoieBHHeBOto O/ieHoio HexHTpoio, mo npo-
6y/ia 14 Jiir y ^HTanoMy TIpHTy/iKy b J],OH6aci h no/no6Hjia mnpo
uefi npmyjiOK. TyT He 6yjio KOMy bhxob3th y fliieia pexiiriMHi nowy-
BaHHfl. £ahhhm no6o>KHHM BHxoBaweM y ripHTyjiKy 6yB ywHTe/ib, mo
fioro fliTH HeHaBHfliiiH 3a KpaHHC HeneflaroriMHy noeefliHKy. 3peuj-

toio, b ripHTyjiKy ne BKopeHH/iHCb Hi pe/iiriHHi, Hi ocj?iuiHHo-naTpio-

THHHi nonyBaHHa, 6o b Horo oToneHHi „Manwe He 6y/io ototo rpyH-

Ty, OToro nocTiiiHoro BnnHBy, aKHH Tan MacTO cnocTepiraeTbca b po-
AHHHOMy >KHT.ni

a
,

a pe/iiriiiHi o6obsi3kh cnoBHann fliTH Hefl6a/io.

ToMy He flHBHO, mo ko/ih Tpannsca CHMnaTHMHHH fliTHM, Hepe/iiriH-

hhh BHKnaflan nncbMeHCTBa, BiH po36hb /lerno Vx xHTKy Bipy, 6o
„ Bona He Ma/ia b nac oco6/iHBoro K©peHa, 6o He BnnH6niOBa;iaca

b Hac i3 HaHMonofliHoro BiKy, 3 caMoro ahthhctbb". Ta sk 6h TaM
He 6yjio, oco6jihboi HeHaBHCTH ao pe/iiriT He noBHHHo 6y.no bhtbo-

PMTH ue OTOHeHHSI. ToMy 3 HeMa/lHM 3flHBOBaHHSJM HHT3CMO T3Ky p03-

MOBy 3 Ma/iOKD AOHeHKOio repo'mi:

„Ta ocb He3a6apoM fliBMHHKa, aKin TOfli niinos ywe luocthh
piK, 3anHTye MeHe: — MaMyca, moTaKe xaMKa? MeHi acHo, 3BiflKijia

ue — i a HaBMHcne flocHTb flOK/iaflHo, He 3MiHK)K)MH 3Miciy, posno-
Biflara m otoh 6i6/iiHHHH MiT npo HoCBoro chhb XaMa, mo 3 Bi-

fliHiiinHX y HenaMaTb /uoflCTBa flaBeH nepeTBODHBca b noro yaBi

b 3pa30K ycboro HecTepnHo-HeBHxoBaHoro, By/ibrapnoro, 6pnfl-

Koro — b TpacJ)apeT cnpaBWHboro „xaMCTBa“. — Tan 3HanHTb XaM
nocMiaBca 3 OToro Hexopomoro Hoa, mo npnnycTHB cooi nnaHHTH
m BanaTHCb n’aHHM Ha 3eMni? 1 ue Bce-e? — 3po6n/ia Jlio cno-
naTKy Be/iHKi owi, Hi6n xoTina flOflaTH: — Hy, HOMy >k TOfli BMyBa-

€Tbca 3 ouhm c/iobom mocb KencbKe, o6pa3UHBe ?... fl/ie mhttio

BOHa Bwe Bi/ibHo-npeBece^o CMidbca. — Xa, xa, xal TaK BiH we
xopome, flywe xopome 3po6nB otoh XaM. HyflOBo, npocTo! Xi6a w
to 3jie CTaBHTHCb OTaK flo thx, mo nHaqaTb? Hh He npaBfla, Ma-

Mycro? 9[ CTBepflHo xHTaio ronoBoio, MOMycb caMa nepenoBHroiocb
paflicTio. — Tan, TaK, 3oBciM He 3/ie 3po6nB TOfli otoh XaM. Baa-
rani noTpi6Ho 3aB>KflH He maHyBaTH Toro b, nraflax, mo npnnycKa-
K)Tb bohh co6i 6pnflKoro, Hexopomoro. I ue 30BciM TaK — xto 6
bohh TOfli He 6yjin: HaBiTb TaTO, HaBiTb a. LLle Bece/iiuie cMieTbca
JIkd, aw nopcHy/ia CMixoM. TaKOK) CMiuiHoio yaanaca Th oflHa Bwe
AyMKa npo Te, mo i a Morna 6 6yTH b TaKOMy CTaHi, aK Hoh. F\ne

xyTKo 3anHuiac CMiaTHCb: — OTwe a Tenep HiKO/iH-HiKonn, MaMy-
cewKO, He 6yay o6pawaTHca 3 xaMKH. Xan co6i TaM

!

a

Oua CBOcpiflHa o6opoHa xaMCTBa h 6awaHHa 3a/iHmHTHCb xa-

mom TaKi Biflpa3nHBi, mo 3acyflwyraTb caMi ceoe. A/ie tbkhh 6owe-
BinbHO cxn6neHHH xapaKTep MaiOTb Manwe sci npoTHpeniriHHi bh-
CTynn b yKpai'HCbKiH paaaHCbKin noBicTi — Bcynepen BHpa3HOMy
3anoBiTOBi caMoro JlcHiHa. Ha macTa, aK 3raflaHO, bohh He TaKi

sacTi. PiflKO noBicTi He flOTopKaiOTb 30BciM peniriHHHX cnpaB, 3aTe
qacTO o6MewyioTbca flo tbkhx 3aranbHHx naTaKis, aK Hnp. One-
KcaHflep KonHneHKo y „BH3BoneHHi“ : „PeBoniouia 3Bi/ibHH/ia juoflen
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Bin ycix 3a6o6oHiB CTapoi Mopani i penirii", a6o me BHpa3Hime
b poMaHi Onecsi AocBiTHboro „rionne“ (1926), ne TypneHsi Tiojuie

noKOxana nymHHua PeMO h HaBawnnacb 3/iaMaTH npaninHi 3BHnaT,

mo npn3HaBanH cxinrno wiHKy 3a HeBinbHHmo, a Ti mhjihh PeMO Bin-

noBinae Mycy/maHHHOBi AxMeTOBi: „ 91k SanHiii, >KiHKy, tbohd cecipy,

si He onypuB. Bohb Ti/ibKH ciana monnHoio HanonoBHHy i xowe 6yTH
jnonHHOio ui/iKOM... Tbosi Bipa, sik i BcsiKa Bipa, uboro He no3Bonsic.

Tenep BOHa 3BinbHHnacb on Hel. A npoTe... siKe KOMy nino?"; a6o
no noieniB, Mafiwe Bee 6e3HaniHHo HenoTenHHx i 6pyTajibHHx.

I TinbKH nywe bhhhsitkobo nonanaeTbcsi noBicTb i3 3ranKaMn npo pe-
niriHHi HacTpoT 6e3 HisiKwx 3aBBar (CeweH CKnsipeHKO „Tnxa npn-
CTaHb" 1929), a6o ne BHBeneHo noBa>KHimy npoTHpeniriHHy nncnyiy
(iBaH Jle h 10xhm Kynpsi" 1925), mh HaBiTb Ta«i HecMinHBi 3aBBarH,

monpaBna b ycrax noeia b nuBHifi :

„A mh? KiHeub-KiHueM, yci Hauii apeonnsiHH, panio h 3anym-
jiHBi ra3H — HiKseMHHM npi6’fl30K npoTH BipaneHoi Hanii Ha pan...

Cnyxaiue, bh nyMann npo cTpaiuHy cynepeMHicTb jnonHHH, mo CBi-

noMa 6e3rny3nocTH csoro MHHymoro icTHy BaHHsi, a yBiwHHTH noro
HecnpoMo>KHa? 91 6oiocb, mh He ctoImo mh nepen BinponweHHsiM
Bipn?“ (Banepism ninMornnbHHH ..Micro" 1927).

TaKO>K TinbKH BHHHSITKOBO TpanJISUOTbCS! pOM3HH, mO B yciH CBOTh
ocHOBi npoBon^Tb nocninoBHo npoTHpeniriHHy TeHneHuira, mh Mowe
nponaraHny, sik ocb: iBaHa Jle „Pom3h Miwrip’sr (1926—33), no-

BicTi (nna Mononi!) B. Tansi „flK)6i 6ponsrn“ (1927) i „AnBHi npn-

ronn 6ypcaKie“ (1929), a6o HenoKiHneHHH me IBaHa MnKHTeHKa
„PaHOK“ (1935). OnwaMe BCionn TyT Hepo3Ba>KHa h neiaKTOBHa TeH-

neHuiHHicTb Tana siCKpaBa, mo nywe noHHmye MHCTeubKHH piBeHb

y thx poMaHax. Cionn Hane>KHTb i 51. KaMypw „Onbra“ — TyT onHHM
i3 nponoBinHHKiB 6e36o>KHHu,TBa CTae cBsimeHHK y u,epi<Bi, xom BiH

<j?opManbHo He 3pHBac 3 U,epKBOio.

3pemTora, penirisi npencTaBneHa sik mocb naneKe, nepe6opeHe.
I, snaeTbcs!, mh TinbKH He ouhh pa3 BHCTynae TaKa niKapKa KcaHa

(y noBicTi B. Bpan<nHBoro „riepeMoraM
1932), mo, sik xpncTisiHKa,

He BTpHManacb Bin Ta>KKoro rpixa h noKnana Ha ce6e Kapy.

Bo 3BHM3HHO, KonH penirisi me nep>KHTbcsi, to xi6a b monen
BincTannx, mo HecnpoMOSKHi cnpHHHMTH HOBy no6y. TaKa Hnp. CTapa
>KHniBKa €>enb y noBicTi JleoHHna RepBOMaHCbKoro „3eMnsi o6iTO-

BaHa“ (1926). BoHa He Mowe 3po3y MiTH HOBiTHix 3MaraHb y cboTx

chhIb, a Bee >k TaKH BOHa TaKa BenHMHsi y cBOMy MaTepHHCbKOMy
6onio:

„Byno naa chhh b MeHe, sik neoe OMen y no6i, sik coHue i Mi-

csmb Ha He6i, a Tenep HeMae moTx oMefi. 51k si 6yny 6nyKaTH uhm
BenHKHM, xononHHM cBiTOM cnina?... Xto 3Ba>KHTb 6inb? Bor y He-

6i — BiH 6aMHTb... IloMpy Konncb — Kanimy HixTO He npoMOBHTb
Han Mornnoio, sik cyKa, a He sik CBpeHKa — MaTH cboTx niTen... Aeoe
Tx 6yno b MeHe, sik naoe OMen y no6i...“

I mh >k nHBHo, mo cmh TT GpyxHM Ty>KHB yce 3a HeiO, TOH CaM
€pyxHM, mo 3aMicTb ITanecTHHH 3HanmoB HOBy „3eMnio o6iTOBaHy“
b KOMyHi3Mi h He xot'ib Ha 6aTbKiBCbKin Mornni ck333th npomanbHe
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„Kafliui“. iHuui Maiepi He npHHMaiOTb Ta« tah6oko uieT pi3Koi 3MiHn

B norJlSIflaX „HOBlTHbO 1 AIOAHHH" i TOAHTbCa 3 THM JJK i3 aKOlOCb

mhphok) MejisiHxoJiieK), sjk ue HHHHTb Haflisi CTenaHiBHa y noBicTi

HaTajii 3a6iAH „TpaKTopo6yfl“. F\jle 6yBa€ h Tane, mo noGownicTb
i npHXHJlbHl'CTb flO UepKBH BHCTaBJlSI€TbCfl aK OAHy 3 npH-
KMd npoTHKyAbTypHoro CBiTOTAaAy Ta KOHTppeBOAKmiHHoro Ha-

CTpoio — Tani e Bci no6o>KHi huhkh y 5lBOAOBCbKoT. LU,e iHiuy no-

CTaTb BHBis Teo LUKypyniH: AOHKa npoc^ecopa neTep6yp3bKoro-
yHiBepcmeTy >KaHHa BapK, Ha3BaHa >KaHHOK) BaTaAbHOHepKoio, 6a-

BHTbCst y Teococ|)iio Ta BHKAHKyBaHHa AyxiB — ane ue TiAbKH naH-

CbKi npHMXH.
51k 6aMHMO, me nacTO aBAaKm>ca b yKpaiHCbKHX paA^ACbKHx

noBicTax nocTaii huhok i3 norAaAaMH AaBHiMH, He 6iAbmoBHLi,bKHMH.

1 to He TiAbKH eni30AHHHO. Bohh € h AeKOAH toaobhhmh noeicTe-

bhmh repolHSJMH, hk ua HemacHa Cocj>ia KpaBHHK y noaicTi TpHro-
pia Eni«a „Bes rpyHTy“ (1928—29). Coc|)iHKa >KHBe Bwe, monpaBAa,
b hobhx nacax ycTiHHeHHH 6iAbiuoBHu,bKoi BAa ah, aAe cboTm xapaK-

TepoM i AOAeio HaraAye BOHa 30BciM 6e3noMiHHi wepTBH cycniAbHHX
BiAHOcHH y noBicTsix KbIthh, JleBHUbKoro, MnpHoro. CynpoTH hobhx
6iAblUOBHUbKHX 6lOpOKpaTiB i MiCbKO'l 6iAH BOHa 30BCiM 6e3CHAbHa.
BoHa He bmic 3HaHTH co6i caMocTiHHOi npaui h Ana 3Ao6yrra cBOMy
MaAOMy 6paTaHKOBi jkhttcbhx 3aco6iB, niAAaeTbca HacHAbCTBy 6iAb-

IHOBHUbKOrO 3AOHHHU«-yp51AOBLJ,SI, a KOAH BpeULITi iT nOAK)6HB mnpo
HeCHHH 6iAbmOBHUbKHH po6iTHHK fOxHM C«A5Jp, BOHa KiHHHTb CaMO-
ry6cTBOM, mo6 iforo He o6AypiOBaTH. iHina 3hob c TaeMHHna MapTa
3 poMaHy Oackcm CAicapeHKa n MopHHH AHren" (1932). — BoHa
npOHHBTa SIKOlOCb COHAHBOHD, MiCTHHHOK) BipOK) B ..HopHOTO AHTeAa -

,

npOBiAHHKa npoTH6iAbLHOBHUbKHx noBCTaHuiB; flA5i tiboro BOHa He
no6osjAacb cnpHHHHHTH Ba>KKy KaTacTpoc^y Ana KOMynicTHHHoro
arpoHOMa flpTeMa raHAyaeHKa, mo npHHMHB Ti ao ce6e. Ro >KiHOK

CTapmoro noKOAiHHa MOWHa 33hhcahth h Taay Hrny BacHAiBHy
b noBicTi O. CAicapeHKa „riAaHTauiT“ (1925), mo, xom AOHKa hoh-
AapMCbKoro reHepaAa, 3aAio6HAacb y xnonui, mo bhsibhb ce6e pe-

BOAiouioHepoM Ta npHHCBOAHB Ti me BpsiTyBaTH HOMy hchttsi. Aac
€ h TaKi BnraAKH, ak y poMaHi O. .UocBiTHboro „AAan“ (1924), mo
JKiHKa TSirHe peBOAiouioHepa y npoTHpeBOAiouiHHe OToneHHa. >KiHKH
CTapmnx norAsiAiB, mo He MowyTb noroAHTHCb i3 nepeMoroio 6iAb-

mOBHKiB, 3anOBH51IOTb 38MiTHHH C3THpHHHHH pOMaH KDpia Cm0AHH3
n. h. „<t>aAmHBa MenbnoMeHa" (1828), Ae 3aKOHcnipoBaHa neTAio-

piBCbna opraHi3auisi, 3aAHiuHBLUHCb nifl 6iAbmoBHUbKoio BAaAoio,
nepeMiH5i€Tbcsi b MaHApiBHy TeaTpaAbHy Tpyny. L(e icTepHHHi h Be-

peAAHBi wiHKH, mo aaMiCTb pea;ibHoro hjhttsi 6aaaTb a^bhS Mpii,

aAe Bee >k TaKH BMiiOTb y BawKHX xbhasix niAAepwaTH MywHHH,
a naHHoHKa Mapyca 3Ao6yBaeTbcsi naBiTb Ha Tany eHepriio, mo,
KOAH TT AK)6hH KoTHTOpOUlOK CT3BHTb 1H nHT3HH51

: ^CnpaBJKHbOTO
c ABa: Aino (po3yM. naTpioTHMHe) i th... 1 a 3apa3 He 3Haio: mo 3a-

pa3 Ana MeHe 6iAbme?" — BOHa BiAnoBiAae odypeHa: „51k th Modern
TaKe Ka3aTH ? Ta koah „Aino“ cKame b6hth Te6e, a, He po3AyMyio-
hh...“ — BoHa nepBOHie i, He aokihhhbllih, po3THiBaHo BiflBepTa-
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CTbca" h onicna nonac nosamHo: ..Hixonn He mapTyn Tau... \3 uhm
He MOWHa mapTyBaTH. KomHa nionHHa MycHTb mqth mocb Bennue,

mocb 6inbme Han yce, i ue hi'kouh He MycHTb 6yrn fioro oco6HCTe
macTa“. 1 Mapyca 6amae 6yTH KoTHropouiKOBi npymHHoio, am no-
bIbsum 6opoTb6y no KiHua, a noKHmo BOHa xone 6annTH Kothto-
poLUKa nymHM, aananbHHM, c|>aHaTHHHHM... Ane nonpw Te BHxonaTb
Mim miHKaMH b uiw opnriHanbHiH Tpyni h cynepennH 3a ManeHbKi
oco6ncTi cnpaBH: KaiepHHa i HeoHina Mano He no6Hnncb 3a Micue
b ponax. CnpaBa 3 miHOUTBOM KiHHacTbca cmi'ujho TpariHHO : noni-

THHHi p03XOn>*<eHHSI nOBOnBTb no Toro, LUO KoTHTOpOLUOK CTpinHB

no Mapyci, ane He bhhhhb Th Hinoro, 6o peB©nbBepoBi naipoHH
6y/iH HneiiTyxoBi. Oime Mapyca, xoh i He noronmyeTbca 3 6inbmo-
BHUbKHMH nopannaMH, e Bme monHHoio HHHy, aKTHBHOio.

Ill

1 He caHTHMeHTanbHa nacHBHidb, mo ninnaeTbca HanTO cboYm
nonyBaHHsiM, ane nianbHa aKTHBHicTb € ochobhokd npHKMeTOio hobo!
miHKH b yKpalHCbKiJi panflHCbKifi noBicii. BipaTHno umy HimHe mi-

Hone noHyBaHHS, mo no3Bonac nerno MymHHHi 3obcIm 3anaHyBaTH
Han miHHora; boho npocTO 3Hynmye HOBiTHboro MymHHHy. TepoH
ronocHoro poMaHy BanepiaHa ninMornnbHoro 0Mido* CTenaH nenie

sonoTi chh npo HalBHy Haninny:
„Xan TinbKH BOHa cxnnHTbca no Hboro — bohh shbox nepe-

MomusfMH BBiwnyTb y 6paMy MicTal... CaMe iMa l'T 6yno Hanieio, i bih

noBTopioBaB fioro, an CHMBon nepeMorn".
fine Konn noBipnHBa Haninna He nyMae cnepenaTHCb i3 noro

nepeMoroio, HacTpin CienaHa, nonpaTOBaHoro >khtt£bhmh HeBna-

H3MH, pi3KO MiHSlCTbCSJ:

„BiH nonyBas cbojo Han HeK) Bnany i xotIb, mo6 BOHa Kopw-
nacb. Bca npHKpicTb fioro Ha him 30cepenmyBanacb, i bIh Mome
BnapHB 6h Vi, Konw 6 BOHa HanyManacb cnepenaTHCb. Ane BOHa
noKipHo nimna“.

Ta nonn Haniwna 6e3 npoiecTy Binnac CienaHOBi cboc ko-

xaHHa, bih 6pyianbHO KpHKHyB no Het:

„Th, th BHHyBaTa! — 1 nimoB reTb, iiobhhh Tyrn Ta rHiBy“.

Haninna ocTorHnna fioMy Binpa3y. F"Ioni6Ho 6ea mamo, xoh yme
cnoKiHHime, nownnac CTenaH CTapmy Bin ce6e TaMapy BacHniBHy
3 TaKoio <f)inbococf>i€io:

„KamiTb bh, a Mymy MOBnaTH. Hinoro a He 3Haio. He 3Haio,

mo 6yne 3i mhoio. Ane onHO a 3po3yMiB — mHBeMO mh He Tan, an

xoneMO Pi... MycHMO po6hth inmHM 6onane. LJe a 3po3yMiB. iHoni

6yBac rapHo, an 3apa3. 3aTHmHO, thxo. Te, mo bh 3po6nnH nna
MeHe, HixTO Bme He 3po6HTb... a Mano nyMaB npo Bac, nonn bh 6ina

MeHe 6ynn, ane 3aBmnn 3ranyeaTHMy, nonn Bac He 6yne“.
Ane TaMapa 3Hae, mo Ta«e Mycino npHHTH

:

„5I m Bipnna b Bora... to6to Konncb Bipnna. A Konn no6a-
Hnna Te6e, 3HOBy nonana MonHTHCb. flapMa! 3 npnnmna no Te6e f
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sjk cHOBHfla. Th BiflinxHyB MeHe — a nim/ia. noKUHKaB — a npn-

HLUJia. Bo/i» Moa 3/iOMHjiacb. — BoHa CTucHy/ra HOMy pyKH
Tax

; mnpa, BianaHa aio6ob He BHCTawae Bwe, He Mae 3po3y-
MiHHa, BOHa CKOpO npHKpHTbCH. I 3HyflH<eHHH TaKOlO BiflflaHOK) AlO-

6obio rieTpo TaMa/iia y KonmieHKOBOMy „BH3BOAeHHi“ noKHAae 6e3
HaayMM CBOKD HiiHKy y^AHy pa30M 13 TpbOMa AITbMH Ha Be/lHKy 61-

Ay, ane Pioro chh CaBa 30BciM po3yMie 6aTbKa:

„BaHHLii, mm HaATO KOHcepBaTHBHi, Hac nepeKOHaAH, mo oupy-
>KiHHa nOBHHHO 6yTH MiUHHM, Hi6« AKDA6H npHKOByiOTb OAHOTO AO
Apyroro. CnpaBa He b 3aKOHi, a b no6yTOBHx BHMorax... 3aKOH
OAHe, a jkhttb iHLue AHKTye. MaTH Moa HaATO no-cTapoMy npo Bee
MHCAHTb. Th 3po3yMiH, 6aTbKo ct3b 6iAa TaKoI po6oth, mo BHMarae
po3BHHeHoro iHTeAeKTy... HoMy Tpe6a Main noMimHHuio b po6oii,

mo po3yMiAa 6 Pioro. Mh uiKaBa PioMy Tenep Ta MicTeHKOBa, niA-

CTapKyaaTa MOAOAHua YAaHa, mo AeABe BMie HHTaTH—nHcaTH Ta

Ao6pe 3Ha€Tbca Ha xaTHbOMy rocnoAapcTBi? Po3bhb3th ii?... Ana
Uboro CTapa Bwe, a AAa MywHHHH — copoK TpH poKH BiK HeseAH-
khPi... Main HaneBHe po3yMie ue Bee, v He! toaobh Ha Tpbox po-

3yMHHX BHCTaHHTb... HexaPl KOJKeH >KHBe Ha CBiH CM3K i an 3axone...

MeHi noAo6a€Tbca Bee >k, mo 6aTbKO pc3py6aB By30A i Hinoro He
3Aa«aBca. Mh me no-CTapoMy mhcahmo co6i poAHHy h OApywiHHa.
3iPlLlIOBCa 3 aKOIOCb >K iHKOK) — o60Ba3KOBO >KHBH 3 HeiO, AOKH
3AOXHem! A koah nepepic Ti Ha n’aTb toaIb? 91 ny>ne aio6aio MaTip
i BBawaio, mo BoHa HaA3BHwaPiHa AioAHHa... Koah 6 MeHi CK33a ah,

mo a Myuiy uiAe >KHTTa npo>KHrH i3 cbocio ApywHHOio, a 6 hwoah
He oApy>KHBca“.

OTme 6e3nocepeAHe, rAH6oKe, HHCTe noHyBaHHa y huhkh He
iMnoHye Bwe HOBiTHbOMy MOAOBiKOBi b PaAsmcbKiPi y«paTHi. Lie, Ha
Pioro raAKy, 3acTapiAe Pi HyAHe.

„J1k>6ob 3aHenaAa — npn6AH3HO Ha apujHH BiA cepua — ro-

BOpHTb KHlBCbKHpi noeT BMTOpCbKHH y pOMaHi B. niAMOrHAbHOrO
„MicTo". — To6to BepHyAacb ao CBoro BHxiAHoro nyHKTy... AnKyHH
He 3H3AH i'T, a Ham bik e BiK ocBineHoro AHKyHCTBa... aio6ob „3hh-
>Ka€Tbca“. nicHa KOxaHHa npocniBaHa. J1 io6ob CTae nopyn My3 i Ha-

AHxae pa30M 3 hhmh TiAbKH cTapoMOAHix noeTiB. HaTOMicTb BHcy-
BaeTbca Te, mo 6yAO HaPiroAOBHime b AnnyHCTBi — npaua. Cnpaa-
>KHiPi noeT Mowe 6yTH TiAbKH noeTOM npaui".

B iHmoHy poMaHi — n. 3. *HeAyra“ CBreHa IlAy>KHHKa (1928)
KoxaHHa npeACTaaAeHe aK ua cnpaB>KHa HeAyra, mo cnHHac b ko-
pncHin npaui repoa TBopy iBaHa CeMeHOBHna — bi'h Mowe noBep-
HyTHCb ao Tie! npaui, TiAbKH no6opoBLUH b co6i KoxaHHa ao 3pau-
ahboT aKTOpKH.

A aKa HtiHKa iMnoHye TOMy HOBiTHbOMy HonoBiKOBi? 91 khx wi-
HOK CTBOpHAH HOBi o6cTaBHHH?

HoBiTHa wiHKa b PauaHCbKiPi yKpai'Hi -- ue He TiAbKH npo6y-
flHieni niuo buahbom KoxaHHa a3iPicbKi hhhkh

:

TypKeHa Ttonne 3 po-
MaHy AocBiTHboro, mo noKHAae 6aTbKiBCbKe ceAO h Bipy Ta BTiKae
3 MHAHM y UIHpOKHH CBIT, He 3aBaraBmHCb BHCTynHTH npoTH cboYx
HaBiTb i3 36poeio; ue He TiAbKH y36enKa BiM6a-xoH i3 „PoMaHy
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MiJKripV, mo He no6oa/iacb noKHHyTH npaAifliBCbKHM OAflr „napaH-
A>Ky“ Ta 3AepTH 3 AHua cxiAHio 3ac/iOHy „HiMMaT", ane h BiflsajKH-

nacb BHCTy riHTH 3 npWAiOAHOio npoMOBoio Ta 3Ao6yTH co6i eBpo-
nencbKy ocBiTy. Ue — nepeAyciM Ta ArAaa 3 poMaHy M. XBHjibo-
boto „Ba/ibAUiHenH“, mo Yi „b1a npnpoAH noKAHKaHo ao KHnyMoT
AismbHOCTH, mo XOHe „TBOpMTH >KHTTfl“ 1 BMi£ Te >KHTTa 3A06yBaTH
cmaoio cbocT pimywol Bo/ii, a Aani ue KOMcoMOAKa, nioHipKa-yAap-
HHUfl, — CAOBOM, AiBHHHa-aKTHBiCTKa. ABTOpH KOMCOMOAbCbKHX no-
BicTew (leaH KHpHneHKO „KysepaBi AHi“, 1930

, JleoHHA IlepBOMaPi-

cbKHH B Iln5iMH Ha cohlu“, 1927 — 06a 3aronoBKH Aywe xapaKTepH-
CTHMHi) cTBepA>uyK)Tb Ay>«e o6epe>KHo, ane 3obc1m bm pasHO, AeMo-
pani3auiio b KOMCoMonbCbKHx opraHi3auiax i cna6 i cnpo6 w OopoTHCb
i3 thm Mopa/ibHMM 3aHenaAOM. KopeKTop Ychk y TlepBOMaHCbKoro
nHTacTbca npocTo „nepeAOBHKa moaoai“ HHMHnopeHKa :

„A HopMH noBeAiHKH... y Bac we ecTb a«aHe 6yAb eTHKa?...

npH3HaPiTecb, bh nnjin mo Hin? A? EcTb y Bac smicb hopmh? J3,o-

3BOAH€ Bama eTHKa nnTn?“
Ha ue HHHunopeHKO BinnoBiAac nywe xapaKTepncTHMHO

: „Hy,
3axoTinocb Mem — aw CBHCHyB" i YcHKOBi 3aAHma€Tbca xi6a 3aB-

Bara: „Mep30THa eTHKa! ETHKa a BaHTiopncTa 3 Be/iHKoro mnaxy...

„3axoTinocb MeHi“... A bh 3HaeTe, mo „a“ — ocTaHHa niTepa a6eTKH?“
Hh >k ahbho, mo nicna hImhhx niaTHK tbkhh HnHHnopeHKo niAna-

6y3Hio€Tbca onicAa HaBiTb ao m'ACTapKyBaTOi, HerapHoT po6iT-

HHu,i HacTi, ane „BiAnyB Ao6poro CTycaHa niKTeM y rpyAH h nonyB
npHTaMOBaHO cxBH/iboaaHHH ronoc: — Ih... Moaokoc... noro Ta« 3a-

6awanoca?... flyMacm, nnemyTb Ha MeHe, Tan i npaBAa TOMy, TaK
i KO>KHOMy mMapKaueBi Aaioca? Conni BTpn! A me h Ha 36opax
npo po3KpinaHeHHa wiHOK naTauae..." Ta HnHHnopeHKo 3arpy3aB
Aani: „.,.MicTOM xoahah nyTKM, Hion b niABani npocjjujKonH BiAOynaca
opria, TpoxH He w aTeHCbKa mu" 3 ynacTio Jli3H Jla3apeHKOBoi,
.a t3KO>k roBopHAH npo Te, mo ryAb6nme BAamTyBaB KOMCOMOAb-
CbKHH ocepeAOK. y ubOMy c nacTHHa npaBAw". TIpaBAOK) 6yAO Te,

mo Jli3a, cepeA TaKoro naHoro TOBapncTBa, noBOAnnacb Aywe cbo-

6iAHo h roBopMna HaATO i hthmho. Ta cnpaBa KiHHacTbca me Ao6pe:
HHMHnopeHKO, AiHiuoBmH ao Kpaio ynaAKy, xotIb noBicHTHCb, OAHane
Pioro BpaTyBanH, a h Jli3a ynaiiJTOByc cboc wHTTa.

I b KnpHAeHKa 3ManbOBaHHH AymeBHWH po3KAaA Ta BiApoAweHHa
AianbHoro KOMCOMOAbua HnKOAHMa TpHHKDKa, npw MOMy >KiHOHi no-
CTaTi BMCTynaiOTb TyT HiTKime. Ocb i 30BHiuiHiH o6pa3 tbko T po-
6iTHHui-KOMCOMOAKH, mo Heio 3axonnioeTbca Hhkoahm :

„Koah TpH Micayi TOMy, npHTxaBmH Ha po6oTy b paHKOM, sin

3ycTpiB TaM KaTK), HOMy OAPa3 cnoAo6aAacb ua wsasa aKTHBicTKa,

mo rapane cnepenanacb, a roAOBHe — AHBHnaca Ha wHTTa Tan
caMo coHamHO i paAicHO, au i BiH. Ha nepuiHH norAaA ue 6yAa
3BHH3HHa KOMcoMOAKa, mo Tx Tan OaraTo Mo>KHa 3ycTpiaaTH B oce-

peAKax, paPiKOMax mh Aecb b paAycTaHOBi. UJ,e Aea-Tpu poKH TOMy
BOHa, a« i Bci, xoAHAa b niKypaTaHui, noBa3aHa 6yAa wepBOHOK)
xycTKOio, no xAonanoMy HaMaraAaca KypnTH unrapKH i roBopHAa
B maMaTb“ 3aMicTb Tcth. Aac 3roAOM >khth ctbao Kpame, y 3kth*
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BicriB 3HBHAHCS KpaBBTKH, i nO KpeAHTOBaHHK) MO>KHa 6yAo fliCTaTH

npucTOHHoro KOCTioMa. Moaoflb rapaMKOBO BwenHnaca 3y6aMn 3a

uiKOJiy, 3a KHHWKy, 3a po3yMHy po3Bary. npaBAa, 6yah OAHHHui,

mo B3MBB/1H ue nepepoAweHHHM, yxHAaMH i HaBiTb 6yp>«ya3HicTio.

Ta t3khx noBoni nepecTa/iH CAyxaTH, i MoryTHin MacoBHH npouec
KyjibTypHoro 3pocTaHHH po6iTHHMoT moaoai xom KpacHKOM 3aqinaB

KO>KHoro lonaKa mm lOHKy. Tenep ao Kbtphhhx wopHHx owen 6ijibuie

AHMHB TeMHO-CHHiH aHTAiHCbKHH KOCTIOM, Hi>K 3arpy6iAa BMTepTa UJKy-

paTsiHKa. BiAa 6mo3Ka 3 KpaBaTKoio AV«<e BiATiHsma TOHKi BopoHi 6poBH
i nyx/ii MaAHHOBi ry6n. ABaAUflTa ociHb IT >khttsi, Tawa 3anatuHa
i xBH/iioioHa, npHHecna Th naAKi Aieoni Mpii i HacTHpAHBi bhmoth
Mo/iOAoro TiJia“.

I oua KaTpa Aio6HAa HnKOAHMa „3a a«ycb BHyipinimo >khbo-

TBopHy CHAy, mo 3aB>KAH ropi/ia, aanajiFOBa/ia Bcix, npHMymyBajia
ynepTo nepe6opiOBaTH Bci BHTpn6eHbKH BepeAAHBoi' rocnoAHHi-
jkhttsi", a *rpoMaACbKa AyMKa KOMcoMOACbKoro panoHy Bi‘Apa3y

npHXH/ibHo nocTaBHJiaca ao TOBapmuyBaHHSi TpHHiOKa 3 KaTpefo".
R/ie SIKMHCb Mac o6Me>KyBaAHCb KOpOTKHMH, TenAHMM p03M0B3MH
Aecb y kak>6i‘, pawKOMi mh ocepeAKy. BiAbmoro ao3boahth He motah,
6o rapaHKOBa po6oia... 3a6npaAa BBecb BiAbHHH sac i CHary. Ao Toro
me TpHHIOK p03yMlB, mO 3a HHMH CTOKHTb BBeCb paHOHHHH 3KTHB,

a TOMy 3anBa o6epe>KHicTb He nouiKOAHTb. „Ta h 6e3 Toro BiH 6yB
po3Ba>KHHH i 3H3B, mo nocnimaTH b tskhx cnpaBax He peKOMeH-
AyeTbca. HpaBAa, iHOAi THxoro Benopa... KpoB HHKOAHMOBi CTaBaAa
rapaMoio", a toa* Tphhiok BAywas npo Te, mo 3aBTpa >k nocTaBHTb
nepeA Kaipera nmaHHsi py6a: noro BOHa hh Hi? y TaKi xbhahhh
Hhkoahm cxBHAbOBaHo 6Ay«aB 3 KyTKa b xyTOK no KiMHaTi i BpemTi
ciAaB 3a KHH>KKy. KHHWKa noMaAy BTHxoMHpiOBaAa po3naAeHy roAOBy..."

flAe pa3 „BiH Morocb parnoM niAxonHB Kaipio niA pyny i, Hane
nocnimaraMH KyAncb, noBOAiK TT 3a co6ok>“. Y ce6e, BAOMa, He 3a-

xoTiB CAyxaTH KaTpHHHx cyMHiBiB moAO TT ct3hobhma ao napTi'i.

I KaTpa nowaAa xBHAiOBaTHCb, Ta koah Tphhiok ciasaB HaATo Ha-

Xa6HHH, BOHa „panTOM BiA^yAa, mo BiH aKHHCb My>KHH i A®A6KHH Tii.

*HeBX<e ue BiH, ariTnpon paHKOMy? — MaHHyAO b ronoBi — TaH-
nipKa siKacb?...“ A b cepui tockho 33Hhao o6pa>«eHe AiBOMe noMyTTa".

Ta KaTpa CKopo npocTHAa TpHHiOKOBi:

B>KiHOHa wyTAMBicTb i Hi>KHicTb 3aroBopnAa b Hifi CboroAHi

3 ycicio chaoio, a OAHa HacTHpAHBa AyMKa ynepTo BopyuiHAaca b ro-

AOBi: „Tpe6a hcoamIhho noroBopHTH CboroAHi. Xan bi'h He AyMae,
mo a ao Hboro noraHO CTaBAioca. Hi. ST npocTO 6yAa SAMBOsana
panTOBOio 3MiHoio iioro bIahochh ao MeHe".

I niAO BnAHBOM Manicj?ecTauiHHnx AeMOHCTpauifi bohh roA^Tbca
3 co6ok>:

*ToHKa, KaTK)... 3a6yAbMo npo CTape. Ta h xi6a MO>KHa 3raAy-
BaTH aKiCb T8M OCo6HCTi Api6a3KOBi enpaBH, KOAH MH H<HBeMO B T3KHH
HenoBTopHHH nac?... KaTpa BiAHyAa: Fphhkdk cTae cbmhm co6okd,
ue6io koahluhIm ariTnponoM paHKOMy, mo cboTmh npoMOBaMH 3as>KAH
3axonAKDBaB, niAHOCHB HacTpin, bhkahk3b 6a>«aHHa HeBnHHHoi 6o-
poTb6H i tbopmoT npaui“.
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Ta ece >k TaKH — BOHa 3roAOCHAa b 3arci cbos nonpy>«>Ksi
3 iHuinM BWTpHMaHiujMM napTinueM, 60 rpHHioK 3anaMaBca : BiH ao-
sboasib co6 i Ha AemeBeHbKe KOxaHna to 3 cyciAKOfO, x<iHKOK) Mepi,
mo BHSIBHAaCb OniCASI 3pyHHOK) fliflAbHOHD 6o€BHMKOK) npOTH 6 iAb-
lUOBHKiB, TO 3HeBa>KHB Ce6e ByAHMHHM KOX3HHSJM. Horo 3HHAH 3 pa-

HOHHoro npoBouy h BiH aihluob ao tbakh npo caMoryScTBO h TinbKH
B Mac CnHHHAH Roro TOBapHLUi KOMCOMOAUi

;
BiH BiApOA>«yeTbCSI AO

hoboto muTTH. F\ne h KaTpa 3axHTaAacb y napTiHHHx nepenoHaHHsix:
BOHa xoAHAa noTaHKH Ha 36opn ono3HuiY, Ta onicAa yce BHHBHAa
napTiT. ToBapncbKHMH cxoahhbmh 3 hstoah KaTpHHoro mAK)6y KiH-

nacTbCH u,si KnpHAeHKOBa KOMCOMOAbCbKa noBicTb. BoHa He Aac hcho
sapHCOBaHoi' nocTaTi yKpalHCbKoi komcomoakh. Oco6 hct'i h napTiHHi
cnpaBH rpaiOTb TyT, monpaBAa, Aywe xapaKTepHCTHHHy poAK), aAe
3araAbHHH o6pa3 BHXOAHTb me AOBOAi iMAHCTHH.

1 aw Jl. IJepBOMaHCbKHH y cboTh noBicTi „B noBiTOBOMy Maiu-

Ta6i“ (1929—1930) BcniB, hh He nepuue, a3th aoboai 3aKiHneHHH
o6pa3 yKpa'iHCbKoi komcomoakh b oco6i OAbrH. L(e — HacKpi3b npo-
ACTapKa. jiJoHKa po6iTHHKa, mo 3rnHyB BiA BH6yxy b KonaAbHi MaH-
raHOBoT pyAH (yAK)6AeHHH mothb y coBiTCbKin AiTepaTypi!), i MaTepi,

mo n b6hb noAK)6oBHHK, OAbra saAHiuHAacb caMa i3 CTapiuoio

cecTpoio BapBapoio h 18-AiTHbOK) AiBHHHOKD onHnHAacb pa30Mi3Bap-
KOtO y KOMMOAi T8 „3 Hep03Ba>KH0T AiBHHHKH CTaAa BHpOCTaTH B My>KHIO

TOBapHLUKy". 3TOrOHaCy >KHAa B KOMyHUl', 3 He3aMHHeHHMH ABepMH
AO XAOriflHo! KiMHaTH. I TOAi o6iK He! 3HaHLUOBCH KOMCOMOAeUb
JleB — BOHH nOKOXaAHCb. AAe

„AyMKH npo HapoAweHHH KOxaHwa 3HawHo ni3Hime 3hbhahch

y JleBa, hk i b OAbrH... Ane HapoAweHHH KoxaHHH? HoMy He naM’si-

TaioTb Hi JleB, Hi Onbra nonaTKiB fioro, HOMy He motah bohh 3ra-

A3th Tie! nepmoi KpanAi, mo 3 Hei BAacHe nonaAa pocth BeAHTeH-
cbKa rapana xbhasi, mo Tpoxn He 3aAHAa Tx o6ox? tAome h cnpaBAi
3BHpOAHiAO A8BH0 KOXaHHH, LUO npo Hboro nHCaAOCH B CTapHX po-
MaHax, ApyKOBaHHX HepiBHHM eAicaBeTiHCbKHM mpHtfuoM Ha rpyOoMy
jKOBTOMy nanepi pyMHoro po3AHBy... 3oBciM iHme h Hecxowe ko-

xaHHa HapoA>KyBaAoca b cepuax 6e3aycnx lOHaKiB i npo3opnx AienaT

3 KOMyHiCTHHHHX CniAOK MOAOAI. I BOHO He MOTAO 6yTH CXO>KHM, 60
HacTO-rycTO nepuioio npoHHTaHoio khh>kkoio TaKoro lOHawa hh AiB-

hhhh 6yna: „YAep>KaT ah 6oAbmeBHKH rocyAapcTBeHHyjo BAacTb",

—

a nepmHM He3paA>weHMM KOxaHHaM— peBOAiouia".

OT>Ke nOAiTMHHHH MOTHB, napTMHa enpaBa BHpOCTaAH B KOM-
COMOAbCbKOMy KOXaHHi B Haci rpOMaAS«HCbKOT BiHHH AO 3HaHiHHfl nep-

mopaAHoro piiuaAbHoro hhhhhk3. 1 ocb nepeA HHTaneM opnriHaAbHa^

Aio6oBHa Aia:

„1m AOBeAoca pa30M nepryBaTH koao ocHa3y. Ue 6yAO AaBHim-
<HbOK) Mpiefo OAbrH. 3 BapBapHHoio pyumHueio, 3aropHyBUJHCb
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y flOBry KopmyHOBy mHHeAio, CTOsma bohs koao noxay3y. B'msi BopiT,

HacBHciyiOMH ca/iflaTCbKy nicHio, ctosib JleB. BiH AHrne npwTxaB

3 ry6KOMy, AeABe npopBaBUincsi «pi3b 3aropo>Ky 6aHflHTCbKHx po3-

13a ib, i iioro He nycTHJiH b 3aciaBy. Hiw 6yna TpHBomHa. 3acTaBH
ctosiah 3a MicTOM. Ha6AH>KaBCsi ziereHflapHHH CyxopynKa, mo npo
Hboro AOBOflHjioca Hepa3 HyBaTH HaHSKaxAHBiuiHx onoBiASHb. Toro>K
Ta«H ahh BapBapa onoBiAaaa b KOMyHui, sw CyxopywKa, 3a6paBiiiH

OrapropoA, BHAaB Ha«a3a BHKa3aTH Bcix KOMyHi cii b, komcomouIb,
a hkluo Hi — yce mictchko BorHeM Bi3bMeTbcsi“...

„Bohh 3a/iHiuHnHcsi babox. Turna BHciAa HaA mi'ctom i 3AaBa-

jiocMp mo b uiM Tumi BeAHKi 6epe3HeBi 3ipKH 3BywaTb. CenpeTap
opraHi3aui'i i psiAOBa KOMcoMOAKa ctosiah 3a AeKiAbKa npoKiB oAHe
BiA oAHoro h o6om xoTmocs? niAiHTH OAHe ao oahoto... Me3aAbsmc!

—

CKa3aB 6h KOMCOMOAbCbKHH CKenTHK MaAHKa. . 060M XOTiAOCSl ni-

AiHTH OAHe ao oahoto, 3a3HpHyTH y Bini, BCMixHyTncsi Mome h He
roBopHBmn. OAb3i HOMycb 3raAaBca abackhm npHCMHHH 3hmobhh
Bem'p, koah JleB ynepme 3sibhbc51 b KOMyHui i Th BHflajiocsn, mo
caMe toai BOHa Bnepme 3axoTiAa 3aAHmHTHca 3 hhm Ha caMOTi,

npHTyAHTHesi ao Hboro TenAHM TiAOM, BiAMyTH Ha nAewax CBO'l'X

fioro pyKH... He MowHa 6yAO KHAaTH nodiB. OAbra Mpisma, 3arop-

HyBLUHCb y KopmyHOBy mHHeAio. LLlHHeAsi naxAa mHHeAeio, cbaast-
cbKHM cyKHOM, TpoxH KiHCbKHM noTOM, CTaPmejo, Ue nSIHHAO. JleB

HacBHciyBaB caAAaTCbKoi nicHi koao BopiT i — cenpeiap opraHi-

3auiT! — AyMaB npo psiAOBy KOMMOAKy OAbry... Me3aAbsmc! — sik

CKa3aB 6h KOMMoAbCbKHH CKenTHK MaAHKa. flBepi Hoxay3y Ta bo-

poTa ocHa3iBCbKoro ABopy bhxoahah Ha oahh 6j'k eyAHui. Im Tpe6a
6yA0 MiHsiTHca Micu«MH, He khabiohh 3 noAH BHAy nocTiB. TaKHM
hhhom bohh nocepeA Aoporn 3ycTpi4aAHCsi... Ha OAHy MHTb. Ue >k

TaK npocTo... MaHMte pa30M bohh pyluhah OAHe OAHOMy Ha3ycrpi4.

IxHi owi 3ycTpiAHCsi. Po3iHmAHCsi... Ue cnoAo6aAocsi o6om. Bohh
3H0By hluah OAHe OAHOMy Ha3ycTpiH, 3HOBy ahbhahch b Q4i i ycMi-

xaAHca. I koah B>Ke ct3ao TeMHiTH, koah Hiw BOCT3HHC 36npaAa
MOpHi CHAH, KOAH BOHH 3yCTpiAHC51 HeBiAOMO BH<e HKHH pa3,

OAbra 3ynHHHAacfl. — JlbBo! — ryKHyAa BOHa h npocTsirHyAa ao
Hboro pyKH. Ue 6yB IxHiPi nepmnn noumyHOK i Bwe 3a XBHAHHy
BOHH 3HOBy CTOSIAH Ha CBOIX MKUSIX, a KOAH TpOXH 3TOAOM npHHLUOB
KapHan 3AiHM8TH Tx 3 nocTiB, BiH... Mi>K iHlIIHM 3anHTaB, 3AHBOB3HHH
6aAbOpHM BHTAS1AOM, CBiwiCTlO miK Ta OHeH OAbTH I — MoAOA4HHa!
He cnaAa? — ft noro 6 MeHi cnaTH? — npocTo BiAnoBiAa OAbra
h eroTcTHHHO po3CMisiAacsi... XoAiM, JlbOBo! Bepe3HeBHH paHOK 3a-

ropsiBcsi pyMflHneM. Bepe3HeBHH paHOK nsiHHB i'l 3anaxoM 4oxaB3y,
3anaxoM 4epBOHoapMiPtebKoi' mHHeAi h nepmoro moaoaoto KoxaHHsi...

13 3acTaB noBepTaAHcsi KOMMOAbui. Bohh nmAH no Aopo3i h cni-

B3AH... — 9\ aio6aio Te6e, JlbBo, — AHBAsmncb Ha hhx, CKa3aAa
OAbra. — Mobhh... 5\ 3Haio...“

OT>Ke IX KOXaHHSl pO3UBiA0 CepeA KOMCOMOAbCbKO"4epBOHOap-
MiHCbKHX o6cTaBHH, BOHO M3AO BHp33HO napTiHHHH niAKAaA- I nporpix
npoTH napTiHHo'i KapHOCTH — CTae Pi nporpixoM npoTH KoxaHHsi

Ta HHLU,HTb Horo. ToMy, KOAH JleB, BHCA3HHH i3 BiAAlHOM MepBOHO-
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-apMifiuiB, mo nona/iH b pyxn CyxopyMHHHoro 3aroHy, hocmIb paTy-
BaTH B/iacHe >khtth fi He 3rnHyB pa30M i3 84-Ma, b nymi O/ibrw
Bifl6yBa€Tbca Bawxa 6opOTb6a:

„JleB BHHiuoB 6h 3 IT cepua, BOHa 6 3a6yna fioro. Hi! BoHa 6
ne 3a6y;ia woro, 6o nepuuoro noui/iyHKy He Mo«<Ha 3a6yTH, He MO>KHa
3a6yTH KOxaHHH, oflarHeHoro b HepBOHoapMificbKy uiHHeAio i Ba>«Ki

mo6oth... BoHa 6 He 3a6yna fioro, xoh mo>kahbo fi HaneBHe noxo-
xana 6 inmoro, i iHLiioro Koxana 6 rnn6me fi 6iAbuue, Hiw JleBa...

fine Tenep — Hi! BoHa Koxac fioro fi mo Tfi ao Toro, mo BiH

3paflHHK? TaK, BiH 3paAHHK, BiH nOKHHyB CBO'lX TOBapHUiiB y He6e3-
neui, BiH >khbhm, a 84 newaTb y rnn6oKiK MorHAi... BiH noMep i aab
iHLUHX TOBapHujis... Xi6a ue Tan Ba«Ho, mo cj)i3HHHa CMepTb me
He HacTynHna, mo TT Mowe, i He 6yAe? BiH Tm He TOBapHUJ... BiH

6oary3 i spaflHHK. Ta BOHa Aio6HTb fioro Bin Toro He MeHuje*.
F\ne danocb He TaK — Onbra 3Hafimna nix Ha cbog xoxaHHa

y Ai^nbHOMy mhhi': BOHa niuina Ha 6ofioBHfi cJ>poHr. I He noBepHyna
BOHa Koxa hhh aHi JlBOBi, aHi He nonio6Hna nepBOHoro KOMaH-
A3HT3 CaK-CarOBCbKOrO, mo rOBOpHB „ CyMHHM TOAOCOM, ipOHbyJOHH
HaA caMHM co6ok>, HaA /IeBOM: — Oto >k mh cynepHHKH... fl BOHa
He BH6paAa MOAHoro 3 Hac... Ta th He cyMyfi. BoHa noBepHeTbca,
Ta TiAbKH He ao Te6e fi He no MeHe".

riopiBHafiMO 3 thm 6araTo npocTiuinfi o6pa30K Taxoro cfjpoH-

toboto KoxaHHH b poMaHi O. AocBiTHboro „Hac 6yAO Tpoe“ (1927):

4)poHTOBHHKa-peBOA(om'oHepa >Ka6i npHBOAHTb cepeA 6oio 6e3 aobthx
uepeMOHifi napTifiHoro TOBapnma y cboio KiMHaTy:

n X*Tocb AOCAiAH<yBaB enoxH i 3po6nB bhchobok, mo b nacn
>KOpCTOKHX 6ofiOBHX, BeAHKHX eniAeMifi Ta AHXHX SIBHIH. mo nOBOAi
HHmaTb HCHTTSl, — AKDAefi OXOllAKDC LUBHAKOKpHUHfi epOC“.

AAe 6ofioBi winoHi BinAinn b PociT 3HBHAHCb me ao 6iAbuio-

BHUbKoT peBOAtouiT. B«e KepeHCbKHfi HawaraBcsi CTBopeHHsiM >xi-

hohhx 6aTaAbfioHiB m'AinMHTH Ayxa pocificbKoT apMii fi Tany 6a-
TaAbfioHepKy 3M 3AiOBaB nperapHO Teo LLlKypynifi y CBoIfi „>KaHHi
BaTaAbfioHepui". TapHHfi, npHMXAHBHfi BHTBip iHTeAireHTCbKoro oto-
neHHsi, 22-AiTHa >KaHHa, 3axonHAacb Tan Aywe pocificbKHM naTpio-

TH3MOM, mo 3 AHTHHCTB3 nAexaAa MpilO: CT3TH >KaHHOIO A’flpK,

cbsitokd >ki HKoio-caAAaTKOK). ToMy, koah nicAH CKHHeHHsi uapa Pocifl 3Ha-

fiujAacb y He6e3neui fi KepeHCbKHfi i3 BpyciAOBHM ctbophah wiHOHi
6aTaAbfioHH, BOHa onHHHAacb b oAHOMy TaxoMy 6aTaAbfioHi nopyw
i3 AiBnaTaMH 3 pi3HHX cycniAbHHx ujapiB. BaTaAbfioH KHHyAH Ha

4>poHT — i b oKpeMOMy po3Aini n. h. „rioT3A Epoca" Aae LLlKypynifi

Ay>xe acxpaBHfi o6pa3ox noAopomi Toro 6aTaAbfioHy — Ha BTixy po3-
nyTHHM caAAaTaM. BaTaAbfioH 6epe ynacTb i b cTpauiHOMy HacTyni
Ha 6arHeTH Ta po36nTHfi noBepTaeTbca no neTep6ypra. >KaHHa ne-

pe>KHBae eci cTpaxirrsi cJjpohtoboT BifiHH, aAe noBepTaeTbcsi uiAa.

OAHawe nepaoHa peBOAiouia He 3axonAioe TT fi BOHa HaBiTb po3xo-
flHTbCH i3 cboTm MHAHM CTe(J>aHOM BofiKOM, KOAH A13HaAaCb, mo BiH

nOKHHyB cj?poHT i opraHi3ye HOBy peBOAiouiio. Ta nepBOHa peBO-
Aiouisi Bn6yxAa i >KaHHa 3 ry6nAacb y TT xbhasix' a6o BOHa niuiAa
Ha ByAHura, a6o onHHHAacb y peBOAiouifiHHX paAax, a6o... hhtbh
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He 3Hae, mo 3 Hera CTaAocb. OTwe n y LUKypynia po36HBaraTb ko-

XaHHSJ nO/liTHHHi D03X0fl>KeHHH.

IV

FpoMaAsiHCbKi noMyBaHHSJ oepyTb Bepx HaA oco6hcthmh i ao-

BOAHTb ao roro, mo, sik mm 6aMMAn, KaTpsi He MorAa 3acnoKOiTHca

y cBOMy napiiHHOMy cyMAiHHi
,
aw aokh He Aonecaa BAaui npo Te,

mo 6yBaAa Ha 36opax ono3HuiT n He bhcaobha 3 CBoro nonasiHHsi

3 Toro npnBOAy. Ousj ncHX03a niA3opiB, aohocIb, BiAKAHKyBaHb, nap-

TiHHHx noKasiHb i3 MeTora 3a BcsKy u,my yTBepAHTH AHKTaiypy nap-

Tii — AOBe/ia ao 3o6paweHHH OAHiel 3 HansicKpaBimnx, aAe 3apa30M
HanwaxAHBimnx i HanocopysKHimnx wiHOHnx nocTaTen y PaAflHCbKin

YnpaiHi; ao CTBopeHHsi b AirepaTypi nocTaii wiHKH HeKicTKH. 3o-
6pa3MB T'i cboTm reHisuibHHM nepoM toh, mo KpoBra BAacHoro cepu,si

3MaAraeaB 6e30AHHCTi Heipi BAacHoT Ayiui, 3anAyTaHoI b HeBHMOBHe
rope PaAHHCbKo'i YKpaiHH, toh, mo MaB BiABary cboim npopeMHCTHM
chmboaom i aAeropiera KHHyTM oAsepTnn npoTecT npoTH cynacHHx
nopHAKiB i 3anewaTaB tom npoTecT BKiHui BAacHora KpOBra — ctbo-

pHB II HaH6iAbLHHH np03aTK PaA5»HCbKOl YnpatHH, MhKOA 3 XBHAbO-
BHH. fleABe KiAbKOMa PHC3MH 3MaAraBaB XBMAbOBMM nOCTBTb Man!

y cboi'h „rioBicTi npo caHaTopiHHy 30Hy“ (1922—23). AAe thx KiAb-

Ka pHC i3 flaHroBoro IleKAa hh LUeKcnipoBoT acai Me«6eT — mo-
wyTb HHTana aobccth ao 6oweBinAsi. I HeAapeMHO nepeHocHTb aBTop
HMTana ao caHaTopiV Ha fpaATancbKnx Mewax aasi doweBinbHHx mm
HaniB6oweBiAbHHx icTepHKie. Yci xopi n cecTpn-AorAsiAaHKn 3Bep-
HyAH yBary Ha rapHy, BeceAy Manra. F\ne Mansi Koxae 6o>neBiAb-

Horo BeAeTeHCbKoro <|>aHTacTa, BOAOxaToro A Hapxa. I AapeMHe ak>
6HTb AHapxa THxa, MpinAHBa cecTpa KaTpsi — Ta caMa, mo bhcaob-
aioc TAM6oKy raA«y:

„BopoTHCsi aasi Toro, mo6 bh6opoth co6i npaBO 6yTH AOAar-
KOM AOMaiUHHM, e 6e3rAy3Aa“.

3peiuTora, AHapxoBi po3mobh 3 KaTpera 3apa3 niACAyxae Mansi:

„Mansi Ta« thxo niAiniiiAa ao BepaHAn, mo AHapx i cecTpa
KaTpsi, nowyBujH IT, 3ApnrHyAH. — niACAyxyBaTM, KawyTb, HeKpacnBo!
— KMHyB aHapx. — A bh BiAniASi ue 3HaeTe? — Mansi, npnmy/iHB-
hjh owi, 3iMLiiAa Ha BepaHAy... A Tenep cnawiTb MeHi : woro MeHi He
MOWHa niACAyxyBaTM. — Koah bh Tana Ha’iBHa, to si BaM Mowy cna-

38th: ue He riAHO cepno3Ho! aioahhh. — Xa-xa! Cepno3Hoi aioah-

HM? HO BailJOMy, BMXOAHTb, bcsikhh OXpaHHHK € bt iAeH HSI HaTBHO-
cth? — SI Tpoxn He tbk bmcaobhAacb, — noHepBoHiAa cecTpa
KaTpsi. — AAe si raAara, mo bh MeHe po3yMicTe. 1 noTiM: bh w He
OXpaHHHK? — A BH BiAKiASI ue 3Ha€Te, mo SI He OXpaHHHK? —
Mano! — CKa3aB aHapx. — noKHHb roBopnTH AypHnui. — O, mo!
HaiBHocTi! MoBHy, MOBMy sik ccJahkc. — 1 panTOM AOAaAa: — A Bee
TaKH Bami po3mobh npo cj^paHK-MacoHiB si niACAyxaAa".

Ta ue HeBHHHa Api6HHHKa. He3a6apoM wnTan i3 Han6iAbLUHM
3AMBOB3HH5IM Mye 3 ycT Man! TaKe 6pyTaAbHe BnsicHeHnsi KOxaHHSi,

mo, He 3HaraMH me AaAbLuoro po3BHTKy noAin, BiH o6ypra€Tbcsi Ha

uen Aywe pi3Knn, aAe Bee >k MHCTeubKnn 3aci6. I b Tin po3MOBi
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npo „HeTpi >KencbKoT Aymi" npo „cj)iKuiio nnsiTOHiHHoro KoxaHHsi",

npo Manim HaniHTHMHimi nepe>KHBaHHsi — nanyTb Hi6n JKapTi&nnBi

cnoBa: !

— ,fl/le, B/iacHe, si h noci Bin Te6e Hinoro He noqyB — kh-

HyB aHapx. — I ue npaBAa! — 3acMismacb Mansi. — Ue,y 3Haeiu,

y Mene t3khh npnnoM: si xcuy Te6e 3aiHTepecyBaTH i boa>kk 3a nic.

Ue npnnoM MeKicTio. J2,a... — noinoni roBopnna BOHa. — 51 t th ra-

Aaeuj... 6araTO cepeA Hac, xopnx, weKicTiB? — Hasimo ue o6i? —
Ta TaK... MeHi norocb 3AaeTbcsi, mo n tm t3Gmhhh MeKici! — Ilo-

KHHb rOBOpHTH HiCCHlTHHUIO ! Kawn CKopiiu, naBiiuo TH MeHe no-

K/iMKana cjoah? Mem HiKonn! — HiKonn? — pisno cnasana Mansi

m HaxMypMnacb. — fla... A sk th... noBipne 6 h, kotih 6 si To6i cna-

33 /ia, mo si — t3hhq MenicTKa? Th sir... ncBipHB 6n MeHi? — Ui

P03M0BH BHie ROTO BHBOAHAH 3 Ce6e“.

1 „HeTpi wencbKoT nymi“ ocBiTmoe ccninna 6nncKaBnusi.

y XBHJli, KOJ1H ni3HbOK3 OCihHK) C3HaT0pinHe SKHTTSI XHJIHTbCfl AO
Kinua, kotih AHapx ynaB y Ba>KKy rapsinny, toai HOMy npnxoAHTb
na AyMKy po3MosnTHCb pimyne 3 Mancio, a BOHa HOMy Tan BiARpn-
Bae „HeTpi >KeHCbKoT Aymi":

*CKa>KiTb weHi, wore BaM Tpe6a Bin MeHe? HeB>ne bh i noci

MpieTe, luo si Bac KOjiHHe6ynb Roxana?... A bAm, MeHi He Tpe6a ro-

BOpHTH BaM, LUO... MO€ KGXaHHSJ fl/19 BSC He 6iAbLUe, SJK COAOMHHK3,
3a 9Ky xanaGTbca TOHyunn... Ane 3apa3 si eac Tpoxn HeHaBHA>Ry...

9\ KOAHCb CKa3a;ia b3m npo Te, mo Mi»< hbmh e Tanm nenicTH. 9\

HaBiTb HaisiKana Ha Te, luo h a Hanewy no ui«T naTeropit monen.
Bh MeHi toai He noBipHnn. Tenep, ranaio, noBipuTe!.. Tanna ne-

KicTKa, areHT nepBOHoi' oxopohkh. 3 caMoro nepiuoro ahsi Baiuoro
npnY3Ay Ha caHaropinHy 30Hy si CTewnna 3a koskhhm BaiuHM npo-
kom. 9i woMycb Bipn/ia, mo bh e cnpaBSKHin aHapx, sikhh npoBona-
uinHHMH 3aco6aMH 3aTecaBcsi b Hami Kona. I 3Haeie, Toni no-CBOGMy
noKOxana Bac. 6araTO 3Hana MysKMHH. Ane no-CBOGMy... Koxana
TinbKH abox... Tan, si Bac Koxana!.. Bo si nyMana, mo bh g cnpaB-
>KHiH aHapx. 9\ cnoniBanacb, mo bh MeHi nacTe KinbKa npenpacHHX
xbhjihh. 1 BinnaBaTHcsi BaM, CKaH<y mnpo, 6yno aasi MeHe macTsiM.

9\ 3Ha/ia, mo mog Tino, mos nacKa po3BSi>Ke BaM si3hk, i bh MeHi

po3Ka>«eTe Te, woro si noTpe6yio. Tan! 9\ Bipnna b ue: no oceHH bh
6yneTe ennim b ninea/ii!... Bo >k nonyMaPbe: b uiM yesi si. Bh po-
3yMiGTe? — Mansi noxnnHna ronoBy i 33A'/Manacb. AHapx MOBiaB.
1 xoh BiH y3naB on Hei 3apa3, mo 6yB IT HepBOHora o<fc>ipoio —
i Ti/ibKH, mo Bona He sir KoxaHKa

, a sir Ta HHa wenicTKa xonnna 3a

hhm, cTewanH 3a koskhhm noro pyxoM, HaBiTb 6i/ibme — 6aH<aiOMH,

mo6 BiH 3po6HB SIKHHCb HeneBHHH KpOK, KOTpHH HpHBi B 6h HOTO

ao tiopmh. . caMe Tenep, sir HiKonn „ BiH nonyB 6nH3bKicTb no Hei".

A Mansi roBopnTb nani: „MoT nauiGHTH 6y/in BipTyo33MH. Ane si po-
6njia ue, sir Ti inioTKH, smi i3 cnoRinHoio nymeio hlu/ih Ha bothh-

me... I mo MeHi 3 Toro — cto wopTiBl — mo moYx nauiGHTiB on-

lipaB/lHJ-IH Ha TOH CBir y „AB3AU^Tb HOTHpn TOAHHH?..." Ane He 3a-

6yBanTe... 3a KinbKa poKie 6apHKaAHHX 6oia si Mana cnpaBy He
3 OAHHM My>KHHHOIO, i He 3 AeCSITbMa, i, MOJKAHBO, He 3 AB3AU«TbMa.
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Sbhmshho nepiua rapsiwKOBicTb nponiuAa, ane TT Micue 3anocina
3BHMK3 . Bn po 3yMi£Te? Ue Bwe He Heipi jKeHCbKoi Ayuji, a ue HeTpi

B3ara/ii. 91 npocTo 3bhka3 BHCAiuwyBaTH, aohochth. I, ocKiAbKH ao
iHLAHX cnpaB 6yna nocTinHa i HAUcfsepeHTHicTb i ocniAbKH si sqbskam
naMsuajia, 1140 oxpaHui si BiAAa/ia Bee, mo Moraa, si He TijibKH no-

Aio6HAa mo cnpaBy, — si npocTo — cto wopTiB! — He Mowy 6e3
He! >khth!“

Ane Hexan WHTaweBi He 3Aa£TbC$i, mo Ha TOMy KiHeub —
reHifi XBHAbOBoro AOBOAHTb AHSiBOAbCbKy nocTaib Mail! ao noeHOTH.
Bo koah BOHa npHTyAHAacb miAbHiui ao aHapxa, BiH, noMOBwaBuin,
panTOM CKa3aB: ,Ot mo... 91 HanuiOB! — i xopo6ahbo 3acMisiBCSi.

—

l_Uo th HaHiuoB? — CKHHyAacb Mansi. — Ue, BAacHe naAisiTHB, —
CKa3aB BiH, — ane ue, moskahbo, Ha AesiKHH wac Aacrb To6i 3auo-
BoueHHSi... 9\ ot mo HaAyMaB... 9\k th rauaeui? He 6yuo 6 Kpame
To6i, koah 6 si... OAinuiOB... y absau^tb wothph poahhh... th 3Hacui,

KyAH... Mansi 3ApnrHyAa... A aasi woro >k ue MeHi noTpi6HO? — cno-
KiHHo cnHTaAa BOHa. Rne b TV roAoci aHapx nowyB i AerKHH Api«<.

i cxoBaHy pauicTb. — 91 k aasi hoto? Th niAeui toa’i b oxpaHKy
h CKawein, mo ot, mobasib, 6yAa Tana to AiOAHHa i... Caobom th
mocb TaM npHAyMaeui. Th Moweui CK333TH, mo MeHe nepexHTpHAa,
po3«pHAa mok) *npoBOKauiK>“, i si Mycie a6o BTiKaTH... a6o 3po6nTH
Te, mo 3po6nB. Mo>KHa HaBiTb nanTH siKicb cjjaALUHBi AOKyMeHTH...

—

A b Te6e peBOAbBep €CTb? — HecnoAisaHo cnHTaAa BOHa n npn-
CTaBHAa cb'ih norAsiA ao aHapxoBHX owen. I b TT owax BiH no6awHB
TBapHHHy pauicTb. — PeBOAbBepa b MeHe HeMa, — c«a3aB aHapx. —
Tan TOfli, — i Mansi <j?aAiunBO 3acMisiAacsi, — si To6i uaM CBin!“

PeBOAbBepa aHapx He AicTaB, aAe o6iusiHKy ciiobhhb — kh-

HyBCSl B K3ABMyTHi XBHAi XOAOAHO'i OCiHHbOT piKH 33 npHKAaAOM
iHiuoro xoporo. AAe Mansi He B3siAa ywycTH b noxopoHax.

„B toh wac, koah ripouecisi nepeciKaAa po3Aopi>K>Ksi, BOHa
CTOsiAa 3 3anAiomeHHMH owHMa... OAKHHyBum roAOBy Ha riAKy. Mansi
mocb ujenoTiAa, Hawe TBopnAa siKycb HesnAHMy MOAHTBy".

IlocTaTb MafiT BiucyBac y fiHb yci iHuii wiHKH-aKTHBicTKH
b yKpaT'HCbKin paAsiHCbKin noBicTi — HaBiTb oTy Jliowiio FlaAbwim,
OTy iTaAinny 3 Maa>neHTO b noBicTi B. Ky3bMiwa, mo npoBonHTb
6yHTOBi b iHTepBeHuinHOMy Kopa6Ai „OcJ?ioHe“ Ta psiTye wepBOHHX
MopsiKiB Ha HopHOMy Mopi npoTH aHrAincbKoT mIhohockh cmIahm
noMHCAOM 3anaAHTH AOBKOAa Kopa6ASi Hacj?Ty i b KpnBaBOMy caAH3-
Mi BAacHopywHO CTpmsie noAOHeHnx oc^iuepiB, aw aokh:

cxonnB 3a pyny Jliowiio h HeAbCOHOM noBaAHB TT AOAy. —
CanpaMeHTO, A«a6oAO ! HacnAbCTBO... AAe w BOHa 6nAacb Ha 3eMAi
h nocAaAa b octbhhe me oahh nocTpiA. Koch TT po3 nycTHAncsi,
BnaBuin AOAy KauiTaHOBHM ciHOM, a rpyAH Awxaah CHAbHO h tah-

6oko“.
A o6ik 3raAaHHx MaeMo me uiAy HH3Ky wepBOHHX aKTHBicTOK

y pi3HHx CHTyauisix, Hnp. nocTaTb ynpamKH rannn MapKyuieBCbKoT,
3Ai6H0T po6iTHHUi B TeKCTHAbHiH 4>a6pHUi, B CeH3auiHH0My pOMaHi
Oackch CAicapeHKa „3AaMaHHH tbhht“. B iHTepecax po6iTHHWoi
napTiT nepeMiH$i£Tbcsi faHHa b napTiiiHoro AeTeKTHBa 3 MeTOiopos-
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KpHTii 3paflHnubKy flisinbHicTb npoBonaTopa Tomh Bepmua. Pa30M
i3 TeHpixoM TypnoM HacMi/nocTbca BOHa HaBiTb BHixaTH noTaHKH
b PaflsiHCbKHH Cokd3, mo6 T8M npocTemHTH Bepm'uoBy po6oTy
R napanbyBaTH TT. Cepen hhcachhhx aBaHTiopHHHHX npnron, mo
b hhx Tpe6a 6yno noRa3aTH aeAHRy npoBopHicTb, xHTpicTb Ta ny-
uieBHHM rapT — TaHHa R Typon BHKOHyiOTb 6jiHCKyne cboc 3aB-

naHHH. LU,e BiABawHima iHTenireHTHa yRpaiHRa, arpoHOMKa KDnia
CaxHO b HayKOBo-cj?aHTacTHHHHX poMaHax KD. CMOAHna „Focnoaap-
ctbo AORTopa TajibBaHecKy" (1928) Ta ,,111,0 6yno noTiM" (1934).

BoHa He 6o'i'TbCH BHixaTH bU iMeHH PaAHHCbKoro CoK)3y b 3eMAi
TaeMHHworo R waxAHBoro 3aohhhuh A-pa TanbBaHecKy, bmic npH-
TOMHicTio cbofo yMa nepe6opoTH BHCoKy iHTenireHuiK) Toro AHBaRa
R He BBamaioHH Ha Bci Roro TexHinHi bhh3xoah, BHAHpae RoMy ce-

peA CMepTHoT 3arpo3H TaRHy raAbBaHi30BaHHH AfOAeR-MaiiiHH. Ta,

3AB£TbCH, 3-n0Mi>K TUX 6o€BHHOR Bpi3yiOTbCH B naMHTb HHTana He TaK
uiHpuje BHBeAeHi nocTaTi, s?k paAHime OAHa enboAHHHa nocTaTb, 3Ma-

AbOBaHa neABe RiAbROMa CKynHMH pwcawH. Ue CaHH b KpoTeBH-
MeBOMy poMaHi. BwxoBaHa 3 flaHbROM y PlpHTyARy, Hanewana ao
THX HeMHCAeHHHX BHHJHKiB, mo OniCAH nOApVJKHAHCb. Y Had peBO-
ak)uiRhhx 6oib „babox newaTb bohh nopyn, mobhrh nocHAaiOTb RyAH
3a Ryneio BoporoBi*. ITouineHHR Kyneio flaHbKO rHHe, a CaHH cepeA
6010 npo6yc fioro bhhccth Ha cboVx nnenax. A koah Ti ctbah aoch-
raTH Bopo>Ki nocTpiAH, toai BOHa „cnoKiRHo noKAaAa Tpyna CBoro
Mywa, cnoKiRHo AsirAa 3a hhm, sir 3a npHRpHTTHM" i nonaAa BiACTpi-

AiOBaTHCb. J npwnaAa, nopi3aHa nynHMH, CaHH b ocTaHHe ao Apyra
— AOMy>Ra, CnO«AHaBUJH Ha BiRH CBOKD RpOB i3 AaHbROBOKD... OTaRy
to napy noRHAbRiB, niAiSpaHHX 3 ByAHui, asb Ham I~I pnTyAOR a

.

I 3araAOM noiunpeHOK) nocTaTTio b paAsmcbRiR AiTepaiypi CTac

Minna Ha nocAyrax peBOAiouiRHOi nponaraHAH, sir uh rapHa CBpeRna
b poMaHi O. flocBiTHboro „AMepHKaHui“ (1919), mo nepeRmAa

peBOAiouiRHi pyxH me 3a uapcbRoY PociV, onHHHAacb b AMepnui
R y naci cbItoboY bIRhh npn6yAa b nnoHCbRe ToRio, mo6 TyT, hr
ceRpeTapRa iHTepHauioHaAbHoro 6iopa, m'AroTOBAHTH SinbmoBHUbRe
noBCTaHHH He TiAbRH b PociY, a R y uiAOMy a3iRcbKOMy CxoAi; o6iR

HeT BHCTynae b ubOMy poMaHi R ROHcyAeBa wiHRa RopeRcbRoro
CeyAy, €>iiAiH, mo i3 3HyAH<eHoT mhtthm 6e3 mcth huhrh cTa£ niA

BnAHBOM RoxaHHH ao 6iAbLuoBHUbRoro Aiana LLlepreAH b phah Ai-

HAbHHx peBonrauioHepiB y JJanenoMy Csoai-

Ckdah Hane>RHTb i Hma TeopriYBHa, hh babcthbo TOBapuLURa
OncaHa, b noBicTi lleTpa riaHHa „roAy6i emenoHH* (1927), Ae 3 Ta-

A3HOBHTOK) CaTHpOK5 3M3AbOBBHO nOJ3A i3 p036HTHMH OCTaHK3MH
ynpaTHCbRoY npoTH6iAbmoBHUbRoY apMiY, a b TOMy noi3Ai CMiAy
6iAbuioBHUbRy ariTaTopRy, mo BcniAa He TiAbKH po3KHHyTH wi>R

BiRcbROM Bi

A

03 BH, aAe R BHAaTH TaRHH BiA yKpaiHCbROY Mid! AO
AHTaHTH — Ta npw nmui hht3h He 3Hae, hh HiHa, hr amaTopna
R LiinHryH, e peaAbHHM HBHmeM, hh ue TiAbRH xopoSAHBa npHMapa
bqwko paHeHoro cothhr3 Jleu-OTaManoBa.

AAe R no ApyroMy 6oui npoTH6mbUJOBHubKOMy, He 6paRye
BiABawHHX jRiHOR-ujnnryHOR. TaROK) mh 6anHAH BH<e BpoAAHBy Mepi
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B KupHJieHKOBiH nOBidi — BOHa, BHflaBUJH OHaHflyiUHOK) XMTpiCTK)

6iAbLUOBHUbKHX 6oHOBHKiB Ha p03CTpi/T, BiflBa>Ky€TbCa 3ajlHlIIMTHCb

y PaflHHCbKifi ynpa/Hi, am aokh i’T He 3paAnna ManeHbKa 3annco4Ka
no TV /noOwHKa; Tana e HiMKeHH cppj^a UJoTep y EHpo6HHHOMy po-
MaHi BonoAHMHpa Ky3bMiwa „KpH/ia“(1927— 1929)—BOHa Beue uiKiA-

HHubKy npauto b neTyHCTBi PaAHHCbKoT YnpaTHH; Tana e O/ibra

b MHKHTHHKOBOMy poMaHi „PaHOK“ — BOHa, hk iryMeHH miHOHOrO
MaHacTHpa y ripwnyHHHHi, opram3ye npoTH6inbiuoBHUbKy aKpiio.

Ta He Ti/ibKH miHKa-peBO/irom'oHepKa, mo Mae 3a 3aBAaHHa
pyHHyBaTH Bopora, aB^aeTbca iueanoM b yKpaTHCbKin pauaHCbKiH
nOBicri. Mh 6aHH/iH, mo CMo/iHHeBa CaxHo 6amana 6 3Ao6ym
y Pa/ibBaHecKy TaHHH BHmoT arpoHOMii ajih no3HTHBHoro 6yAiBHHu-
TBa. I B/iacHe HaHHOBimi paAHHCbKi noBicTi niAKpecnioiOTb mopa3
Bnpa3Hiuie Tun miHKH-6yAiBHHMoro KOMyHicTHMHoro couisini3My, mo
nepeAyciM BHKOHye nnsiHH naTHjiiTKH. Ue — 3bhh3HHO miHKa 3 bh-

moio ocBiTora — miHKa-mmeHep, sw i-inp. iHmeHepKa KyupaBeub

y poMaHi TopAia Kouio6h „HoBi 6epern“ (1930—32), mo, nepeHHHB-
LUHCb l'Aeeto 6yAOBn riApocTaHuiT y AHinpe/ibCTam, BiApHBaeTbca
A-rifl Tie i npaui HaBiTb BiA Ji*o6oT aohkh. OA»awe HaHBHpasmujy no-

CTaTb Tanoi iHmeHepKH cTBopHAa H. 3a6i/ia y CBOMy „TpaKTopo-
6yAi“. MojioAa KOHCTpyKTcpna 3a/ii3o6eTOHHoY rpynn npw 6yAOBi
Be/iHKoi' (j?a6pHKM TpaKTopiB Ta/iMHa — ue Hac«pi3b KOMcoMo/ixa-

yAapHHu?. n pHBaTHe, ceMeiiHe murra e A-na HeT Ti/ibKH Ayme no6iM-

hhm eni30AOM, ronoBHa ocHOBa TV mHTTfl h yea cnpawoBaHicTb Ti

raAOK Ta Boni — TpaKTopHe 6yAiBHMUTBO Ta murra b napTii. Ih ao-
pyqeHO npoBiA y poOOMHx npoei<Tax AonoMimHHX uexiB y TpaKTopo-
6yAi h AouaHO Th ao noMOMi Tpbox moaoahx niOAeu.

„rajiH neBenHMKa h TOHeHbKa. B CHHin bobhhhih cyKHi, mo bh-

coko BiAKpwBae cyxi Horn b mophhx naHMOxax — BOHa noAi6Ha ao
AiBHHHKH-LUKO/iapKM, a He ao noBawHoio mmeHepa. 3 KpyrAoro
6moro KOMipHMKa TOHKa lijhsj Tpoxn noropA/iHBO TpHMae TeMHopy-
caBy, no xnonanoMy — kopotko riiACTpnmeHy roniBny. Vann He
KpacHBa, 3aBmAH Hane cTOM/ieHa, niA bcahkhmh cipHMH omhm3 jieAee

noMiTHo tIhhkd Aarnn CHHi CMyrn. Ti/ibKH owi Tani 6aAbopi, TaKi Be-

ce/io-MoriOAi, mo, rAsmyBmH Ha hhx, Bme He BipH/iH, mo6 urn moao-
AeHbKiM A'BMHHui Morjio 6yTH He BiciMHaqusiTb poniB, a ABaAUflTb Tpn*.

Kojih Ta/iHHHx TOBapnujiB zisiKae ckophh TepMin 3aKiHneHHSi

Po6oth, fa/iHHa niAAepmye BiABamHO i'x Ayxa. 1 AapeMHo bhcjiob-

jiHDCTbca npo Hei CKenTHHHo Po/ieHCbKHn:
— „>KiHKaM, ia me h TaKHM mo/ioahm, hk bh... Bee m Tann He

3obcim ni AXOflHTb Hauia po6oTa. >KiHKa — icTOTa HimHiiua, HepBOBima
3a Ho/ioeiKa, thm to Th 6i/ibLu jiHMHTb mhctcutbo, TeaTp, My3HKa,
a He MopHOBa OyAenHa po6oTa b 6yAiae/ibHiH KOHTcpi. 51, 3bhh3hho,^
He xony Bi'AKHHyTH Barnux 3Ai6HOCTeH, BamoT Ao6poT, cepno3HoY
PoSoth

,

a/ie Bee m TaKH A03BOjibTe MeHi... bhcjiobhth cbojo AyMKy:
3axon/ieHHsi 6yAiBHHUTBOM (couismicTHHHHM OyAiBHHUTBow!) iHmeHep-
cbKoio po6oTOKD (n.opora minui!), ue u/ifl eac THMHacoBe, h paHO hh
ni3Ho — bh noBepHeTecb ao Bamoro cnpaBmuboro npH3HaHeHHH...

—

flo ropiiJKiB Ta nemomoK? — rny3AHBo nepenHTaua faASi... — Bh
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By/ibrapn3y€Te moT AyMKw! — nepecMMKHyti nneHHMa PoneHCbKHH.
— 9\ npocTO He Maio cco6nnBoro 6a>«aHHsi 3aBonnTH AMcnyciKD Ha

uio TeMy, — cnoKiHHo BiAnoBina Tana, — i u,e 3 KinbKox npHMHH

:

nonepme, Meni BH<e Ha6pnAno aoboahth BciM BinoMi icrHHH npo
npaBa jkihkh Ta h Bac OAHaKOBO He nepecnopwm, noApyre, 3apa3
HeMa Ansi uboro nacy, a noTpeTC, h me Maio nesmi npuHHHH cyio
oco6Hdoro xapaKTepy, mo6 He 6a«<aTH tobophth Ha mo TeMy.“

OAHaue CKeriTHK PoneHCbKHH Mas m3cthhho pauiio: „npnMHHa
cyio oco6HCToro xapaKTepy" Ta „ropmnKn i neniOmKM" BnAHHynw
Bee hc Ha TanwHy po6oTy h nino BnnHBOM thx cHAbHHX nonyBaHb
BOHa cnoBHHna He6e3neHHy noMHAKy b po3paxyHKax KOHCTpyKuinHHx
nnsiHiB i TinbKH 3aBA*iKn npwiaAKOBi mo noMHAKy BHnpaBHAH 6e3
HaATO BenHKMX BHTpaT.

y TOMy caMOMy „TpaKTopo6yAi “ po6i'thhusi npn 6eTOHOMi-
Luanui JleTa f\3apoBa TaK xapaKTepM3ye hobIthio >«iHKy:

w3HaMHTb y nepmy nepry npausi, komcomoa, couismicTHHHe
6yAiBHHUTB0 Pi cBiToea peBoniouisi. rioTiM — ahthh 3. lloTiM —
yno6a... Tan, 3HaqnTb, ue noTpeTC, a Bme noweTBepTe — BcinsiKi

Mo'i oco6HCTi cnpaBH".
Oue h TeopeTHHHO iiobhh

H

a 6yTH nporpaMa ncmonoT npo6n€Mn
m Ha PaASiHCbKiPi yKpai'Hi.

IlepeApyK 3 Ei6jiioTeKH ‘T^BOHra”, 19 (JibBiB, 1937). ft.

ropAHHCbKHH (1882-1939)—BiAOMHH rajiHUbKHH AiTepaTypo3HaBeub.
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Valeriian Pidmohylny

VANIA

Valeriian Pidmohylny’s novels, Misto and Nevelychka drama , are among the

better known works of modern Ukrainian literature. Both have been republished

in the West, and an English translation of the latter exists under the title A
Little Touch of Drama. A number of Pidmohylny’s short stories are also widely

known among Ukrainian readers. German readers can enjoy translations of two

of them
—“V epidemichnomu baratsi” and “Ivan Bosy.” But English readers

have thus far had available to them only a translation of “Problema khliba.”

This translation of “Vania” will, I hope, attract new readers to

Pidmohylny. It may also benefit those readers who, while otherwise acquainted

with Pidmohylny’s works, do not have access to the now rare volume of his

stories ( Tvory , 1920) in which “Vania” appeared. (It is only through the

generous assistance of Dr. Igor Kaczurowskyj that I obtained a photocopy of

this collection.)

Readers familiar with some of Pidmohylny’s other works may be

surprised by this story. The social, political, and philosophical themes that are

typical of Pidmohylny’s novels are not apparent here. On the surface it seems to

be a simple story about a boy and his dog. But when it is compared to

Pidmohylny’s other works, specifically to the other stories in the collection in

which it first appeared, “Vania” becomes a deeper and richer work. Such a

comparison offers a startling, new interpretation of the story and suggests a

subtler and more meaningful reading of the collection and of Pidmohylny’s

works as a whole.

The links between “Vania” and Pidmohylny’s other works are most

evident in the context of unifying themes and motifs. Among the most

prominent are youth, sexuality, religion, and a preoccupation with fantasy.

Furthermore, “Vania” displays a number of important internal and external

parallels in its construction. Certain episodes are clearly comparable to other

events in the story or to events in other stories. The encounter with the

man-eater in the gully of the steppe, for example, is presented as a rough equiv-

alent to the experience with the dog in the forest. The tortures Vania imagines

he will have to endure in hell are a child’s version of the guilt that many of the

protagonists in the other stories feel.
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A detailed analysis of the recurring themes and parallels in “Vania”

reveals a level of psychological complexity and realism that was not evident on a

first reading of the story. This enriched reading, however, draws even more

attention to the unresolved central problem of the story: Why does Vania feel so

guilty about what he did in the forest? While there is no decisive answer to this

question in the story, an analysis of the parallels and similarities between

“Vania” and the other stories in Pidmohylny’s first collection points in the direc-

tion of a psychoanalytic interpretation of the story as a symbolic discovery of

sexuality.

M.T.
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In the morning, Vania would get up at eight o’clock, wash, kiss his

father and mother, and sit down to tea. All this he would do in great

haste, because mornings there was the most to do. First of all he had to

run down to the garden to see if the eggplant that had started reddening

yesterday had ripened. He had to weed out the grass in the furrows

where the flowers were planted. Then, quietly, so no one would see, he

had to sneak out of the yard and run into the steppe to the gully. There,

far from any people, Vania had his own little garden. In the spring he

had planted some eggplants and melons there. True, only two bushes of

eggplant and one vine of melons had taken root, but even this little

patch was enough trouble—three times a week he had to sneak out

there with a jug of water to water it.

In general, until the fruit was ripe and ready to be picked and

eaten, Vania had to keep up his diligence. He couldn’t tell any of his

friends about his garden, because they’d be jealous and ruin everything.

But oh, how he wanted to show off his work! To see the jealousy in their

eyes! But he couldn’t allow himself that satisfaction.

To reduce the temptation, Vania spent less time playing with his

friends and mostly sat in his room building a railroad out of wooden

blocks.

Vania drank his tea and went outside. He went over to look at the

little boar his mother had given him as a present. The boar was com-

pletely red, and neighbors always came to look at it because of its

unusual color. Vania was proud to be the owner of this unusual boar

and took especially good care of it. Vania pushed a stick through a

crack in the pigpen and carefully scratched the boar behind its ear.

Conscious of the favor bestowed on it, the boar rolled over on its back

and grunted in delight. Finishing up with the boar, Vania went over to

the garden to look at the eggplant. It had reddened, but only on one

side. Vania broke it off and left it to ripen on the pigpen, where the

chickens wouldn’t peck at it. There wasn’t much grass growing in the

flower bed, and Vania decided to leave it till tomorrow.

And now for the main thing—to run out unobserved to his own
garden in the gully.
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None of his friends were on the street. Vania quickly ran up the

hill and down the other side. There he walked on quietly, pushing aside

the tall grass. Swarms of grasshoppers jumped out of the grass, buzzing

off in every direction. Somewhere above a lark was singing—a happy,

powerful, easy tune. Ahead and on either side out to the horizon

stretched the endless and monotonous expanse of the steppe.

Vania feared the steppe. It was so silent and morose that if it were

not for the song of the lark and the chirr of the grasshoppers, perhaps

Vania would never have ventured out on it. The summer savory

underfoot gave off a strong aroma—heavy and tangy. Mixed with the

hot rays of the sun, it filled his head with sweet waves of immediate and

desired somnolence. The grass on the steppe was not green but

yellow-gray, as if some evil thing had sucked out its life juices, leaving

behind worthless stalks.

Vania was walking into the heart of the steppe. There were no

trails or paths, because no one else ever rode or walked there. The gully

was far away. Cut into the ground by rain water, with every passing

year it became deeper and more frightening. In the middle of the flat

steppe it abruptly plummeted, its banks glistening with yellow clay. It

seemed as if a part of the steppe had deliberately been ripped out to

show that it was even yellower inside than on the surface.

The gully wound its way though the steppe, here and there

removing giant clumps of earth. But it always appeared the same: steep,

yellow, and deep.

The first time Vania saw it, he shuddered in fear as he stared at

the terribly silent and inscrutably mysterious gully. To Vania it seemed

that the earth had parted and was waiting for someone to climb down
into its depths. Then, with a slow and stubborn determination the

gully’s walls would begin to close and disregarding the frenzied cries

and furious struggle, would crush the unwitting sacrificial victim and

then come apart again to lure more people. Descending into the gully

for the first time, Vania took a step and waited to see if its walls would

indeed close. Only when he was convinced that they wouldn’t did he

become calm and take another step.
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Vania carefully climbed down the bluff. The dry clay slipped out

from under his feet, and to avoid falling he had to grab hold of prickly

shrubs of wild boxthorn—the only green plant on the sides of the gully.

The bottom of the gully was bright with the sun’s rays, which reflected

off the yellow banks. All the clay’s moisture had been sucked out by the

sun, and the dry air, saturated with the bitter clay dust, irritated his

throat with every breath. Everything turned red before his eyes; he

wanted to thrust out his tongue and pant with his mouth wide open, like

a dog.

In one place the gully narrowed, and the passage was blocked by a

couple of trees, which had somehow survived in these inhospitable

conditions. This passage was the most frightening place in the gully, and

it was no wonder that Vania was scared of it. Once, while he was

climbing through the grabbing branches of the trees, Vania’s shirttail

had caught on a small branch. When he turned to look back, he saw

among the tangled branches the indistinct outline of something large

and gray. Knowing that it was the man-eater who had caught him by

the shirt and was not letting go because he was going to eat him, Vania

let out an unearthly cry. As the cry echoed loudly down the gully, he

pulled free and ran, leaving a piece of his shirt on the branch.

Breathless from trying to flee the wild cries, which the gully angrily

reverberated, and hearing, without looking back, the heavy footsteps of

something behind him, Vania fell to the powdery ground, beat his head

against it, and tore at it with his fingers, terrified of imminent death.

Having calmed down a little, Vania started climbing out of the

gully. But then he changed his mind and taking a thick stick, crawled

back to the trees on his stomach.

He peered eaglelike into the thicket. He made a wild lunge and

with stick raised high threw himself into the tangled branches. But no

one was there any longer. Vania sat down and chuckled from happiness.

The man-eater had run away, the man-eater got scared!

After this unexpected encounter with the man-eater, Vania

thought long about whether it wouldn’t be better to go deeper into the

steppe to avoid the scary narrow passage. Thinking about the man-eater

was both frightening and enticing. As if by a strong magnet, Vania was

pulled back into the gully by those secrets that were hiding so carefully
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between its yellow, crumbling walls.

As soon as Vania again reached the gully, a force drew him to

descend in the same spot as before. When he again approached the

trees, he felt nothing at all except a hellish chill. His hands and feet

went cold. He felt something heavy on top of his head, crushing it. His

heart was barely beating. Pale as a corpse and with his fists tightly

clenched, he climbed into the thicket, not even protecting himself from

the branches that scratched his face. Once on the other side of the

passage, Vania laughed and cried.

A little beyond the terrible place, a patch of black earth drew

attention to itself amidst the yellowness. Here, carefully marked off by

stakes, grew two green bushes of eggplant and a vine of melons. Vania

straightened one of the stakes. Everything was in order, as it should be.

On his way there, Vania always worried about seeing footprints

other than his own. That would mean not only the death of his garden,

but the gully itself would lose its mystery and allure. Ever since he had

chased away the man-eater, Vania considered the gully his very own.

One time he even gave the gully a strict order not to let anyone onto its

bottom, and if anyone should be so bold as to try, to crush him between

its walls. The gully silently accepted this command, and in this silence

Vania felt he had been given a solemn promise, an oath.

* * *

On the way home, Vania met one of his friends—Mytka, whom he

didn’t like. He didn’t like him because Mytka was stronger than he was

and also because Mytka always found things in the forest, like a

mulberry tree or a wild pear, but wouldn’t show them to anybody until

he got a few kopecks.

Now Mytka was running up the street, riding on a big stick with a

whip in his hand. From the big smile on his face, Vania could see that

Mytka had found something again.

“Hi,” said Mytka. “Where’ve you been?”

“Around.”

“Know what I found? I found a melon in the forest. Cross my
heart—a real melon. It’s yellowing already.”
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This was getting interesting.

“Will you show me?” pleaded Vania.

Mytka made a fist.

“Here it is! Want it? I’ll eat that one myself. And it’s big, too!”

Mytka laughed gleefully and made his horse rear. Vania wanted to hit

him, but Mytka stopped laughing and, coming up close to Vania,

whispered in his ear:

“I know where Zhuchok is!”

Vania was shaken by this.

“You’re lying. Where?”

“Nothing doing. Give me your white toy pistol and I’ll tell you.

Otherwise, don’t even ask.”

Mytka snapped his whip, spurred his stick, and galloped off down

the street raising a cloud of dust. Vania stood there for a while and then

slowly set off for home. He was angry at Mytka and didn’t believe that

he knew where Zhuchok was.

* * *

Vania’s Zhuchok had gotten into a fight with a rabid dog and had

had to be killed. Before they killed him, they tied him to a stake in the

yard for two days just to make sure that he had really been infected.

On the first day Zhuchok had been calm. A couple of times he

barked steadily for a while, but that was because he didn’t like being

tied up. Vania watched him from a distance, not understanding why
Zhuchok was tied up and why he wasn’t allowed to go near him and

play with him as usual. When Vania brought out some bread for him,

Zhuchok caught it in the air, yelped, and wagged his tail.

The next day Zhuchok was not himself. His eyes had become

bloodshot, large, and fierce-looking. He barked raspingly and tore

constantly at his leash. Later he put his tail between his legs, raised his

head, and began howling, quietly and sorrowfully at first but then more

loudly, wildly, uncontrollably. Vania wanted to calm him and brought

out some bread. Zhuchok attacked the bread as if it had been a stone

thrown at him. He tore at the bread, scattering it everywhere, and
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continued to growl and howl.

“Zhuchok, Zhuchok!” Vania called to him.

Zhuchok stretched his head toward the boy and looked at him

misty-eyed. In that blank expression, those red, uncomprehending eyes,

in the open and frothing mouth, Vania could see what was called

madness. Although he didn’t know or understand what it was, in his

heart Vania could immediately feel that it was a stubborn and ruinous

force. It frightened him. Vania ran to his mother.

“Mommy, mommy! What’s the matter with Zhuchok?”

Vania was sent out to play, and Zhuchok was shot and dragged

off somewhere. Vania cried and begged to see Zhuchok, but he was told

that the dog had broken off the leash and had run away. Vania

accepted this story and calmed down.

And now Mytka was saying that he knew where Zhuchok was.

True, he wanted the white toy pistol, which didn’t quite work right, but

was still worth keeping. Yet he really wanted to see Zhuchok. After

lunch, Vania took out the white toy pistol and looked at it for a long

time. He started building a railroad, but that didn’t go well. Then

Vania called Mytka and told him:

“For this pistol, you show me where Zhuchok is.”

Mytka examined the pistol.

“It’s not in the best of shape, but it’ll do. Isn’t your mother going

to ask what happened to it?”

“I’ll tell her I lost it.”

“O.K. Let’s go.”

“Where?”

“The forest. That’s where he is.”

“What’s he doing there?”

“What do you mean ‘What’s he doing there?”’ laughed Mytka.

“He’s dead. He’s lying there.”

Vania’s heart thumped and his eyes filled with tears, but he said

nothing. They went on.

The forest was large and dense. Going into it was like entering a

different world. On one side of the wall of trees were life, sun,

day—while on the other side were death and chilly evening. The air

smelled of damp soil and vegetation. Last year’s grayish-yellow leaves

rustled, and the dry fallen branches crackled underfoot. The trees

silently raised their gray fungus- and moss-covered trunks to the sky.
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From somewhere came the chirp and chatter of unseen creatures that

lived in the forest. But this monotonous chatter and singing of distant

birds did not disturb the silence that always ruled the forest. On the

contrary, they gave to it a finished quality, they made it harmonious.

Above, in the dark thicket of branches locked in a kiss, through

which even the brightest daylight couldn’t pass, reverberated the songs

of the forest, songs as sad as grief itself. These songs called to some-

thing great and strange, but unknown. Yet no matter how long you

might listen, you won’t hear it—no matter how much you might plead,

you won’t be answered. The forest won’t tell you to what its songs,

magical as happiness, are calling you.

Mytka and Vania took each other by the hand.

“I’m scared,” said Vania. “Why does it rustle?”

“The forest? Good question. Why does it rustle?”

They both stopped, deep in thought.

“I think because something is hurting it,” said Vania.

“Maybe. Let’s hurry up.”

They reached the swamp. Their legs sank over the ankles into the

cold, sticky mud. The air was so heavy and filled with plant mold and

the strong aroma of the colorful swamp flowers that breathing was

difficult and unpleasant. Here, by the rustling reeds on the trampled

soft grass, lay Zhuchok. On his side, in those places where the buckshot

had hit him, little lumps of dry blood glistened red. Above the battered

corpse, the air was thick with the unpleasant buzz of a small swarm of

greenish-gold flies frightened by the appearance of these two creatures,

terrifying and incomprehensible to them. After a moment, the flies

again settled down on Zhuchok and scurried around the dried blood,

pausing here and there, wherever there was a tasty portion.

Zhuchok’s eyes were closed and he seemed to be slowly, almost

imperceptibly, breathing. Vania had immediately noticed how
rhythmically the mangled side moved.

“He’s breathing!” yelled Vania.

“It’s true,” whispered Mytka. “I didn’t notice it before. He’s still

alive.”

They stood still, not knowing what to do.

“You know what,” said Mytka gruffly, “let’s kill him off so he

doesn’t suffer anymore.”
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“How?” asked Vania. “You can’t kill anything with the pistol.”

“Not with the pistol . . .just with rocks and sticks.”

“Let’s,” said Vania, and he shuddered.

They ran off to gather rocks and collected a whole pile. Mytka

threw the first stone. It struck Zhuchok’s side with a dull, heavy thud,

scaring off the flies. In the swamp, some frogs jumped. Vania threw a

stone next, but he missed. It smacked into the wet ground, splattering

bits of thin, gray mud in every direction.

Vania seemed to take offense at this. Picking up as many rocks as

he could, he ran up to Zhuchok and from a distance of one step began

savagely hitting him in the head, side, and stomach. Following Vania,

Mytka also ran up, and together the two boys threw even heavier rocks,

breathing hard, not remembering anything, and not feeling any desire

other than wanting to hit their target and finishing off Zhuchok. Their

faces grew long and pale; at times they showed a glint of madness.

Something dull and wild gleamed in their wide-open eyes. When the

rocks ran out, thick clubs appeared in their hands, and the clubs fell on

Zhuchok with sudden, muffled whacks. Mytka’s cap had fallen off, and

his disheveled hair rose with every swing of his club. In those moments

Mytka was frightening.

The beating continued until the clubs fell out of their trembling

hands. Then bitter dissatisfaction—because they wanted to continue the

beating but had no strength—and a feeling of overwhelming anger,

which they hadn’t felt before, overcame them. Vania was gasping from

exhaustion, gulping air, and barely on his feet. Mytka was only out of

breath, swallowing hard from time to time. They glanced at each other

and agreeing without speaking, started for Zhuchok to tear him to

pieces, pull out his eyes and tongue, grind up his flesh with their

teeth. . . . But when they saw Zhuchok, they stopped. Zhuchok was no

more. In his place there was only a formless, reddish-gray piece of

meat.

“A-a-a-a-a-!” cried out Vania uncontrollably and took to his heels.

Mytka ran off behind him. Tearing away from the clutching

branches, tripping and scrambling up again, they ran with arms

outstretched to avoid running into the trunk of a tree, for all they saw

were black dots and splotches.
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At the edge of the forest, they stopped and rested for a few

minutes, without saying a word. Then, slowly, they went home. Near his

house Vania said in a barely audible whisper,

“Don’t tell anyone.”

Mytka nodded, took the toy pistol from his pocket, and gave it to

Vania.

“Here . .
.
you can have it back. I don’t need it

”

Vania took the pistol; he wasn’t surprised that Mytka had given it

back.

At home Vania lay down on his bed and buried his head in a

pillow. He felt that something bad had been done. It tortured him, drew

him in oppressively. Finally he could bear it no longer and began to cry.

But the crying made him fear that someone would walk in and see his

tears and then surely guess what he’d been doing a half hour earlier.

Vania stopped crying, grabbed the pillow with both hands, and rolled

over against the wall, so no one could see him. But inside heavy

boulders of black despair were rolling onto and crushing the tender

breast of this small person. Vania wanted to go somewhere among
strangers, where people would think he was a nice, good little boy. Then

he felt a sorrow for something that seemed already to be shattered,

trampled, never to be brought back again. This sorrow, mixing and

blending with the suppressed terror of the punishment he had earned,

clamped his chest in a painful grip, and Vania began wailing, his sobs

punctuated by long pauses.

“O-o-o-o-!” cried Vania louder and louder.

“U-u-u-u!” he continued, almost hoarse. Then his crying

diminished, until it trailed off completely. It seemed he was calm. But

after a moment of this uncertain tranquility he would begin bawling

again in a variety of shrill tones, until again he calmed down. But

because there were no tears, the pressure on Vania’s chest grew greater

and greater, as if more and more weight were being piled on it. It was

as if in his crying Vania wanted to pour out the sorrow, the grief in his

heart, that made him feel something had been done that shouldn’t have

been. But rather than pouring out, the sorrow grew, shrouding Vania in

an implacable, dense, and impenetrable fog.

“Oo-oo-a-a-agh,” groaned Vania, and in this groaning there was

no longer a child crying. It was the shriek of a mother watching her

child being tortured. It was the sigh of a man facing death.
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His mother and the old nanny ran in and began quieting him and

asking what had happened.

“Vania, Vania, my little darling, what’s the matter?”

Vania only trembled and clutched at his pillow. He was ashamed

to show his face, because it seemed to him everything was written on his

face and that everyone would read what Vania was already hiding from

himself in the dark recesses of his soul.

“I was running ... and I fell and hit myself ... very hard . . . it

hurts . .
.

,” he said, between long pauses, as if he were hiccuping.

“What did you hurt?”

“My knee . . . over here.”

His mother bent over and kissed the injured knee. Vania pressed

close and hugged her.

“Mommy, do you love me?”

“Yes, I love you my son, my pet.”

* * *

After the episode with Zhuchok, Vania became pensive and

withdrawn. He almost never went out to play with his friends. He sat in

his room all the time, building a railroad with the toy blocks. At school

he did well, keeping up with his homework, but in all his actions there

seemed to be a lack of concentration, as if he were always thinking

about something else. He also took a liking to horror stories and listened

to them with such an expression as if he were seeking an answer to a

particular question. His mother, of course, noticed the change in her

son’s behavior and even mentioned it to the boy’s father. But his father

had his own explanation: Vania had finally realized that it wasn’t ap-

propriate for the son of a respectable landowner to be playing with

tomorrow’s drivers and lackeys. This was something that could only be

applauded. As for Vania becoming thoughtful, that was good

too—maybe he was going to be a scholar or a writer. After hearing this

explanation, his mother was relieved. And Vania was left alone; no one

bothered him any more.

Vania tried not to think about his garden in the gully, and he

stopped going there. He left his room rarely and unwillingly, and

avoided being left alone anywhere. Even when he was building his

railroad, his nanny, granny Anna, who used to take care of him and

now just lived with them, knitted gloves, and plucked feathers, would
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have to sit in the room with him. When Vania got tired of his railroad,

he would sit down beside Anna, take her hand, and ask:

“Tell me about the robbers
”

“What a boy! He wants to hear about robbers! I know nothing

about robbers—they’re wicked people, and someday they’ll all be

burning in hell.”

“Granny, who else will be in hell?”

“Those who don’t listen to their parents, those who fight, those

who swear
”

Vania listened, pressing close to the old woman.

“And they will be put into huge caldrons of boiling tar, and the

devils, Lord forgive me, will poke at them with iron pitchforks and hang

them by their tongues. O Lord, forgive us our trespasses.”

Grandmother yawned and made the sign of the cross over her

open mouth.

“Granny, will Zhuchok be let into heaven?” asked Vania one day.

“Which Zhuchok? The one we used to have? But that was a dog,

an unclean creature. How can he go to heaven? It’s a sin to say such

things, Vania. God will punish you!”

“Then where will he go?” Vania persisted.

“What do you mean, where? Nowhere. He’s dead and that’s that.”

But Vania imagined it differently. He could clearly see Zhuchok,

black and healthy, running around in the green garden of paradise and

barking happily while the righteous and the saints threw him pieces of

meat and bread. Even God Himself, old and gray, with a long beard

and whiskers like those of Iukym, the watchman, was smiling and

petting Zhuchok on the neck. Zhuchok was living there very happily.

Now another picture floated before Vania’s eyes. In a large gray

room, which smells of frying and burning, he and Mytka are being

cooked on a large iron pan. It’s very painful. Hairy black devils flip

them over with sharpened skewers and then toss them into boiling tar

while the boys scream and writhe in pain. Sometimes the Blessed

Mother comes in and eases the suffering of all the other sinners, but

when she reaches them she says:

“Are these the boys who tortured and killed Zhuchok? I don’t

want to help them. Let them suffer forever and ever
”

Meanwhile, the two boys are pleading, crying, falling to their

knees.
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* * *

“Mommy, mommy, do you love me?” asked Vania.

“I love you very, very much. What’s wrong?”

Sit by me until I fall asleep.”

Mother would sit beside him, stroke his head, and give him a kiss

from time to time.

“Mommy, tell me, is there a hell?”

“Yes, my darling, that’s where sinners go.”

“I don’t want there to be a hell. . . . Mommy, say there is no hell.”

“No, there is a hell, but you needn’t worry about it. You’re a good

and obedient boy.”

“Is God good?”

“Yes, He’s good. Very good. You pray to Him every morning and

evening. It’s important to pray to Him.”

Vania would become calm, but he still couldn’t sleep. The past

few evenings it seemed to Vania that some terrible creature had struck

its paws in the space between the bed and the wall and was clawing at

the wall, as if it wanted to climb up onto the bed from the floor.

Terrified, Vania would move closer to the edge of the bed, almost

falling off. In the morning he wanted to move the bed closer to the wall,

but there was no place to move it. The bed already stood right against

the wall.

“How can anything get a paw through there?” Vania wondered.

He thought about it for a long time, but he said nothing to his

mother or granny. That’s when he started asking his mother to sit

beside him until he fell asleep. The first evening his mother sat by him,

there wasn’t any scratching under the bed, but on the second night,

Vania could again hear something moving and clacking its teeth. He
squeezed his mother’s hand and, breathing hard, asked:

“Mommy, don’t you hear anything?”

“No, son, what is it?”

“Nothing Are there any wolves around here?”

“No, they never come here. They live far, far away. You go to

sleep now, sleep.”

Earlier Vania had thought that maybe a wolf was trying to get

into his room at night to steal him, just as a wolf had stolen the girl in

that story granny had told him. But if there weren’t any wolves around,

then it must be Zhuchok wanting to bite Vania because he had beaten
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him. Like sharp pinpoints, this thought kept piercing the child’s brain,

stopping his breathing and chilling his skin. As he was drifting off to

sleep, Vania would curl up in fear and mumble:

“Zhuchok . . . forgive me . . . don’t bite.”

Eventually, during the day Vania didn’t mention Zhuchok at all.

He laughed and played with his friends. He even thought it was time to

visit his garden. But as evening approached, something seemed to dispel

his happiness and laughter. He became moody. As darkness covered the

world, Vania would become deeply troubled by every rustle. Vania

would go to bed with an unpleasant, sorrowful feeling, and even though

his mother or grandmother sat beside him, he knew that the black paws

would come out from beneath the bed and he would hear the clacking

of teeth. With a tense, faint heart and a heavy head he would wait for it

to begin. And when the stubborn scratching of claws on the wall began,

Vania would feel a terrible satisfaction. It could be no other

way—Zhuchok had to and would take his revenge.

* * *

Vania wanted very much to go into the forest to look at Zhuchok

and perhaps make his peace with him. He had already approached the

silent wall of trees a few times, but he hadn’t been able to go in. He
was ashamed before the trees, which had seen how he had beaten

Zhuchok with rocks and sticks. It seemed to him that if he went up to

the spot where Zhuchok lay, the willows that leaned over the bog would

moan:

“Go away, you bad boy. Away from here. Your place is in hell.”

And the birds would repeat the same words in their songs, and the

reeds in their rustling, and the forest in its whispering.

Once, roaming at the edge of the forest, Vania, with trembling

heart and beclouded mind, went in. As before, it was dark, clammy, and

cold. Carefully hiding behind the trees, Vania approached the swamp.

When he was still at some distance, the stench of rotting flesh assailed

him. What was once Zhuchok now wasn’t even a yellowish-gray piece of

meat, but a putrefying black carcass. At first, Vania didn’t notice it

among all the rocks, but on coming closer, he scared off a swarm of

flies and an army of scurrying, long-legged black beetles.
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Vania stood for a long time watching the becalmed flies and

beetles finishing what was left of Zhuchok’s body. He no longer took

notice of the nauseating stench of decay that filled the air. He thought

about how he couldn’t do anything for Zhuchok any more, about how

he’d like to do something and by this “something” atone for his sin. If

only a sorcerer would walk out from the thick of the reeds with a golden

staff and say:

“Vania, if you wish, I will eat you and then Zhuchok will live.”

Without hesitation Vania would respond:

“Eat, the faster, the better.”

But the sorcerer didn’t come. If only a good angel would fly down

from heaven with Zhuchok alive and well in his arms. If only Zhuchok

would say:

“Vania, I’m not angry at you.”

But there was nothing, no one. The sky was clear as light, a bee

droned monotonously over a red flower.

Then, with a long sigh the seven-year-old fell on his knees in the

thick green grass, and sinking into the cold slimy mud, with lowered

head and arms raised to the heavens, cried:

“Zhuchok, dear. I know you’re in heaven, I know you like it

there Forgive me. Say you forgive me.”

There was no answer.

“He doesn’t want to forgive me. That’s what I deserve,” thought

Vania as he slowly got up. A silent sorrow sucked at his heart. Now
Vania was quite sure that Zhuchok would seek revenge. Ready to go

home, Vania stepped up to the black meat one more time. Once again

the flies flew off with an angry buzz and the beetles ran away with a

faint rustle. Vania examined the filthy carcass closely and thought

about how it was his fault that only this revulsion and ugliness was left

of Zhuchok.

“Zhuchok,” he whispered.

A frog croaked in the swamp and the reeds began swaying with

even greater solicitude. Suddenly Vania noticed the stale, morbid smell

of decay rising from beneath his feet. Breathing made him feel

nauseous, as if smelly dishwater were being poured into his chest.

Anger, sudden and overwhelming, took possession of Vania. With eyes

aflame he began trampling the putrid meat, which made a smacking

sound with each kick.
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“I’m not afraid of you, you accursed beast. If you won’t forgive

me, then take this!” yelled Vania. His savage desecration over, he

laughed; his laughter echoed across the indifferent swamp and died in

the reeds.

“I’m not scared of you,” Vania said with conviction and went

home.

Walking past the red boar, he stopped and spent a long time

scratching its sides with a stick. Then he remembered the eggplant he

had long since put on the pigpen to ripen. He scrambled up to get it,

but the sparrows had long since pecked it to pieces. By now, many
eggplants had ripened, so Vania wasn’t very angry with the thievish

sparrows. At home he ran straight to his mother and said with a guilty

smile:

“Mommy, I was playing around a bog and fell and dirtied my
pants. Don’t be angry, Mommy. Give me another pair, I’ll go play on

the street.”

Mother quietly pulled his ear, but gave him clean pants right

away, and a short while later Vania was out on the street playing

horseback on a fine hemp stalk and trying to outpace the best riders.

That evening Vania resolutely announced that his mother didn’t

need to sit beside him any more. And indeed, nothing tried clawing its

way up the wall.

“Aha, so you got scared,” whispered Vania happily.

That night, when everyone else was asleep, Vania awoke when he

felt someone choking him. He opened his eyes and saw that it was his

mother. She was leaning over him and squeezing his throat with one

hand.

“Why . . . are you . . . choking me?” gasped Vania.

But, half-awake, he had been mistaken. It wasn’t his mother, but

a snake that had wound itself around his neck. Vania wanted to tear it

off, when suddenly it wasn’t a snake but Zhuchok that had caught him

by the throat and was gnawing at his neck, which felt heavy and

ticklish. Vania grabbed Zhuchok with both hands and, straining with all

his might, tore him away from his throat.

“What is this, Zhuchok?” asks Vania. “We lived together nicely,

every day I brought you bread, bones, and sometimes even meat, and

now you’re biting me.”
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“Have you forgotten how you beat me?” snarls Zhuchok, sparks

flying from his eyes.

At this Vania froze. Suddenly he saw a devil with a pitchfork

climbing out from under the bed and baring his teeth in a malicious

smile. Behind him . . . another one . . . and another. There were many of

them, all big, black, and hideous! His teeth chattering from the cold

terror that gripped him with its icy fingers, Vania stretched out his

hand to defend himself, when Zhuchok sprang from the bed to the door

and hid behind it; he was followed by all the devils.

Vania felt that he had to get out of bed and run through the

doorway past the door behind which Zhuchok and the devils were

hiding. Vania also knew that when he did, they would all jump out of

hiding, attack him, bite him, and pierce him with pitchforks. The icy

terror that numbed his legs and made them tremble was spreading and

taking hold of the rest of Vania’s body, crushing his chest in its

powerful, cold embrace and cramping his arms. There was a pounding

in his head as if pebbles were raining on it. Vania wanted to shout for

help, but his entire being was imprisoned in an iron cage and he could

move neither his lips nor his tongue. His breathing was failing, his heart

was stopping, and his entire body was numb; the invisible pebbles kept

raining on his head even harder. Vania jumped up and ran By the

door something dark, slimy, and cold attacked him. It engulfed Vania

completely, squeezed him, and forced itself into his mouth, causing him

to feel sickening nausea. He squirmed, writhed, and flailed out with his

arms and legs; hoarsely he mumbled something incomprehensible and

struggled with his whole body, resisting with his head while it squeezed

him tighter and tighter. ... He could no longer move. The awareness of

his helplessness terribly distressed Vania. He felt life slipping away from

him. With superhuman strength, he jerked, threw off the slimy creature,

and with halting breath awoke.

At the same moment he heard furious clawing and stubborn

gnashing of teeth from under the bed. Vania screamed in someone else’s

voice and fainted.

March 19, Pavlohrad

Translated by Maxim Tarnawsky
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Fishing.—Tried It?—The Sexual Problem.—Done with Shame.

—Gynaecology.—Blue Pen.—Tourists.—Crimean Night.—Crimean

Moon.—Crimean Sun.—Mountains.—The Beach.—Summer

Riverside.—The News (1921).—Cooperative Matters.—Travelling

Abroad.—The Corruption of the Bourgeoisie. —Berlin’s

Museums.—Getting through Customs.—My
Autobiography.—Travelogue.—Kharkiv-Kiev (En Route).—Telephone

Callers.—Glossary.

Illus.: “Ostap Vyshnia in Real Life”, a caricature by O. Dovzhenko.

Written in the Book of Life: Works by 19-20th Century Ukrainian

Writers. Translated from the Ukrainian by Mary Skrypnik. Moscow:

Progress, 1982. 326 pp.

Contents:—The Mother Tongue. Queen of the Meadow (from the

Novel ‘Do the Oxen Low When Mangers Are Full?’) (Panas Mirny

[Myrny]).—The Cossack Girl (Marko Vovchok).—The Cure. A
Christmas Carol (Marko Cheremshina [Cheremshyna]).—Lileya’s Grave

or Dovbush’s Treasure (Yurij Fedkovich [Iurii Fedkovych]).—Stretching

the Lie (Hrihoriy Kvitka-Osnovyanenko [Hryhorii Kvitka-Osnovia-

nenko]).—Faithful Love (Yevhenia Yaroshynska).—Bulanka (Mikhailo

Staritsky [Mykhailo Starytsky]).—To Foreign Lands. The Stone

Kingdom (Stepan Vasylchenko).—Written in the Book of Life. Laughter

(Mikhailo Kotsyubinsky [Mykhailo Kotsiubynsky]). —Maple Leaves. The

Stone Cross (Vasyl Stefanyk).—Impromptu phantasie. On Sunday

Morning She Gathered Herbs (An Excerpt from the Novel) (Olga

Kobylyanska [Olha Kobylianska]).—Zakhar Berkut (Ivan

Franko).—About the authors.—Notes.

inslations in Journals and Collections

zhan, Mikola [Mykola].

“A Moment of Eternity (Let Me My Hot and Throbbing Lips Now
Lay).”. Translated by Jessie Davies;—(Down Many a Hard Road We’ve

Gone without Rest).” Translated by Yuri Menis. Soviet Literature , 1980,

no. 6 (387): 27.

Poems.
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Bazhan, Mikola [Mykola].

“Passion-flower (I. The Empty Night of Earth, of Fog and Marshy

Land; II. By Midnight’s Earth with Lust and Longing Fired; III. Those

Cool Delirious Nights Are Almost Gone).” Translated by Sergei Ess;

“Tychina’s Clarion (I Bow Respect to the Word So Nobly Said by the

Poet).” Translated by Walter May. In Land of the Soviets in Verse and

Prose, 1. Compiled by Vladimir Tsybin. Edited by Galina Dzyubenko.

Moscow: Progress, 1982. 87-89.

Poems.

Bazhan, Mikola [Mykola].

“The Pit (Deep Brownish Hollows)”; “On the Left Bank

(Low-wreathing Streams of Mist).” Translated by Peter Tempest. Soviet

Literature , 1982, no. 5 (410): 126-28.

Poems.

Berdnyk, Oles.

“The Testament of Christ (Letter to a Friend).” Translated by

Wolodymyr Slez. Ukrainian Review (London) 28, no. 3 (Autumn 1980):

28-40.

Essay.

Boychuk, Bohdan.

“Five Poems on One Theme (1. Whoever Can Smell; 2. Whoever

Can Taste; 3. Whoever Has Eyes; 4. Whoever Has Voice; 5. Whoever

Has Ears).” Translated by Bohdan Boychuk and David Ignatow. Pequod

16/17 (1984): 191-92.

Poems.

Dmiterko, Lyubomir [Dmyterko, Liubomyr].
«*** (i Walk along a Street in Kiev).” Translated by S. Roy; “***

(Kiev—the City That Stands on the Hills).” Translated by Diana Russell.

Soviet Literature, 1982, no. 5(410): 137.

Poems.

Drach, Ivan.

“A Legend of Kiev (Grandfather, Why Do You Stand on the

Bank).” Translated by S. Roy. Soviet Literature, 1982, no. 5 (410): 134.

Poem.

Drach, Ivan.

“A Study in Violets (This Poem of Mine Is of Tightly-packed

Tramcars).” Translated by Dorian Rottenberg. In Land of the Soviets in

Verse and Prose, 1. Compiled by Vladimir Tsybin. Edited by Galina

Dzyubenko. Moscow: Progress, 1982. 393.

Poem.
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Drach, Ivan.

“Synthesis (Banquet of Storm).” Translated by Paul Nemser and

Mark Rudman. Pequod. 16/17 (1984): 197.

Poem.

Drach, Ivan.

“Two Sisters (Two Old Sisters, Dry and Wan and Thin).”

Translated by Dorian Rottenberg. In Land of the Soviets in Verse and

Prose
,

1. Compiled by Vladimir Tsybin. Edited by Galina Dzyubenko.

Moscow: Progress, 1982. 392.

Poem.

Holoborodko, Vasyl.

“Katerina (Among Stools Scattered over the Yard).” Translated by

Bohdan Boychuk. Pequod 16/17 (1984): 201-204.

Poem.

Gonchar [Honchar], Oles.

“The Blue Stone.” Translated by Valentina Jacque. Soviet

Literature , 1982, no. 5 (410): 74-80.

Short story.

Honchar, Oles.

“The Cathedral” [sic]. Translated by Leonid Rudnytzky. Ukrainian

Review (London) 28, no. 2 (Summer 1980): 68-92.

Chapter 1 of the novel Sobor.

Gonchar [Honchar], Oles.

“Your Dawn.” Translated by Hilda and Janet Perham. Pt. 1: Soviet

Literature , 1981, no. 6 (399): 3-143; pt. 2: Soviet Literature , 1981, no.

11 (404): 13-130.

Novel.

Gutsalo, Evgen [Hutsalo, Ievhen].

“Portrait of a Mother.” Translated by Eve Manning. Soviet

Literature , 1982, no. 5 (410): 83-99.

Short story.

Yanovsky, Yuri [Ianovsky, Iurii].

“Amidst the Ruins (From the Cycle ‘Stories about Kiev’).”

Translated by Asya Shoyett. Soviet Literature , 1982, no. 5 (410):

112-125.

Short story.

Yanovsky, Yuri [Ianovsky, Iurii].

“The Last Delivery.” Translated by Olga Shartse. In Land of the

Soviets in Verse and Prose, 2. Compiled by Alexei Kondratovich. Edited

by Galina Dzyubenko. Moscow: Progress, 1982. 56-64.

Short story.
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Kalynec [Kalynets], Ihor.

“Castle (Castle of Neatly Arranged Corridors)”; “In This Immense

Aquarium”; “Our Whole Little Province.” Translated by Bohdan

Boychuk. Pequod 16/17 (1984): 198-200.

Poems.

Khmeliuk, Vasyl

“The Ladies’ Pissoir (The Sun Was Cringing)”; “When Will My
Auntie Come for Me (I Said This to Myself).” Translated by Paul Pines.

Pequod 16/17 (1984): 182-84.

Poems.

Korotich, Vitali [Korotych, Vitalii].

“The Beginning (I Sprang from This Place).” Translated by Peter

Tempest. Soviet Literature , 1982, no. 5 (410): 138.

Poem.

Korotich, Vitali [Korotych, Vitalii].

“End of Shift (They Leave Together)”; “*** (A Young Girl Runs

across the Street).” Translated by Peter Tempest. Soviet Literature
, 1980,

no. 6 (387): 80, 82.

Poems.

Korotich, Vitali [Korotych, Vitalii].

“A Young Girl Runs across the Street.” Translated by Peter

Tempest. Soviet Life ,
May 1982: 20.

Poem.

Lesytch, Wadym [Lesych, Vadym],

“Catharsis of War (They Cicatrize Like Shadows Lost in a Trill).”

Translated by Elaine Epstein. Pequod 16/17 (1984): 189-90.

Poem.

Lesytch, Wadym [Lesych, Vadym],

“From Illusions (II).” Translated by Eugenia Vassylkivsky; “The

Parchment of Memory.” Translated by Patricia Kilina. The International

Portland Review
, 1980: 415, 417.

Poems.

Lohvin, Yuri [Lohvyn, Iurii].

“The Last Stone of Garpat: A Parable. Forum 47 (Spring 1981):

25.

Short story. Translator not indicated.

Lubkivsky, Roman.

“The Basket of Apples (Their Baskets, Bags and Buckets).”

Translated by Michelle MacGrath. Soviet Literature , 1980, no. 6 (387):

89-90.
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Lubkivsky, Roman.

“Lenin’s Time (Applause Rose in Waves).” Translated by Tom
Botting; “The Basket of Apples (Their Baskets, Bags and Buckets).”

Translated by Michelle MacGrath. Soviet Literature, 1980, no.6 (387):

89-90.

Poems.

Malyshko, Andrei [Andrii].

“The Road Flanked by Sycamores (Look Back! I’m Here, and We
Need One Another).” Translated by Irina Zheleznova. Soviet Life, May
1982: 30.

Poem.

Malyshko, Andrei [Andrii].

“Song of Kiev (Chestnuts in Flower).” Translated by Peter

Tempest. Soviet Literature, 1982, no. 5 (410): 128-29.

Poem.

Malyshko, Andrei [Andrii].

“Sonnets of Obukhov Road (from the cycle) (I’m from Those Parts

Where the Skies Are Drowned in Grasses).” Translated by Walter May;
“*** (I Shall Choose My Music’s Colours).” Translated by David

Sinclair-Loutit. In Land of the Soviets in Verse and Prose, 1. Compiled

by Vladimir Tsybin. Edited by Galina Dzyubenko. Moscow: Progress,

1982. 324-25.

Poems.

Nagnibeda, Mikola [Nahnybida, Mykola].

“To My Brother Konstantin (Listen, Brother).” Translated by

Gladys Evans. Soviet Life, May 1982: 47.

Poem.

Nestaiko, Vsevolod.

“Mark ‘One’—for Lying.” Translated by Anatoli Bilenko. Soviet

Literature

,

1983, no. 8 (425): 48-59, 62-67.

Excerpt of a novel.

Oleinik, Boris [Oliinyk, Borys].

“I Came to You (I Came to You O’er Streams and Moors and

Mountains).” Translated by Walter May. In Land of the Soviets in Verse

and Prose, 1. Compiled by Vladimir Tsybin. Edited by Galina

Dzyubenko. Moscow: Progress, 1982.

Poem.

Oleinik, Boris [Oliinyk Borys].

“Song about Mother (She Richly Sowed Cornfields of Life).”

Translated by Michelle MacGrath; “*** (The Good Too Soon This Life

Depart).” Translated by Jessie Davies. Soviet Literature, 1980, no. 6

(387): 112, 114.
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Poems.

Oleinik, Boris [Oliinyk, Borys].

“*** (Spacemen Will Make Their Home in the Universe)”;

“Diptych (For All the Gifts Conferred on You by Life. Make Full

Repayment)”; “*** (The Woman You Love).” Translated by Peter

Tempest; “*** (All Goes a Familiar Round).” Translated by Diana

Russell; “The Human Palm (Daisy Chains Are Stowed Away).”

Translated by Peter Tempest; “Melody (I Shall Secretly Grieve).”

Translated by Vicky Reuter; “*** (Not One Is Forgotten).” Translated

by Diana Russell; “Imitation of a Song (Under the Window).” Translated

by Peter Tempest. Soviet Literature

,

1981, no. 11 (404): 134-39.

Poems.

Olzhych, Oleh.

“Dutch Painting (I Wiped the Heavy Oak Benches Clean)”;

“Aquarium (Pause for a Moment on the Gloomy Staircase).” Translated

by Bohdan Boychuk and David Ignatow. Pequod 16/17 (1984): 187-88.

Poems.

Panasenko, Leonid.

“A Canvas for Siqueiros (A Fantastic Tale).” Soviet Literature

,

1981, no. 9 (402): 179-84.

Science fiction.

Translator not indicated.

Panasenko, Leonid.

“The Dialogue.” Translated by Diana Russell. Soviet Literature,

1981, no. 1 (406): 111-18.

Short story; author’s afterword, 118-19.

Pavlychko, Dmitro [Dmytro].

“From ‘Kiev sonnets’: A Cycle of Poems: *** (When Chestnuts

Flower in the Spring)”; “*** (Come to Me in Moscow),” Translated by

Peter Tempest. Soviet Literature, 1982, no. 5 (410): 133.

Sonnets.

Pluzhnyk, Evhen [Ievhen].

“Equilibrium (He Shoved Him Up against the Wall”; “Those Days

They Didn’t Take Prisoners of War”; “Stone Has a Single Purpose—to

Stay).” Translated by Gregory Orr. Pequod 16/17 (1984): 180-81.

Poems.

Rylsky, Maxim [Maksym].

“Autumn Kiev (It’s Not the First Time, Kiev, I Have Praised

You.” Translated by Peter Tempest. Soviet Literature, 1982, no. 5 (410):

110- 11 .

Poem.
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Rylsky, Maxim [Maksym].

“Friendship (I Know a Flower).” Translated by Dorian Rottenberg.

Soviet Life , May 1982: 29.

Poem.

Rylsky, Maxim [Maksym].

“My Country’s Son Am I (My Country’s Son Am I. You Hear Me,

Judas).” Translated by Walter May. In Land of the Soviets in Verse and

Prose ,
1. Compiled by Vladimir Tsybin. Edited by Galina Dzyubenko.

Moscow: Progress, 1982. 207-208.

Poem.

Schevchenko [Shevchenko], Taras.

“Christmas Day (When You’re Not Going at Night from One

Place to Another).” Translated by Volodymyr Semenyna. Ukrainian

Review (London) 28, no. 1 (Spring 1980): 90-91.

Poem.

Sosyura, Vladimir [Sosiura, Volodymyr],
“*** (The City Pulse Vibrates and All Its Streets).” Translated by

Natalia Alexandrova. Soviet Literature
, 1982, no. 5 (410): 111.

Poem.

Sosyura, Vladimir [Sosiura, Volodymyr].

“Young Komsomol (Ballad) (The Battle Was Over . . . Silk

Yellow-blue Wisps)”; “To a Youth (Grey Dnieper’s Beating Waves Are

Heard).” Translated by Walter May. In Land of the Soviets in Verse and

Prose , 1. Compiled by Vladimir Tsybin. Edited by Galina Dzyubenko.

Moscow: Progress, 1982. 109-10.

Poems.

Tarnawsky, Yuriy [Tarnavsky, Iurii]

.

“Every Wound Has a Name”; “Questionnaire XVIII.” Translated

by the author. Pequod 16/17 (1984): 193-96.

A poem and a poem in prose.

Tarnawsky, Yuriy [Tarnavsky, Iurii].

“He Died in a Barbershop.” Translated by the author. The

International Portland Review , 1980: 412-13.

Poem.

Tarnawsky [Tarnavsky], Ostap.

“Exit to Doom.” PEN International 32, no. 2 (1982): 35-42.

Short story; translator not indicated.

Tychina [Tychyna], Pavlo.

“The Feeling of One Family (I’ll Stand My Ground. They Need
Not Lure Me).” Translated by Alex Miller. In Land of the Soviets in

Verse and Prose , 1. Compiled by Vladimir Tsybin. Edited by Galina

Dzyubenko. Moscow: Progress, 1982. 155-56.
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Poem.

Tychina [Tychyna], Pavlo.

“Kiev (You Are Our Honour, Beauty and Our Pride).” Translated

by Peter Tempest. Soviet Literature
, 1982, no. 5 (410): 109-10.

Poem.

Voronko, Platon.

“*** (I’m Heading Now for Kiev).” Translated by Vicky Reuter.

Soviet Literature
, 1982, no. 5 (410): 129.

Poem.

Voronko, Platon.

“No Higher Honour Do I Know (I Witness an Undying

Generation).” Translated by Peter Tempest. Soviet Literature
, 1982, no. 4

(421): 3.

Poem.

Zemlyak, Vasil [Zemliak, Vasyl].

“Dialogue with the City.” Soviet Literature
, 1982, no. 5 (410):

130-32.

Excerpts of a novel; translator not indicated.

Compiled by

Marta Tarnawsky

University of Pennsylvania
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REVIEW ARTICLE

Stephen Velychenko

THE OFFICIAL SOVIET VIEW OF UKRAINIAN
HISTORIOGRAPHY

L.A. KOVALENKO, ISTORIOHRAFIIA ISTORII UKRAINSKOI
RSR VID NAIDAVNISHYKH CHASIV DO VEIYKOI
ZHOVTNEVOI SOTSIALISTYCHNOI REVOLIUTSII. Kiev:

Vyshcha Shkola, 1983. 118 pp.

The study of Ukrainian historical writing and, more broadly, historical

writing about Ukraine is a relatively young discipline, whose evolution is

marked by sharp discontinuity and political restrictions. The first

general survey of pre- 19th-century Ukrainian historiography was writ-

ten by the Russian scholar Vladimir Ikonnikov and published in volume

two of his magisterial Opyt russkoi istoriografii (Kiev, 1908, pp.

1560-1900). This was followed in 1910 and 1914 by two studies by

Mykhailo Hrushevsky, which for the first time covered 19th-century

historians.
1

Poltava-born Volodymyr (Vladimir) Picheta included a short

section on Ukrainian historiography in his Vvedenie v russkuiu istoriiu

(Moscow, 1922). The seminal and still indispensable survey of the

subject, Dmytro Doroshenko’s Ohliad ukrainskoi istoriografii
,
was

published in Prague a year later.
2 A second, complementary survey,

Dmytro Bahalii’s two-part Narys ukrainskoi istoriohrafii (Kiev, 1923,

1925), examined Ukrainian historiography up to the end of the 18th

century; Bahalii brought his study up to the 20th century in the

introductory chapter of his Narys istorii JJkrainy na

sotsiialno-ekonomichnomu hrunti (Kharkiv, 1928).
3

Finally, although

limited to a discussion of the role of the cossack chronicles in 18th- and
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19th- century Ukrainian intellectual history, two very important articles

written by Hrushevsky in the 1930s should not be overlooked by any

student of Ukrainian historiography)
4

;
they are significant not only

because of their scholarly value, but also because they marked the end

of serious writing on Ukrainian historiography for over two decades.

From 1932 to 1953, the Stalinist terror dealt Ukrainian

scholarship such a blow that it did not begin to recover until the late

1950s. Its dramatic impact on intellectual life is reflected in the

accounts of Ukrainian historiography found in volumes one and three of

the collectively written Ocherki istorii istoricheskoi nauki v SSSR
(1955 and 1963, 10,000 copies).

5 Containing such analytical categories

as “aristocratic nationalist” and “bourgeois aristocrat” alongside

comparisons of historians and such writers as Pushkin, Belinsky, and

Ivan Franko, this compendium has no academic value for anyone truly

interested in Ukrainian historiography. It is, however, of some interest,

as it exemplifies the party line on this subject just before

de-Stalinization; its bibliography is also of some, albeit limited, use.

The publication of Mykhailo Marchenko’s Ukrainska

istoriohrafiia (z davnikh chasiv do seredyny XIX st.) (Kiev, 1959)

marked the reemergence of the scholarly study of Ukrainian

historiography in the USSR. Published in an edition of 5,000 copies,

this survey appeared during the shortlived post- 1956 “thaw” and was

quite an improvement over the first volume of the above-mentioned

compendium. Marchenko did not lapse into vulgar Marxism or extreme

Russophilism, and except for fleeting mentions of Shevchenko, he dealt

only with historians and historical writing in the conventional sense of

the term. Regrettably, a projected volume covering the last half of the

19th century was never published, even though it was mentioned in the

introduction.

The next Soviet survey of Ukrainian historiography, Mykola

Kotliar’s Istorychne mynule ukrainskoho narodu i zarubizhni

falsyfikatory, was published in an edition of 23,000 copies in Kiev in

1974. This 80-page booklet was limited to 19th- and early 20th-century

writing. Written at the beginning of the post-Shelest purge, its contents

reflect the times. The author explained to readers that his purpose was

to provide an outline of the evolution of “reactionary, separatist views

about the historical past of the Ukrainian nation.” But, in fact, his work

was limited to a tendentious examination of how Russian-Ukrainian

relations were interpreted by a few selected historians and their

“progressive merits.”
6

In Soviet parlance this means judging what was
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written in the past according to the prevailing party line.
7

As a rule, surveys of Ukrainian historiography begin with the

12th-century Primary Chronicle or Povist vremmenykh lit. They then

cover the chronicles of the Galician-Volynian principality, the so-called

Western Rus’ chronicles (most of which were actually written in what is

today Belorussia), and the early 17th-century chronicles written in the

Ukrainian lands of the Rzeczpospolita. An important place is accorded

to the late 17th- and 18th-century cossack chronicles. The surveys finish

with the historical works of the 19th- and early 20th-century

intelligentsia. Most also discuss Russian and Polish historiography about

Ukraine. Historiographic studies written before 1956 tended to highlight

the link between historical writing and the development of Ukrainian

national consciousness; this, for example, was the underlying theme of

Doroshenko’s survey.

Official Soviet studies of Ukrainian historiography written since

Stalin’s death have adhered to this broad interpretative framework. But

they contain four very important differences. First, the Kievan Rus’

period and its historiography is presented as the common heritage of the

Eastern Slavs. Second, the role of historical consciousness in the devel-

opment of Ukrainian national consciousness is downplayed; what is

stressed instead is the importance of an alleged historical memory of

Eastern Slavic ethnic affinity, which is supposed to have played a

decisive role in Ukrainian history. At times this practice is taken to

extremes and the “memory” is imputed to any historical text in which

there is a reference to Ukrainian-Russian relations. Third, Soviet studies

draw a sharp distinction between prerevolutionary historians who
concentrated on socioeconomic history and those who did not. This

difference has almost become the sole criterion used to analyze

post- 18th-century historians, who are graded according to the degree of

materialism in their Weltanschauung. In the case of non-Russian

historians, another important criterion is used to establish whether or

not they were “progressive”: their interpretation of the relationship be-

tween Russia and their own country. Finally, Soviet historiographic

surveys lump academic writing and history together with historical

opinions and reflections of non-historians and ideas held by the narod

about the past.

The first three of these innovations are questionable to say the

least, but because they stem from party dictates they must be adhered

to and espoused by all who wish to publish in the USSR. Since the

appearance of Stalin’s notorious Short Course in 1938 (which Leszek
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Kolakowski has called one of the party’s most important instruments of

mind control and a device for the destruction of critical thought and the

people’s memory of their past), history, if not all existence for people in

the USSR, has been defined as an unalterable cosmic drama, similar in

kind to the medieval European theological image of the universe. The

modern Soviet drama, like its medieval counterpart, is something man
can define, understand, and modify slightly, but not alter. Man can only

play out and describe the drama in the way “historical forces” demand.

Within this scheme, intelligence and scholarship have an extremely

limited role. Knowledge as represented and used by the party has the

the function of teaching the revealed truth about the drama, while lower

down in the hierarchy, scholars must demonstrate the truth of revealed

preconception and reconcile past and present reality with the rational

pattern of society laid down in the faith as expressed in the party line.

The immediate response by a critical person not obliged to share this

faith to assertions derived from its premises is one of disbelief, if not

rejection. For some, there is an instinctive urge to refute such assertions.

But refutation by an “unbeliever” cannot have any impact on the Soviet

cosmic drama as it is expressed in the party line, because the unbeliever

does not approach it in its own terms. One can, of course, approach this

cosmic drama and its various theoretical offshots as a critical believer,

but as long as there exists a single authority claiming infallibility of

interpretation, such a critic will only be a heretic, and thus isolated and

liable to suffer for his thoughts a fate worse than any unbeliever might.

Insofar as the current official Soviet interpretation of Ukrainian

history is concerned, its details were elaborated and fitted into the

drama. in 1947 and then “codified” seven years later in the notorious

Theses on the 300th Anniversary of the Reunification of Ukraine with

Russia. Since the late 1940s, therefore, official dogma has been

informing the faithful that the Eastern Slavs were one nation in the

10th century; that the memory of “ancient unity” played an important

role in explaining Ukrainian-Russian relations; and that the Ukrainians

and Russians were so close throughout history that different social and

economic structures did nothing to lessen an alleged affinity deduced

from superficial similarities in language and religion.
8 Although it is

claimed that these assertions, like all Soviet ideological pronouncements,

are “scientific,” meaning that they are supposedly based on empirical

study, the unfaithful usually regard them as outright lies. Indeed, it is

frequently the case that even those who formulate the assertions do not

believe them. For purposes of analysis, however, this is irrelevant. It is
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preferable and more useful to regard official Soviet ideological

assertions not as statements to be judged according to criteria of

empirical truth and validity, but as magical incantations that are

immune to such notions. Like all incantations and illusions, they will

become “true” if they change behavior and perception, and this is prob-

ably why the party devotes such time, energy, and resources to

censorship and “ideological work.” Of course, unbelievers and heretics

criticizing party-decreed assertions concerning, say, Ukrainian history

may influence and convince individuals in the USSR that party

pontification is usually nonsense. Or they might confirm and reinforce

an already existing cynical awareness of this fact. This is perhaps the

only rationale for engaging in political or historical debates with the

Soviets, which, in public at least, resemble medieval theological

disputations more than modern secular scholarly discourse in which

propositions are subject to empirical verification. But such criticism and

comments will have little impact on the continued existence of the

cosmic drama, which will continue to be propagated in the USSR and

thereby continue to have its intended deadening effect on all those not

exposed to unbelievers and heretics, on those totally indifferent to

matters of humanist knowledge and intellect, and on the cynics—who
unavoidably must be either hypocrites or schizophrenics.

The fourth innovation, however, does not stem from politics and

magic
,

9
but reflects a legitimate methodological approach to the study

of knowledge in and about the past. The Italian Marxist Antonio

Gramsci, for example, noted that mental activity need not be sharply

divided between “scientific” and “non-scientific” forms, insofar as all

cognition is an expression of the consciousness of social groups.

Accordingly, one can distinguish only between more and less primitive

forms of this consciousness. Phenomenologists have also argued along

these lines, noting that there are two kinds of historical knowledge. One,

an “official” or elite history, has permanence because it is written down,

logically rationalized, and supported by social, political, and economic

power. The other kind, an “unofficial” or popular history, exists for the

most part only in people’s consciousnesses, is not methodical, is usually

unwritten, and is therefore impermanent and malleable .

10

Phenomenologists have not elaborated on the nature of the relationship

between these two kinds of history, but it does seem to be the case that

“unofficial” history satisfies a desire for affective sensibility not provi-

ded by “official” history, and that throughout time one kind of history

has displaced the other. It might be added that this relativistic approach
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towards historiography necessarily ignores the question of whether the

historical knowledge being studied is true or false. Accordingly, official

Soviet determinist-materialist ideology must be invoked by the party to

justify to academics why it cannot publish works written according to

relativistic principles. Thus, phenomenology is dismissed because it is an

“idealist” philosophy, while Gramsci’s approach cannot be fully

exploited because it postulates that science and all knowledge is not a

“copy” of something that exists as independent of man, but a reflection

of reality as it is known. Phenomenology is taboo for Soviet scholars

because it suspends judgement on matters of truth and validity, while

Gramsci’s paradigm is incompatible with official Soviet ideology

because it leads to the dangerous conclusion that science, Marxism in-

cluded, is ultimately part of the “superstructure” and not the “base.”
11

Gramsci postulated that there is no such thing as “correct” knowledge

that can be discovered and evolved only by an elite and then “injected”

into a movement or society as the only “true consciousness.” This is di-

rectly opposed to the fundamental tenet of Russian-Bolshevik Marxism,

as anyone who has read Lenin’s What Is to Be Done and Materialism

and Empirio-Criticism will know.

Soviet historians of historical thought are therefore in an

unenviable position. On the one hand, they are required to include in

their works considerations of academic historiography, the historical

ideas of the chosen saints of Bolshevik hagiography (Belinsky,

Dobroliubov, et al), their “materialist” and “progressive” predecessors,

and, finally, the historical ideas of the “working people” or
“
narod”. On

the other hand they are denied the freedom to develop the kind of

theory or model their approach and material demand. The three kinds

of knowledge they must deal with clearly represent different levels of

historical consciousness. The historical memory of a peasant, as

expressed in a folk song for example, is not the same thing as a formal

and closely reasoned academic tract, and both of these, in turn, differ

from political tracts or literary reviews that contain historical informa-

tion. Obviously, all three images of the past can be studied and indeed

are worthy of study. But they simply require strict delineation and

methodological rigor in analysis and presentation. But because Soviet

historians attempt such reconstructions of historical consciousness with-

out the requisite methodology and rigor that phenomenology and

Gramsci’s Marxism—to mention only two theories—can provide, they

are unable to write good surveys of historiography. For a Western

reader, their work appears as a hodgepodge of persons and ideas
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vaguely related to the history of materialism and Marxism in Russia

and to “the history of the Fatherland,” which is Soviet jargon for the

history of Russia and its empire; the empirically correct term, the

“history of the nationalities of the USSR,” is no longer used. The

official hodgepodge that now passes for Ukrainian historiography con-

sists of writings, songs, sayings, and party resolutions whose subject is

the Ukrainian nation.

A recent example of this kind of academic potluck is provided by

the book under review here. Published in 3,000 copies and written as a

textbook for teachers’ colleges, it, according to its introduction, is

supposed to serve as an addendum to Istoriografiia istorii SSSR s

drevneishikh vremen do Velikoi Oktiabrskoi sotsialisticheskoi

revoliutsii, which was published in Moscow in 1971 in 23,000 copies.

The introduction very clearly lists the principles that now guide Soviet

research on Ukrainian historiography. Thus, besides demonstrating the

influence of the “Marxist-Leninist tradition” in Ukrainian

historiography, scholars should show the “positive contribution” of

“progressive” historians to the writing of the “pre-October period”

(Soviet jargon for the centuries preceeding 1917) and unmask the

“anti-scholarly” and “anti-national” character of Ukrainian “aristocratic

and bourgeois-nationalist” historiography” (p. 6).

The title of Kovalenko’s survey is patently absurd: it purports to

deal with pre-1917 historiography about the Ukrainian SSR even

though this political entity only came into existence after 1917.

Admittedly, the title does make some sense, insofar as the book seems

to divide, classify, and discuss material according to whether it was

“progressive” or “reactionary,” and not according to the criterion of

nationality. Although nationality does not seem to be a category of

analysis, however, and the term “Ukrainian” is not even used in refer-

ence to pre-1800 historiography written either in Ukraine or by

Ukrainians, one quickly discovers that, in fact, Kovalenko deals

methodically only with Ukrainians and Russians. “Ukrainian,”

meanwhile, appears for the first time on p. 53 in the phrase

“reactionary . . . Ukrainian aristocratic nationalist historiography.”

Thereafter the adjectival form is usually used in similar formulations,

and only five Ukrainian historians—Oleksandra Iefymenko, Ivan

Novytsky, Orest Levytsky, Oleksander Lazarevsky, and Volodymyr
Barvinsky—are described as both “Ukrainian” and “progressive,”

though not unconditionally (pp. 77, 80). It emerges, therefore, that the

book’s title is not only absurd, but that it does not correctly define the
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survey’s subject matter. Anyone reading the title would think the book

was a survey of the most important, if not all, persons of all

nationalities who had ever written anything about Ukrainian history. In

fact, the book consists of a highly selective survey; Kovalenko does not

explain why only Russians, or for that matter Ukrainians, are discussed,

why only seven non-Ukrainians and non-Russians appear in it, and why
only these seven and not others were chosen. Specifically, one

Frenchman (Guillaume Le Vasseur de Beauplan), two Austrians (Erich

Lassota von Steblau and Johann-Christian Engel), and two Poles

(Jakub Sobieski and Szymon Okolski) are included in the section

dealing with early-modern memoir literature (pp. 27-8), while two

German Jews (Marx and Engels) are included for obvious ideological

reasons (pp. 83-5). In passing it might be noted that the omission of the

Ukrainianized German Oleksander Rigelman is particularly baffling.

In keeping with post- 1953 Soviet practice, Kovalenko devotes

about as much space to Skovoroda, the Decembrists, Pushkin, Belinsky,

Gogol, Lenin, Franko, Marx, Shevchenko, Herzen, poetry, and folk

songs as he does to actual historians and academic historiography. This

assorted mix is presented in rough chronological order with little

discussion of interrelationships, influences, or relevance. Exceptionally

unmethodical is the treatment of folk or popular history, which is

mentioned up to p. 44, that is, to the middle of the 18th century, but

not thereafter. Similarly, the section on memoir literature mentioned

above appears out of nowhere and is the only such section in the book.

Nonetheless, what to cynics and critical unbelievers appears as little

more than a conglomeration of facts randomly strung together does pre-

sumably satisfactorily demonstrate to the authorities how

prerevolutionary Ukrainian and Russian historians worked together on

questions of Ukrainian history, how Marxism and Leninism played a

vital role in the evolution of historiography about Ukraine, and how

“aristocratic” and “bourgeois nationalist” Ukrainian historiography was

“anti-scientific” and “anti-national.” Obviously, if the book did not

succeed in doing this, it would not have been approved by the Ministry

of Education as a textbook.

A rather disconcerting feature of Kovalenko’s survey is the

disproportionate attention it gives 19th- and early 20th-century writing.

Whereas almost 900 years of pre- 19th-century historiography is covered

in a mere 40 pages, the historiography of the 120 years preceding 1917

is alloted 67 pages. The treatment of the earlier period, however, is

somewhat better than the treatment of the latter period, because in
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dealing with pre- 19th-century historiography, Kovalenko focused on the

major historical works and did not go off on dogmatically inspired

tangents too often. Nonetheless, the first part of the text does contain

its share of contentious statements. For example, on p. 16 we read:

“Thus the political conception of the Galician-Volynian Chronicle does

not contain any notion of a “separate ‘Ukrainian Kingdom’.” On p. 19

we are told that the “systematic excursions” into Ukrainian history

found in 15th- and 16th-century Muscovite chronicles were a form of

“moral support” for the Ukrainians! On pp. 38-39 we are told that

owing to Peter’s reforms the level of historical thought rose in Russia,

and that this in turn influenced the work of Hryhorii Hrabianka,

Samiilo Velychko, and Teofan Prokopovych! An example of the kinds of

assertions found in the second part of the book is provided by the fol-

lowing sentence: “The initial premise of the philosophical and political

views of M. Kostomarov and P. Kulish was the belief that bourgeois

society and its economic foundations are eternal” (p. 59). Granted. “But

so what?” the unbeliever will ask. “Was the history they wrote worse

because of this?” “Yes,” the believer will reply. “Cannot the devil speak

the truth?” the unbeliever will ask. Here again, at least since 1956, the

believer can reply affirmatively, and Kovalenko can note that valuable

factual material is to be found in Hrushevsky’s multivolume magnum
opus. But this admission is followed by a condemnation of the

Ukrainian socialist historian’s interpretation of Ukrainian history that is

longer than the criticism of the interpretation of Ukrainian history

found in the works of the leading 19th-century Russian conservative and

liberal historians (pp. 57-58, 68)—men whose views had as great an

impact on the image of the Ukrainian past as did Hrushevsky’s. Clearly,

some devils lie more than others and are more dangerous.

The isolationist, theology-like approach of Kovalenko’s survey is

reflected by its failure to discuss historiography in a broader intellectual

context. No mention is made of Christian eschatology, Scholasticism,

humanism, or Enlightenment rationalism in the discussion of

pre- 19th-century historiography, while the impact of Romantic
nationalism, “scientific history,” positivism, neo-Romanticism, and

neo-positivism in the 19th century is summarized as “Various [idealist]

19th-century philosophical trends constituted the methodological

principles of historical works written during this time” (p. 48). By the

20th century these have become “reactionary idealist philosophical

teachings” and “eclectic historiosophy” (p. 105). Those seeking more
detail will find only the following sentence: “Bourgeois historians
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became infatuated with Rickertism [the thought of Heinrich Rickert]

and neo-Darwinism” (p. 73). Even Marxism is not actually described as

an intellectual current. Instead, the reader is provided with a short

summary of observations that Marx and Engels happened to have made
about Ukraine (pp. 82-85), which notably omits Marx’s description of

the Zaporozhian Sich as a “Christian republic.” Then, on p. 93, the

period of 1895-1917 is set apart and called the “beginning of the

Leninist stage in historiography,” and the next five pages try to explain

how Lenin’s conception of Russian history is related to Ukraine.

Interestingly, more space is accorded Lenin than any other person

mentioned in the book, including Marx, Sergei Solovev, Volodymyr

Antonovych, and Iurii Andropov (pp. 112-13). Hrushevsky, meanwhile,

receives about as much space as Nikolai Chernyshevsky (pp. 74-75,

106-8).

The final point that should be made concerns the proclivity of

Soviet Ukrainian scholars in the humanities to use primitive and boorish

language when dealing with those prerevolutionary Ukrainians

unfortunate enough not to have found their way into the august ranks of

those who today are regarded as “progressive” (pp. 59, 70-71, 108-9).

One might assume this is simply another aspect of the theology-like

structure of humanities scholarship in the USSR. However, a leisurely

perusal of studies published in Moscow or Leningrad on

prerevolutionary conservative and liberal Russian historians will

demonstrate that the primitiveness of some Soviet Ukrainian scholars is

not a reflection of a broader “all-Union” phenomenon. Studies about

Russian historians, as a case in point, contain methodologically limited

but reasoned analysis and criticism, and their authors rarely use terms

harsher than “bourgeois,” while studies about Ukrainian historians

usually contain invectives reflecting a churlish, provincial approach to

scholarship which Ukrainians have the dubious honor of sharing with

Lithuanians, Latvians, and other non-Russians. Presumably, such a style

is demanded by the local branch of the party as a sign of loyalty,

though it is tempting to speculate that its practice may be enforced with

the purpose of demeaning the level of non-Russian scholarship in the

USSR.
Kovalenko’s survey can be given qualified praise simply because it

is the only book of its kind to have been published in Ukraine in the last

twenty-five years. Indeed, given the harsh political climate prevailing in

Ukraine since 1972, the very fact of its appearance is something of an

accomplishment. This little triumph, however, cannot hide the fact that
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by Western standards this book is an example of sloppy, if not

unabashedly bad, scholarship. Yet, for those without access to the

surveys by Picheta, Hrushevsky, Bahalii, Doroshenko, or

Marchenko—none of whom, except for Marchenko, are listed in the

very short bibliography, although Chernyshevsky and Dobroliubov

are—Kovalenko’s survey is better than nothing.
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Footnotes

1

“Ukrainska istoriografiia i M. Kostomarov,” Literaturno-naukovyi

vistnyk, 1910, vol. 5: 209-25; and “Razvitie ukrainskikh izuchenii v XIX v. i

raskritie v nikh osnovnykh voprosov ukrainovedeniia,” in Fedor Vovk, ed.,

Ukrainskyi narod v ego proshlom i nastoiashchem , 1 (St. Petersburg, 1914),

1-37. A series of essays by Oleksander Lazarevsky under the title “Prezhnie

izyskateli malorusskoi stariny,” published between 1895 and 1897 in Kievskaia

starina, focus on individual historians and are not analytical historiographic

studies.

2
See also his “Die Entwicklung der ukrainischen Geschichtsidee vom

Ende des 18. Jahrhunderts bis zur Gegenwart,” Jahrbucher fur Kultur und

Geschichte der Slaven 4 (1928): 363-79. An English translation of

Doroshenko’s book was published in 1957 in the Annals of the Ukrainian

Academy of Arts and Sciences in the U.S., 5-6, under the title A Survey of

Ukrainian Historiography. A second emigre survey, Natalia

Polonska-Vasylenko’s Ukrainska istoriohrafiia, was published posthumously in

1971 by the Ukrainian Free University in Munich. Having read it, this reviewer

believes that the author might not have wanted it to appear, as it is obviously

unfinished.

3
In 1932 Bahalii had prepared the first volume of a two-volume study on

modern Ukrainian historiography. It was never published.

4
“Samovidets ruiny i ego pozdneishie otrazheniia,” Trudy Instituta

slavianovedeniia AN SSSR 1 (1932): 157-92; “Ob ukrainskoi istoriografii

XVIII veka. Neskolko soobrazhenii,” Izvestiia Akademii nauk SSSR, series 7,

no. 3 (1934): 215-33.
5 Ocherki istorii istoricheskoi nauki v SSSR, 1 (Moscow 1955): 107-12,

245-51, 594-610; 3 (Moscow 1963): 693-715, 641-56. There is no separate

chapter on Ukrainian historiography. Extremely short surveys of Ukrainian

historiography are also found in the various other histories of Soviet

historiography and overviews of Ukrainian history and literature.

6
Another example of conclusions reached by this kind of method may be

found in P.H. Markov’s M.O. Maksymovych—vydatnyi istoryk XIX st. (Kiev,

1973), 233: “An analysis of Jaksymovych’s works shows, despite his

shortcomings, liberalism, errors, inconsistencies, and stunted nature of parts of

his world view, that they clearly reflect the progressive traditions of the leading

Russian and Ukrainian intellectuals.”

7 A higher level of Soviet scholarship is representd by two works devoted

exclusively to the 17th and 18th century: M.A. Lytvynenko, Dzherela istorii

Ukrainy XVIII st. (Kharkiv, 1970), 177-204; and Iu. A. Mytsyk, Ukrainskie

letopisi XVII veka (Dnipropetrovsk, 1978).
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8
Stalinist verdicts on pre-1932 Ukrainian historians and historiography,

despite the Twentieth CPSU congress in 1956, have not been officially retracted

or condemned. For the verdicts, see Zapysky Istoryko-arkheohrafichnoho

instytuta 1 (1934). For a general discussion of interpretations of national

histories in the USSR, see Lowell Tillet, The Great Friendship: Soviet

Historians on the Non-Russian Nationalities (Chapel Hill, 1969). On Soviet

Ukrainian historiography, see Yaroslav Bilinsky, The Second Soviet Republic:

The Ukraine after World War II (New Brunswick, N.J., 1964), 203-8, and

Oleksander Ohloblyn, Dumky pro suchasnu ukrainsku sovietsku istoriohrafiiu

(New York, 1963).

9 One of the earliest discussions of Soviet ideology as magic is found in

chap. 3 of Herbert Marcuse’s Soviet Marxism (London, 1958).

10 Maurice Natanson, “History as a Finite Province of Meaning,” in his

Literature, Philosophy, and the Social Sciences: Essays in Existentialism and

Phenomenology (The Hague, 1962), 172-78.

11
Gramsci, like phenomenology, is mentioned in Soviet philosophical

literature, but he is not criticized, let alone condemned, whereas phenomenology

is. A three-volume Russian edition of his selected works was published in

1957-59. In 1937 a book about him was published in Ukrainian: M. Erkoli,

Hramshi i Kompartiia Italii (Kiev, 1937). Soviet descriptions of Gramsci’s

thought are selective and omit whatever is incompatible with official ideology.
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BOOK REVIEWS

ANTOINE EUGENE KALUZNY, LA PHILOSOPHIE DU COEUR DE
GREGOIRE SKOVORODA. Montreal: Fides, 1983. 128 pp.

Hryhorii Skovoroda (1722-94) is a thinker and poet of whom several

generations of Ukrainians have been justifiably proud. The appeal of this unique

spirit cannot be located in a single dimension of his life or work, but rather

springs from the totality of his person and his diverse poetic, philosophic, and

theological oeuvre. His writings constitute a penetrating and appealing rebuttal

to the rational and scientific spirit of the Enlightenment. His indictment of the

secular and materialistic worldview of that age has taken on a peculiar

relevance for many critics of life in the 20th century. In recent years, an

increasingly wider circle of scholars and others has shown an interest in

Skovoroda. This following goes well beyond the limits of the Ukrainian

community, or even the fraternity of Slavists, and includes philosophers,

theologians, and literary scholars.

Unfortunately, this heightened interest has commonly given rise to a fair

degree of frustration. The bibliography of Skovorodiana is admittedly growing

annually, and interpretative and analytical materials in English and other

Western languages are now readily available. The problem is, however, that

without complete translations of the primary materials, the scholarship, while

often of a high quality, is frequently merely tantalizing. Indeed, if one were to

collect in one volume the extant translations in English, French, and German,

they would not amount to a quarter of what Skovoroda wrote. Likewise, most

translations consist of only parts of individual works. Given the current level of

interest in Skovoroda, this situation must soon be remedied. Only after this task

is accomplished can the wider academic community take the full measure of

Skovoroda’s art and thought.

Professor Kaluzny’s book does not respond to this need. Quotations from

Skovoroda are introduced for the most part in small fragments by way of

illustrating the central theme and flavor of his writings. In most cases the

passages selected are the very ones that have already been translated elsewhere.

But no matter how much one longs for more material to be translated, to be fair

one must remember that it was not one of Kaluzny’s expressed intentions to

meet this need. What, then, does this study purport to be, and what does it

deliver?

After an all too brief biographical sketch of Skovoroda, the author

provides a six-page precis of his work as a whole. This is simply not enough

space to give a true picture of the breadth of Skovoroda’s writings. Kaluzny

then moves immediately to a discussion of the philosophy of the heart as the
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most important portion of everything written by this Ukrainian Socrates.

Without directly taking exception to this interpretation, it must still be said that

brevity here does the philosopher a disservice. The same criticism must also be

made of part 3, “La Philosophic,” which constitutes less than two pages and is

merely an assertion that Skovoroda was the first Slavic philosopher(l) and that

his “heart-centered” philosophy was wholly unique and original (this despite

extended reference to Pascal in the preface). What would promise to be an

overview of the full range of topics in Skovoroda’s philosophic writings is, in

fact, merely a definition of the term “heart.” (The remaining sections of the

book are: “L’Anthropologie gnoseologique”; “La Philosophic du coeur”; “Le

Coeur, Dieu et la Bible”; “La Philosophic sociale”; and “Le Coeur et

l’ethique.”)

The philosophy of the heart is the subject in each of these several

chapters. Predictably, there is a great deal of repetition from one to the next.

The author himself is aware of this problem.

Le lecteur trouvera parfois une certaine redondance. Cependant, si nous voulons

atteindre le centre le plus recule de la pensee de Skovoroda, une certaine repetition

est inevitable. Le ton est souvent celui de Vexhortation en plus d’etre celui de la

reflexion. Cet ouvrage peut done servir de “guide” sur le chemin qui mene

Thomme a la realisation de ses desirs et a l’expression parfaite de lui-meme. La

repetition a precisement pour fonction cette exhortation qui, a son tour, a pour

fonction de completer toute reflexion par une action rationelle. (p. 17)

(One is tempted to reply that repetition in Skovoroda does not necessarily oblige

a commentator to follow the same path.)

This explanation brings us back to the question of what this study

purports to be. Ostensibly it promises a scholarly analysis of what the writer

believes to be the central aspect of Skovoroda’s philosophy, namely, his

philosophy of the heart. Operating on this assumption, the reader becomes

increasingly uneasy with each page, the foregoing quotation being but one of

many that seem to move the author’s objective from the realm of the academic

to that of what can almost be called the devotional. Despite Kaluzny’s attempt

at explaining this orientation as being inherent in Skovoroda’s writings and

therefore ineluctable (“Gregoire Skovoroda expose une philosophic du coeur

d’une maniere peu familiere a la mentalite actuelle,” p. 14), one is not fully sat-

isfied and, indeed, becomes increasingly disturbed by such comments as the fol-

lowing:

A une epoque ou la philosophic prend comme theme le morbide, le macabre,

l’hallucinant et ou la litterature n’explore que ce qui est triste, obscene et

angoissant, la Philosophic du coeur de Gregoire Skovoroda va inonder votre coeur

et' votre ame de lumieres, de couleurs et de beautes Cette source de joie

intarrissable qu’il porte en lui, Skovoroda la partage avec son lecteur dans cet

ouvrage. (p. 1 3)
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or

La philosophic du coeur vous montrera done comment parvenir a resoudre vos

problemes de maniere satisfaisante. Elle vous preparera egalement, etape par etape,

a une vie cordocentrique elevee et riche, et vous revelera en meme temps un tresor

inepuisable de nouvelles idees que vous cherirez toute votre vie. Elle vous montrera,

par exemple, comment vous pourrez beneficier de grands avantages en changeant

simplement d’attitude ou de point de vue. (p. 15)

One may assume that the author has been profoundly affected by his own

reading of Skovoroda. The reader of his book can be very touched by this fact.

In the final analysis, however, Kaluzny’s failure to distinguish the academic and

the inspirational relegates his work to the category of neither fish nor fowl.

(This criticism is further reinforced by the gratuitous personal reflections that

appear throughout, such as those on page 102: “Le Canada est precisement le

pays dont revait Skovoroda ou l’unite nationale est cimentee dans la diversite de

deux langues officielles, et de plusieurs autres langues, cultures, religions,

coutumes qui sont protegees et valorisees par une veritable politique du

multiculturalisme canadien. Le Canada est un pays d’hommes cordocentriques

ou la foi du coeur est affirmee par l’amour commun d’un meme Dieu et d’une

meme humanite.”)

This book, then, is not a coherent, scholarly presentation and analysis of

the core of Skovoroda’s philosophy, nor is it an unabashed pilgrim’s guide to a

practical philosophy of life, however welcome the latter might be. In confusing

the two, both potential audiences are disappointed. One might leap to the

author’s defense by pointing out that Skovoroda, like many Eastern thinkers,

does not use and even consciously rejects the rigid categories of scholastic

philosophy as prejudicial to a deep understanding. To be sure, this is part of

Skovoroda’s appeal. Nonetheless, in the final analysis, in dealing with a Western

audience one must choose which route one wishes to follow and then stay on it,

whatever the temptations to stray may be. One is convinced that Professor

Kaluzny has personally profited from his study of Skovoroda, but, ironically,

his tone and approach may yet prove to be the cause of many choosing to pass

over this philosopher of the steppe.

Richard H. Marshall

University of Toronto
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PERSHYI VINOK: ZHINOCHYI ALMANAKH. Second, expanded edition.

Edited by Natalia Kobrynska and Olena Pchilka. Introduction and biographical

notes by Larysa M.L. Zaleska Onyshkevych. New York: Ukrainian Women’s
League of America, 1984. xix, 486 pp.

Pershyi vinok (The First Garland), first published in Lviv in 1887, is a

collection of essays, poetry, and narrative prose by various writers. As such, it

belongs to the almanakh tradition, whose best-known examples include

Markiian Shashkevych’s Rusalka Dnistrovaia (1837), Yevhen Hrebinka’s

Lastivka (1841), and Panteleimon Kulish’s Khata (1860). Two features,

however, set Pershyi vinok apart: everything in it was written by women, and it

was edited and financed by women.

The idea for the volume came from Natalia Kobrynska, the acknowledged

founder of the Ukrainian women’s movement. Kobrynska had formally

organized a group of Ukrainian women for the first time in 1884 and had hoped

to bring out a women’s publication soon after. She was able to do so only in

1887, with the help of Olena Pchilka.* Pershyi vinok was reissued in an

expanded edition in 1984 by the Ukrainian Women’s League of America to

mark the centenary of the movement launched by Kobrynska.

Any discussion of Perskhyi vinok in its more recent embodiment must

begin with the original volume. The collection is important from both a

historical and a literary point of view. Its historical significance stems from its

presentation of the program that has informed the Ukrainian women’s

movement since its beginning. What is peculiar to this movement is the degree

to which it has always linked the interests of women with those of the Ukrainian

nation as a whole. The arrangement of the contents of Pershyi vinok emphasizes

this connection. The volume begins, as one might expect of a women’s

anthology, with items that stress feminist issues. The most important goal of

women is identified as equal economic opportunity, and education is promoted

as the best way for them to achieve it. Gradually, though, the argument shifts,

first to point out that men, too, can improve their lot through education, and fi-

nally to assert that if all Ukrainians are educated, Ukraine itself will benefit.

The literary interest of Pershyi vinok lies in its effective alternation of

literal and figurative writing. At the extremes are annotated essays brimming

with statistics on the one hand (Kobrynska’s “Zamuzhna zhinka serednoi

verstvy,” for example), and brief lyric poems on the other (a number of sonnets

by Uliana Kravchenko). Between them are prose narratives with such subtitles

as “a picture from life” (“Pisok! Pisok!” by “Ieryna” [Sofiia Okunevska]), whose

referents are neither obviously factual nor obviously fictional; prose pieces that

appear to be fictional, although in a conventional realistic mode (Sydora

*For additional information about the circumstances of the original publication of Pershyi

vinok, see Martha Bohachevsky-Chomiak’s “Feminism in Ukrainian History” in this

journal, vol. 7, no. 1 (Spring 1982): 16-30, esp. 21.
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Navrotska’s “Popav sia v sit”); and longer narrative poems (“Zvychaina istoriia”

by Klimentiia Popovych). The expository texts impress the reader with the

unacceptable truths about the respective oppressions of women, men, and the

Ukrainian people. The belles-lettres provide stylistic relief from these barrages

of facts, but in no way lessen their impact. Indeed, they reinforce them, as the

evocative power of their figurative language can imply degrees of oppression to

exceed anything that is concretely described. Literal and figurative expression

are combined to complement each other.

The comprehensiveness and cohesiveness of Pershyi vinok, both historical

and literary, are a function of the personalities of its editors. Both were sensible

women, but the artistic Olena Pchilka stood in contrast to the essentially

pragmatic Natalia Kobrynska. The difference beween them is apparent in their

own contributions to the volume; Kobrynska provided the greatest amount of

expository writing and enunciated the programs of both Pershyi vinok and the

Ukrainian women’s movement, while the poem that follows Kobrynska’s

introductory essay and gives the anthology its title, as well as the longest piece

of fiction, are by Pchilka. Beyond the contrasts between the editors of the

anthology, other contrasts existed among the various contributors to make the

origins of the volume truly eclectic. The contributors ranged in age from the

middle-aged Hanna Barvinok to the adolescent Lesia Ukrainka. In note they

ranged from Barvinok, already a prominent writer, and Ukrainka and Dniprova

Chaika, who would gain prominence later, to a number of women who would

never be well known for their writing. Also, like Kobrynska and Pchilka respec-

tively, some contributors were from Western and some from Eastern Ukraine,

which made the volume geographically representative of Ukrainian women. The

most important contrasts, though, remain those between the editors.

The special relationship between Kobrynska and Pchilka and the two

strains of influence they injected into the finished volume are evident even on

the title page, which can be seen as the most concise expression of the volume’s

program. The meaning of the poetic title
“
Pershyi vinok” is not immediately

clear, but comes to be so when glossed by the descriptive subtitle
“
zhinochyi

almanakh." An “
almanakh ” is a volume with a variety of contents, and so the

term, as it figures in the subtitle, denotes what Pershyii vinok is, rather than

what it is about.** The “garland” in the title, too, then, is not what the volume

is about, but an image for it: just as a garland intertwines flowers, so the

collection intertwines texts. As for the qualifiers in the title and subtitle, if this

garland is the “first,” then the collection is a “women’s” one not because of its

intended audience or subject matter—there have already been such

publications—but because of its origin. The reader’s conjecture as to the

meaning of the “garland” is corroborated in the programmatic eponymous

poem,
“
Pershyi vinok" by Olena Pchilka, on p. 4; his suppositions as to the

**Podvesko and other authorities notwithstanding, an almanakh is not an almanac, but a

literary miscellany.
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meaning of “first” are confirmed right after the title, where the editors are

named.

In her introduction to the second edition, Larysa Onyshkevych cites Ivan

Franko to the effect that Kobrynska wanted only a descriptive title, but Pchilka

insisted on the poetic Pershyi vinok. Franko considered the double title to be

one of a number of undesirable compromises resulting from the fact that there

were two editors—he thought Pershyi vinok a sentimental super-title. This

assessment serves only to show the pragmatism that Franko shared with

Kobrynska, and that would make him see Pchilka’s aestheticizing influence as

superfluous. What Franko deemed a compromise was in fact a felicitous pairing

of Kobrynska’s pedestrian manner of expression and Pchilka’s artistic one. The

interaction between the two manners is sustained in the setting of the poetic

Pershyi vinok in a prosaic, heavy black typeface, but the purely descriptive

zhinochyi almanakh in a lighter, stylized one.

In republishing Pershyi vinok the Ukrainian Women’s League, or more

probably Larysa Onyshkevych, chose to reprint the original in facsimile instead

of resetting it. While this perpetuates the lexical and orthographic difficulties of

the original time of publication, it is clearly the best way of reproducing at least

the appearance of the original. As we have seen, this is especially important in

the case of the original title page, which figures as a paradigm for the entire

volume.

The original text is now preceded by a historical introduction and

followed by biographical notes on the contributors (many accompanied by

portraits), an English synopsis of the introduction, and an index of authors. The

index provides both real names and pseudonyms and includes Ivan Franko, who
helped Kobrynska in many ways and is mentioned in this regard in the intro-

duction.***

The introduction and biographical notes are useful and informative, but

some of the other items added to this edition are plagued with technical prob-

lems. The bilingual facing title pages, for example, appear at first glance to be

translations of each other, but in fact they are not—and one wonders why. In

the bottom lines, the Ukrainian page states that the edition was published on

the centenary of the Ukrainian women’s movement, but the English page does

not. The title, Pershyi vinok
, is followed on the Ukrainian page by the original

subtitle, zhinochyi almanakh , but the English page states “Anthology of Poetry,

Prose and Essays by Ukrainian Women Writers.” Why? It is likely that the

editor(s) wished to provide the anglophone reader with useful information that

***Franko’s involvement in the publication of Pershyi vinok is played down by

Kobrynska and Pchilka, but not because it would discredit the anthology as being the

product of the efforts of women. Franko helped directy only with copy editing, while the

dominant roles of Kobrynska and Pchilka were such that the volume would certainly have

appeared without him. His collaboration was kept secret for some years after it appeared

because of his socialist politics, not his sex.
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might otherwise be inaccessible to him; however, if it is the information in the

original Ukrainian text that is being respected here, this should also be the case

with regard to the credits to Kobrynska and Pchilka on the new Ukrainian title

page. For here, instead of reproducing the information that this volume was

“published at the expense and initiative” of the two editors, it is simply stated

that they are the “editors and publishers,” and thus a salient aspect of their role

in the original publication is lost.

The English synopsis of the introduction is only two pages long, but it is

riddled with infelicities ranging from misspelling (“intelectual,” “centennary”),

through tautology (“various levels of social strata”), to repeated use of

Ukrainian and not English rules of punctuation. Finally, the amount of handling

required by one thorough reading of the volume removes enough ink from the

cover of the volume to make its title barely legible.

To what do all these deficiencies testify? To the mediocre standards of

the Ukrainian Women’s League? To inadequate financial resources for the

project at hand? To the inadequate qualifications of those responsible? To a

lack of interest in quality? The situation appears even sadder when one

compares the technical limitations within which publishing was undertaken one

hundred years ago with the technology and honed expertise that can be brought

to such an endeavor today.

The idea of republishing Pershyi vinok was brilliant. Anyone interested in

women’s issues, particularly Ukrainian women’s issues, will be heartened, on the

one hand, to read of their concerns in so many different ways in Ukrainian, and

spurred to action, on the other, on realizing how many of the problems that

were identified clearly one hundred years ago have yet to be resolved. The
memory of the editors and contributors has been duly honored by the

republication of their historical volume. One should be relieved, though, that

they will not see how imperfectly this has been done.

Marta Horban-Carynnyk

University of Toronto

EWALD AMMENDE, HUMAN LIFE IN RUSSIA. Reprint edition.

Cleveland: John T. Zubal Inc. with the Foundation to Commemorate the 1933

Ukrainian Famine (Montreal), 1984. ix, 319 pp.

This study of the 1932-33 famine in the USSR, particularly in Ukraine and

northern Caucasia, was the first attempt at an in-depth analysis of its causes.

Whatever its faults are, and there are many, it is better than anything else on

this subject published thus far. The original, 1936 English version was a

translation of the German edition

—

Muss Russland hungern? Menschen und
Volkerschicksale in der Sowjetunion (Vienna, 1935). The English edition and
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this reprint differ from the German edition in that they include more

photographs of famine victims. An introduction by James Mace places the book

in historical perspective.

Ammende wrote this book as part of his campaign in Western Europe

and North America to arouse a public response to the famine in the USSR and

“to make the truth known despite all obstacles, in order that adequate relief

may be rendered.” Ammende did not succeed in his task, however. He died in

late 1935, in between the publication of the German and English editions of his

book, which appeared too late to provoke any concrete famine aid. The most

glaring error in Ammende’s book is his insistence that the famine was

continuing into 1934-35; with the benefit of hindsight we can see this was not

the case.

Today much more is known about the famine. Research currently being

conducted in Canada, the United States and Britain, has already produced

much better insight into the subject. But the quality of the information will not

improve significantly until Soviet archives are opened to public scrutiny. New
information on the famine has recently been found in British government

archives. The British government, like others that had representations in the

USSR, kept a close watch on the Soviet Union. This review will concentrate on

the British government’s link with the famine and why it blocked Ammende’s

campaign in Britain.

Ammende lobbied strenuously among Western political and charity circles

for aid for the famine victims. His campaign failed primarily because the Soviet

government denied there was a famine, refused to aid the victims or to allow

foreign relief, and spread disinformation. It was helped by all manner of

sympathizers (for a very animated analysis of the “Western Russophiles,” see

David Caute, The Fellow Travellers [London 1977]). But leading journalists

and politicians played a much more important role in molding public opinion

than did the fellow travellers. Walter Duranty, the Moscow correspondent of

The New York Times
,
censored the famine from his dispatches in order to

further his journalistic career. His major reward was a personal interview with

Stalin on the occasion of American recognition of the USSR (see Marco

Carynnyk’s article “The Famine the Times’ Couldn’t Find,” Commentary 76,

no. 5 [November 1983]: 32-40). Edouard Herriot, the former French prime

minister, hoped to convince the Soviets to buy industrial goods from France in-

stead of Germany and consequently played a key role in the disinformation

campaign. Upon returning from a short, well-guided tour of Ukraine in 1933, he

declared to the waiting world press that there was no sign of famine.

As British government archives show, British officials had access to much
more information on the famine than did their citizens or the press. They kept

silent while the famine raged, for they saw maintaining friendly relations with

the Soviet government for the sake of trade as more important than the fate of

millions of human beings and even entire nations. This lack of concern for

millions of Soviet citizens should be contrasted with the British diplomatic
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protests and even threats of severing relations when six Britons working for

Vickers were arrested in the USSR at the time. The officials, by denying that

they had more information than what appeared in the press, served the Soviet

cover-up. Thus, those who were trying to publicize the famine in Ukraine had to

contend with not only a large number of pro-Soviet sympathizers, including

thousands of intellectuals and millions of workers, but also the interference and

noncooperation of Western governments.

It was in this atmosphere that Ammende began his international

campaign in the summer of 1933, just after the worst of the famine occurred in

Ukraine and northern Caucasia. In a letter published in the Vienna newspaper

Reichspost on 26 June 1933, he called for the formation of an international

committee to aid the famine victims. Soon after the Interconfessional and

International Relief Committee for the Famine Areas in the Soviet Union was

formed. (N.B.: The translator of the English edition used “Russia” instead of

“the Soviet Union”.) The committee’s sponsors included the Catholic,

Protestant, and Jewish leaders of Vienna. Ammende became its general

secretary. His record in relief work was creditable, since he had been

instrumental in arousing the Western public to aid the victims of the 1921

Soviet famine.

Ammende attempted to extend the campaign into Germany just after the

Nazis came to power. According to the record of an interview Ammende had

with the British Foreign Office (FO), the Nazi government denied his

committee permission to conduct a campaign because it wanted to have friendly

relations with the Soviet government. If this is true, then the supposed

Nazi-Soviet antagonism in 1933 should be seen in a different light. This is a

gray area in which very little research has been done and which deserves more

attention. The answer might be that Germany wanted to maintain a good

relationship with the Soviet government because the latter had not yet repaid

the huge sums of money it had borrowed for its industrialization drive. Or it is

possible, as it was alleged, that Ammende formed this committee to conduct

anti-Soviet propaganda with the connivance of the Nazis. This was the view

expressed by Col. C. Malone, a member of the Advisory Committee on

International Affairs of the Labour Party, in a report on German-Ukrainian

relations to the FO that aimed to convince the British government that it should

strive to woo Ukrainian political parties away from German influence.

In the spring of 1934 Ammende extended his campaign into Britain. In

the two years preceding his arrival, the FO had discreetly discouraged aid

organizations, such as the Save the Children Fund, and prominent individuals

from organizing large-scale famine relief. It lied to the interested parties, stating

that it had little additional information about the starvation than what had

appeared in the press and that the campaign for famine relief was spearheaded

by Ukrainian nationalists engaged in separatist propaganda. The FO stated that

it could not support such a campaign against a government with which it had

normal relations. (In Britain, the relief campaign was led by the Ukrainian
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Press Bureau in London, headed by the Canadian V. Kysilewsky.)

On arriving in Britain, Ammende visited the FO to seek its view on the

famine relief. The FO said that it had no objections to Ammende’s relief

activities and would not intervene in any way. But in private interviews with

charity and major relief organizations and such prominent individuals as the

Archbishop of Canterbury and the head of the Baptist church, the FO advised

against taking part in Ammende’s campaign, arguing, as it did against joining

Ukrainian-sponsored committees, that “in normal relations with the Soviet

government, [Her Majesty’s Government] could not give any official

encouragement to [Ammende’s] propaganda.”

British government archives also reveal that the Conservative government

of the day, as represented by its Foreign Secretary Sir John Simon, misled

Parliament repeatedly in its answers to questions relating to the famine. For ex-

ample, on 2 July 1934, Sir Walden Smithers, MP, asked in Parliament, “what

has been the extent of the famine in the past 12 months; and what is the present

position?” Simon gave the standard government reply: “I have no recent infor-

mation on the subject suitable for answering this question other than what has

already appeared in the press.” It is interesting to see how Simon’s answer was

prepared by his aides. In an interdepartmental memo they wrote:

The truth of the matter is, of course, that we have a certain amount of information

about the famine conditions in the south of Russia, similar to what appeared in the

press, and that there is no obligation on us not to make it public. We do not want

to make it public, because the Soviet Government would resent it and our relations

with them would be prejudiced.

One could infer from these quotes that the British government was

abetting the Soviet government’s carrying out of the famine. Whether it was or

not, however, it was willfully lying and deceiving the public.

The British government’s attitude was influenced by the fact that it was

the major importer of Soviet foodstuffs. Like the Soviet government, it knew by

the summer of 1932 that millions would die of starvation in the winter of

1932-33 if grain was expropriated from the peasants. This was the conclusion of

an agricultural specialist’s survey of Ukraine in mid- 1932. The FO praised this

long, detailed report as the best study on the Soviet agricultural crisis.

Nonetheless, it arranged for the purchase of large amounts of grain and other

food products from the 1932 Soviet harvest because the same food would cost

more if it was imported from such countries as Canada or Argentina. When the

famine did occur, the British government kept silent to avoid a major scandal.

But the FO could not completely withstand the pressure to mount some

form of aid to the famine victims. It gave its blessing to a scheme that did not

antagonize the Soviet government. The so-called Russian Assistance Fund,

including the Ukraine and northern Caucasia, comprised of British charities

and religious organizations, sent food parcels from British individuals to
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individuals in “South Russia” through the Soviet organization Torgsin. The

Soviet government approved of the scheme: it was able to impose a duty in hard

currency on each parcel, and the fund did its work in a quiet and modest way.

(Inter alia, one of the two leading organizers of the fund was the same. Col.

Malone who accused Ammende’s relief campaign of being Nazi-inspired.)

Several members of the British government, however, suggested that the

Torgsin parcel scheme should be stopped. They pointed to the fact that much

more food was being exported from the USSR to Britain than was being sent as

aid to the Soviet Union. The British ambassador to the USSR, Lord Chilston,

wrote to the British foreign secretary:

I am in favour of discouraging any diversion of British charity into Russian

channels In the past six months [the first half of 1934] the USSR exported

472,068 tons of grain, 123,000 tons of which went to the United Kingdom, which

in addition has taken large quantities of butter, eggs, poultry, bacon and fish.

Much more food had been shipped to the West, including Britian, after

the 1932 harvest. According to the German economist Otto Schiller, in 1932 the

Soviet government exported 1,500,000 tons of grain. This grain, he estimated,

could have fed about 15 million people for six months, or about 7.5 million for a

year. The latter figure is the same as the number widely estimated to have died

from hunger in 1932 and 1933. Neither Ammende’s nor any other study has

dealt adequately with the link between the famine and the Soviet export of

foodstuffs. (V. Holub[nychy] made a preliminary analysis in his “Prychyny

holodu 1932-33 roku,” Vpered, October 1958).

Ambassador Chilston played a central role in the British cover-up.

Blaming the famine on Ukrainian passivity, in another letter to the foreign

secretary he wrote that

It is clear that in 1933 Ukrainian particularism was not dead, and caused the

authorities some anxiety; but it was not in a flourishing condition; and every effort

was being made to hasten its demise. It is practically certain that only assistance

from abroad can keep it alive. In most countries the terrible famine of the spring

would have caused sanguinary riots, if not revolution; in the Ukraine the people

died without a murmur. It may be that they are treasuring up bitter memories in

their hearts; but it is hardly possible, unless some violent blow is struck at the

whole body of the Soviet Union from outside, that the present constitutional posi-

tion of the Ukraine can be sensibly altered.

When Ammende’s book was published in English, it was reviewed by

E.H. Carr. Carr had just resigned from the FO and was beginning an academic

career that would lead to his becoming a well-known historian of the Soviet

Union. His review, published in The Spectator (7 August 1936), praised the

book for being “powerfully written” and having “accounts which can be

regarded as reasonably well substantiated and free from the taint of
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propaganda.” Carr, however, took issue with Ammende’s view that one of the

reasons the famine was created was to destroy the non-Russian national

movements, in particular the Ukrainian. Carr wrote that Ukraine was the

principal famine area by coincidence, rather than as the result of a deliberate

plan by the Soviet government.

Those who are familiar with the history of Ukraine, however, suggest that

the famine was not an accident. James Mace, who wrote the introduction to the

reprint of Ammende’s book, believes there is a link between the Soviet

government’s nationality policy and the famine. Ammende was also of this

persuasion, as is this reviewer.

I will express this even more sharply: the famine was the final defeat of

the Ukrainian national revolution that began in 1917. It demonstrated that an-

other government could do anything it wanted in the supposedly sovereign

Ukrainian Soviet republic, even create a famine. Ambassador Chilston also

understood the link between the destruction of Ukrainian national aspirations

and the famine. The view that Ukraine was accidentally the main famine area

is usually held by those who are barely acquainted with politics in Ukraine, in-

cluding E.H. Carr. This is also the standard line of academics who are

apologists for the Soviet government’s “mistakes.”

Carr commented that the photographs in the English and German
editions were probably of the 1920-21 Soviet famine. He was, however, only

partially correct. Of the twenty-six photos in the English edition and its reprint,

as many as fourteen might be of the earlier famine. The remaining twelve are

most likely of the 1933 famine. They were taken from the German edition, in

which there was a total of twenty-one photos. It is not clear why only twelve

were published in the English edition.

All of the photos in the German edition appear to be genuine pictures of

the 1933 famine. They are mostly shots of Kharkiv’s streets, on which shops

called Khatorh and Soiuzmoloko appear. These enterprises did not exist in 1921.

In his preface, Ammende states that the photos were taken by an Austrian in

the summer of 1933. Until evidence to the contrary is presented, there is no

reason to doubt their authenticity.

This cannot be said of the other fourteen photos that appear in the

English edition but not in the German. Two of them, Another Child Victim of

the Famine (facing p. 65) and The Last Journey (facing p. 1 93), are from 1921.

They were published in Iwan Herasymowytsch’s Hunger in der Ukraine (Berlin,

1923). Two other photos have been identified as pictures of the 1921 famine in

the Volga region: Brothers in Distress (facing p. 65) was on a Save the

Children’s Fund poster calling for funds to help the 1921 Volga famine victims;

A Great Multitude Which No Man Could Number appeared on a Russian

poster also calling for aid for the same victims.

Ammende wrote in his preface that the additional photographs “were

taken by Dr. Dittloff . . . in the summer of 1933 Dittloff accepts full

responsibility for the guarantee of their authenticity.” Dittloff was a well-known
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agricultural specialist who directed the German-government-sponsored Drusag

experimental farm in northern Caucasia until it was closed down in 1933.

Further research is needed, however, before the authenticity of these photos can

be confirmed. Obviously some of them could not have been taken by Dittloff.

Until the authenticity of all the photos is confirmed, the veracity of

Ammende’s book will remain questionable. The same can be said of other recent

works on the famine that have republished or otherwise used the same photos.

Included here is the award-winning Canadian film Harvest of Despair.

Otherwise, the entire subject of the famine could be brought into disrepute by

the very same people who are trying to reveal to the world one of the greatest

state crimes and subsequent cover-ups known in history.

J.V. Koshiw

University of Glasgow

GRAHAM ROSS, ED. THE FOREIGN OFFICE AND THE KREMLIN:
BRITISH DOCUMENTS ON ANGLO-SOVIET RELATIONS, 1941-45.

Cambridge, London, and New York: Cambridge University Press, 1984. xi, 303

pp.

The availability of new documents on Anglo-Soviet relations over the past

decade has facilitated the compilation of this collection of 46 documents includ-

ing correspondence, extracts, discussions, etc., between the British and Soviet

sides from January 1941 to the Moscow Conference of Foreign Ministers of

16-25 December 1945. The collection is prefaced by an eloquent 70-page intro-

duction by Graham Ross, which does much to explain the tensions that underlay

the Soviet-British-American alliance and ultimately caused its collapse after the

demise of their common enemy, Nazi Germany. Aside from Ross’s irritating

usage of “USSR” and “Russia” to describe the same entity, his remarks are

careful and objective and concentrate on the diplomatic rather than the political

issues involved.

The appearance of the book is especially timely. Not only does it fill in

some of the gaps made inevitable by historians’ previous concentration on the

US-Soviet alliance, it enables an open-minded reader to place into perspective

some of the recent Soviet comments denigrating the British (and US) roles in

the alliance, comments largely engendered by the euphoria over the 40th

anniversary of Germany’s defeat in the USSR.
The first document is particularly instructive for those who doubt whether

initial Soviet suspicions about British motives were justified. Whatever

transpired in the later years of the war, British policy was lacking in clear direc-

tion, and this is reflected in the correspondence of British representatives in

Whitehall and Moscow, Anthony Eden and Stafford Cripps, whose comments
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are sometimes alarming. Writing to Eden on 26 January 1941, Cripps notes

Britain’s determination to “avoid any armed conflict with Germany at almost

any cost” while calling for increased Anglo-American pressure on the USSR to

change its political system. Neither course of action was likely to reassure

Stalin, although Ross notes that the American government was putting pressure

on the British from the first not to make a formal alliance with the Soviet

Union.

Following Hitler’s attack on the USSR, the British were unable to come

to an agreement with Stalin for almost six months, despite Churchill’s broadcast

promising aid to the USSR immediately after the invasion. By the time the two

powers were ready to sign papers, therefore, the USSR could negotiate from a

position of relative strength, having halted the Nazi advance at the gates of

Moscow. The following documents highlight the Soviets’ growing confidence and

the wide differences of opinion in London about how they should be handled. In

document 20, for example, Geoffrey Wilson of the Foreign Office expresses his

disapproval of the way Churchill wished to “consult” with the Americans, but

“inform” the Soviets.

Once the concept of the Big Three powers had been initiated at Tehran,

the British influence over Eastern Europe declined markedly. Document 30 cites

Churchill’s notorious percentages of influence for the East European countries.

Why, one wonders, did a politician with Churchill’s experience and insight begin

by bringing up Greece (9 October 1944) as the country with which Britain was

most concerned. Naturally Stalin “agreed with the Prime Minister that Britain

should have first say in Greece.” This superficial concession only gave the Soviet

dictator more room to maneuver in the countries that really mattered to him,

such as Poland. And how much influence did the British really expect to have if

the USSR had “only” a 60-percent stake in Yugoslavia? British politicians were

sometimes acting with almost fatal naivete in their dealings with an increasingly

ruthless totalitarian power.

This misguided diplomacy is illustrated by Ambassador Kerr’s lament of

27 March 1945 (document 34), a month after the signing of the Yalta

agreement, when he notes that despite the inevitability of victory over Germany,

there was reason for British concern. The Soviets were carrying out “power

politics” in Poland and Romania in the knowledge that the Allies were in no po-

sition to interfere. As Ross notes, the British were willing to give way on

Romania, but Poland was the key question and the one that clearly had a major

impact on the subsequent troubled relations between the wartime Allies. Soviet

duplicity was finally becoming evident even to the most benevolent among

Britain’s foreign-policy makers.

The surprising fact is that many British politicians, even in December

1945, did not foresee the problems with the USSR that lay ahead. Nor were

they certain of American cooperation. There were, moreover, clear differences

of opinion between the pro-American Chiefs of Staff and the more hesitant

Foreign Office personnel (see, especially, document 27). Sir John Ward of the
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Economic and Reconstruction Department writes on 15 August 1944, for exam-

ple, that “The proposal to build up an Anglo-Soviet alliance will, of course, have

to be handled very carefully from the point of view of the Americans. But I

hope that we should not allow ourselves to be deterred by excessive deference to

America.” This, though taken out of context, provides a fitting rebuttal to

Soviet claims of duplicity within the Western Alliance. It was, in fact, less a

question of duplicity than uncertainty of direction. British vacillation thus

played a part in the beginning and aftermath of the Second World War. Having

said that, however, it must be added that British diplomats appear to have been

well-intentioned to a fault.

The documents should provide a useful guide to scholars of this period

and will certainly save them considerable time burrowing through the Public

Record Office in London. More significantly, however, they serve as a useful

chronicle of the growing confidence of Stalin, the ever-rigid Molotov, and the

emerging Gromyko, described by Clark Kerr as “a man of meagre calibre”(!). If

one were to be harsh, one might state that here was a classic case of diplomats

of 19th-century caste dealing with Machiavellian Soviet politicians of the 20th

century.

The book contains a list of documents with Public Record Office

references, notes on selected British and Soviet documents, and a brief but use-

ful bibliography. It is, in short, a well-edited book that will supplement our

knowledge of a very controversial historical period.

David R. Marples

University of Alberta

LUBOMYR R. WYNAR, MYCHAJLO HRUSEVS'KYJ: BIOBIBLIO-
GRAPHISCHE QUELLE, 1866-1934. Ukrainische Freie Universitat,

Monographien, vol. 35 (Munich, 1984). 68 pp.

Mykhailo Hrushevsky (1866-1934) is undoubtedly one of the major figures of

modern Ukrainian history: the greatest of his country’s historians and the au-

thor of the ten-volume Istoriia Ukrainy-Rusy, which remains a fundamental

work; an organizer of cultural and scholarly institutions; and a political leader

in the broad, ideological rather than narrow, party sense. Before 1917 he was a

consistent critic of the conservative Habsburg monarchy, which held the most

westerly Ukrainian territories, and a relentless advocate of decentralization of

the Russian Empire, which held the remaining Ukrainian lands. During the

Revolution, he became the first president of the Ukrainian People’s Republic,

and during the 1920s he was an influential cultural leader in the Communist
party’s short-lived campaign to “Ukrainianize” the Ukrainian SSR. A biography

of this very important figure is long overdue.
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Professor Wynar’s booklet will be an important tool for any future

Hrushevsky biographer. Its core consists of a long bibliography of articles and

books devoted to Hrushevsky’s life and work. The list is extensive, but still

selective; it omits titles of no biographical or interpretative interest. For some

unknown reason, however, Wynar chose not to include a few unique

contributions to the interpretative literature. For example, this reviewer’s

“Mykhailo Hrushevsky: Populist or Statist?” (Journal of Ukrainian Studies 6,

no. 1 [Spring, 1981], 65-78) is missing, as is the polemic between Panas

Fedenko (“Na stulecie Mychaily Hruszewskiego,” Kultura [Paris], 1967, no. 12,

111-122) and Marian Kaluski (“O wielkosci Hruszewskiego,” Kultura
, 1968,

no. 6, 182-86). Other examples could also be mentioned. In all probability,

these titles will be added in the fuller Ukrainian edition of this biobibliography,

which the Ukrainian Historical Association hopes to publish in the near future.

The plan is to include works by Hrushevsky himself, and this will amount to a

very substantial volume indeed.

Wynar’s booklet contains his study of Hrushevsky’s two brief

autobiographies, which were composed in 1905 and 1926. Wynar’s notes are

especially useful and have been updated since his essay originally appeared in

Ukrainskyi istoryk (1974, nos. 1-3, 103-35). The booklet also contains a brief,

appreciative essay originally published in 1935 by the German scholar Anton

Palme, and the German translation of Hrushevsky’s “The Traditional Scheme of

‘Russian’ History and the Problem of a Rational Organization of the History of

the Eastern Slavs,” which also appeared in 1935.

This booklet is a handy addition to the literature on Hrushevsky. A
separately paginated and indexed offprint from the Jahrbuch der Ukrainekunde

(Munich, 1983), it not only underlines Hrushevsky’s importance to any historian

of modern Ukraine, but also demonstrates Wynar’s significant role in the

promotion of “Hrushevsky studies” and the survival of the Hrushevsky “cult” in

the Western world.

Thomas M. Prymak
University of Toronto

LUBOMYR R. WYNAR, DMYTRO DOROSHENKO, 1882-1951

Munich-New York, and Toronto: Ukrainian Historical Association, 1983. 41 pp.

Dmytro Doroshenko is perhaps the best-known and best-loved Ukrainian emigre

historian. Born into a grand old Ukrainian family, he became active in the

Ukrainian national movement during the early years of the 20th century.

Simultaneously, he began writing historical works, analyzing source materials,

and publishing historiographic and bibliographic studies. Despite the trials and

tribulations of war, revolution, civil disorder, emigration, and the rise of
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Nazism, by the time of his death in 1951, he had produced a brilliantly written

survey of Ukrainian history, a major book on Ukrainian historiography,

important biographical studies of most of the major figures of the 19th-century

Ukrainian movement, a history of German-Ukrainian relations, detailed

memoirs of the years 1905-14 and of the revolutionary period, and numerous

journal articles in English, French, Swedish, and German, as well as Czech,

Polish, Russian, and, of course, Ukrainian. He also left in manuscript a major

study of Ukrainian history during the hetmancy of his ancestor, Petro

Doroshenko.

Wynar’s brief study concentrates on Doroshenko’s contributions to

Ukrainian historiography and bibliography. He documents Doroshenko’s efforts

in these fields within the context of his life experiences. Wynar rightly points

out that Doroshenko accepted Mykhailo Hrushevsky’s general “scheme” of

history, which claimed Kievan Rus’ for Ukraine rather than Russia, but he also

acknowledges that Doroshenko later rejected Hrushevsky’s emphasis on popular

revolt and the central role of the common man, and instead crossed over to the

“state” school of Ukrainian historiography, as well as the conservative school led

by Viacheslav Lypynsky (1882-1931), which stressed the positive role of the

gentry and the landowning classes and argued that it was primarily this social

stratum that strove to create an autonomous, or even independent, Ukrainian

Cossack state. Wynar argues that Doroshenko underestimated Hrushevsky’s

appreciation of the contributions of these classes, and that Hrushevsky, in his

own way, included the striving toward statehood in his historical analysis.

Wynar may be going too far in minimizing the differences between Doroshenko

and Hrushevsky, but this thesis cannot be rejected out of hand. The whole ques-

tion deserves further investigation.

This brief summary of Doroshenko’s contributions is a useful addition to

the literature. The appended bibliography will be especially valuable to scholars

interested in further investigating Doroshenko’s life. Readers of the journal

Ukrainskyi istoryk will note that this material is reprinted from its 1982, (nos.

3-4), and 1983, (no. 1) issues.

Thomas M. Prymak
University of Toronto

R.E.F. SMITH AND DAVID CHRISTIAN, BREAD AND SALT: A SOCIAL
AND ECONOMIC HISTORY OF FOOD AND DRINK IN RUSSIA.
Cambridge, London, New York, New Rochelle, Melbourne, and Sydney:

Cambridge University Press, 1984. xvi, 391 pp.

This is a welcome pioneering study of food and drink in Russia from its origins

to the end of the 19th century. Influenced by the Annales school. Smith and
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Christian have approached their subject from an economic and social

perspective, placing emphasis on the production, processing, marketing, and

consumption of food and the differences in eating habits of various social

groups. The traditional phrase “wherever the sokha, scythe and axe have gone”

aptly describes Russian agriculture in the preindustrial period. “Bread and salt”

encompasses the main features—farming and gathering—of the premodern

Russian economic and social systems. In true Annales spirit, the authors chart

the changes in patterns of food consumption and the increasing role of the state

in controlling consumption patterns from the late 16th century onward. They

use a wealth of source materials, including chronicles, lives of saints, travel

accounts, government charters and legislation, ecclesiastical documents,

monastic archives, folklore materials, zemstvo statistics, and memoirs.

We are told that over the centuries the Russian peasant diet was

monotonous, with its heavy emphasis on bread and other grain products, and

relatively uniform geographically. Nonetheless, by modern UN standards it was

nutritious. But it was subject to seasonal variations, differences in harvest size,

and inelastic market and distribution systems, which, even with the advent of

the railway, resulted in periodic crises, and peasants, both rich and poor, turned

to surrogate foodstuffs in the hope of averting famine. The psychological effects

of such crises on the peasant, with which Smith and Christian do not deal, were

immense. Continually subject to the vagaries of nature, he had a fatalistic view

of life and inflated importance of the present. Since providing food for the

family from day to day was of prime concern, he was reluctant to depart from

traditional agricultural practices in favor of new technologies and a more varied

diet.

Despite their dependency upon grain, Russian peasants nevertheless did

consume a few new foodstuffs, in particular vodka from the 17th century

onward, and potatoes, sugar, and tea beginning in the 19th century. Of these,

according to the authors, vodka was by far the most important, since it

demonstrated the state’s role in influencing Russian village life. From the 17th

century onward, the burgeoning Russian state viewed the liquor trade as an

important source of state revenue, the need for which overrode concerns about

the moral implications and social consequences of heavy drinking. Smith and

Christian thus place much of the blame for peasant alcoholism during the

imperial period directly on the state. They do not, however, entirely exonerate

the Russian peasant; they point out that 18th-century Ukrainian peasants had

far better drinking habits, “‘drink[ing] slowly and in small amounts’” (p. 223).

The Russian state also played an important role in other areas of food

production, especially those of salt and grain. In Muscovite times the tsar’s

court provided a huge market as consumer, distributor, and even producer. As

the state grew in the imperial period and the consumption needs of a modern

army had to be met, state controls increased. Unfortunately, the authors make

no linkage between the birth of the modern Russian state and the mobilization

of the entire population for more efficient food production and distribution.
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The book also contains interesting data on the techniques of salt

extraction, the history of Russian stoves, the origins of the samovar, and even a

typical Muscovite tsar’s dinner, which necessitated no less than 757 eggs in its

preparation! Illustrations are appetizingly integrated with the text.

This study is flawed in one major respect, however. The authors chose to

divide the material between themselves chronologically and methodologically.

The first six chapters, written by Smith, suffer from disjointedness and, at

times, a lack of focus. One wonders why chapter 3 is titled “Drink: Ale and

Alchemy” if alchemy is dealt with in one paragraph and dismissed as being

unimportant in the history of Russian drink. Christians’s three chapters are

more lucidly written and reflect social history at its best.

The study was intended to adjust some ideas about European patterns of

food and drink; yet there is little discussion of European patterns. Nonetheless,

it does touch on questions deserving further research. The connection between

urbanization and agriculture in the Russian Empire, the economic and cultural

importance of the salt peddler or chumak, as he was known in Ukraine, the

differences in nutritional levels of the diets of serfs and emancipated peasants,

the ritual significance of bread, the temperance movement, and Russian

prohibition all await their historians.

Christine D. Worobec

Kent State University

ALFRED J. RIEBER, MERCHANTS AND ENTREPRENEURS IN
IMPERIAL RUSSIA. Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1982.

xxvi, 464 pp.

Researchers of Imperial Russia have usually focused their attention on the

ruling classes and state bureaucracy, the emerging revolutionaries challenging

the existing order, or the popular masses. They have generally ignored any

discussion of the ill-defined middle strata of Russian imperial society. Rieber’s

study fills this gap. It is an important contribution to the social and economic

history of Imperial Russia.

In the first part of his book, the author shows that the empire’s merchants

and industrialists never fully succeeded in liberating themselves from the deeply

rooted hierarchical order or in uniting their forces for decisive political and

social battle. Antagonistic and disunited, they failed to join forces with other

propertied and politically moderate circles to give rise to a middle class of the

west and central European type. Their economic advances were not matched by

political maturation. The explanation for this, according to Rieber, rests with

their unique institutional structure.
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In the 18th century the Russian merchants became a legally defined

merchant estate. They did not, however, gain corporate autonomy, let alone in-

ternal unity. Docile and apprehensive, unremittingly threatened by noble

industrialists, trading peasants, overbearing government officials, and

non-Russian businessmen in the recently conquered borderlands, such as

Ukraine, the Russian merchants adopted “the mentality of a besieged camp” (p.

39). Until the Revolution of 1917, the great majority of Russian merchants

remained obedient and faithful to traditional values and the social hierarchy.

This, at least in part, could be explained by the process of continuous

replenishment of their ranks by similarly minded newcomers from the

peasantry.

The dynamic, numerically small entrepreneurial groups that came from

merchant circles are discussed in the second, quite original and attractive part

of Rieber’s book. These include the Moscow entrepreneurial association, with its

well-demonstrated economic nationalism and feeling of mission, the St.

Petersburg entrepreneurs, those of the southern industrial area (mainly

Ukraine), and the trade associations.

The southern entrepreneurs, with their close ties to foreign capital and

heavy industry, appear as highly successful and progressive leaders of a unique

type of managerial capitalism. The regionally based entrepreneurial groups of

the south were quite different from those in other parts of the empire and, at

times, quite hostile to them. As such, they failed to find common ground with

the tradition-bound bulk of Russia’s merchants, the technical intelligentsia, the

gentry, and the zemstvo liberals. In the third and fourth parts of his book,

Rieber discusses the antagonism, the disunity, and fragmentation of the

southern entrepreneurs, which caused them to fail to challenge the autocracy or

the working class in the political sphere during the last twelve years of the

empire.

Rieber argues that Russia’s entrepreneurs were neither numerous, nor

united, nor able and knowledgeable enough to become leaders in converting

Russia into' a Western industrial society. Instead, by quarrreling among them-

selves, they contributed to the social diversification and even social

disintegration that occurred during the immediate prerevolutionary period. They

lacked a class identity and a “consciousness of one’s class enemy” (p. 425).

Their understanding of politics did not go beyond demanding favorable tariffs,

the right of railroad construction, and the exclusion of foreigners from business

activities in the empire. They did not demand parliamentary power as a class,

freedom of speech, and other political rights. Thus they did not contribute to the

growth of democracy in Russia.

Russia’s social structure has always been artificially and quite forcefully

imposed and determined by the political authorities. The Russian soslovie,

which preceded the creation of official Soviet classes, was fixed firmly in

Russian history and had its political, economic, and social causes and effects.

This is why Russian entrepreneurs are described by Rieber as being “between
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caste and class.” He believes that because of inadequate historical preparation,

“Russia had not properly laid foundations upon which to construct a genuine

class society” (p. 416).

The limited impact of the entrepreneurs on the broader society can be ex-

plained by the state’s monopoly in industry, which left very little room for

non-state involvement in manufacturing and commerce. The Russian state had

tried to win over the elites of the newly conquered territories by granting them a

wide variety of economic concessions. Peter I, for example, granted regional

commercial privileges to the Ukrainians in the Hetmanate, and Hetman

Rozumovsky defended and expanded the activities of the Ukrainian merchants.

By the end of the 18th century, Ukrainian and other non-Russian merchants,

frequently in alliance with foreigners, were a threat to their Russian

counterparts (p. 52).

In the 19th century, however, Russian capital began penetrating into

Ukraine’s economy. Changes in the Kievan merchant class reflect this develop-

ment. In the mid- 18th century, the principal trade in Kiev was controlled by

local merchants. Within a few decades rivalry between them and Russian

merchants had begun. It ended with the defeat of the original owners. By the

mid- 19th century, Russian merchants dominated in Kiev and in most of the

Ukrainian gubernias.

Russian landowners, merchants, and manufacturers became the

instruments of tsarism’s economic and national oppression in Ukraine. Russian

and foreign capitalists acquired a prominent position in Ukraine’s economy.

Exploiting natural and labor resources, they realized enormous profits on their

investments. Lacking significant capital and technical means, the Russian

government did not object to the building of vast industrial enterprises with

foreign capital; its particularly high influx was evident in the years of industrial

growth.

On the whole, Rieber’s book is accurate and its bibliography quite

impressive. His occasional reliance on one-sided information from Soviet

archives, misspellings, and omission of a detailed discussion of 17th-century

merchants and entrepreneurs do not seriously diminish its scholarly value. Even

though he does not accord much attention to the Ukrainian question, Ukrainian

entrepreneurs and merchants, or Ukraine’s social structure in his discussion of

the southern gubernias, his study is, nonetheless, a valuable contribution and

should be read by anyone interested in Ukraine’s social and economic history.

Nicholas G. Bohatiuk

Le Moyne College
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WALKER CONNOR, THE NATIONAL QUESTION IN
MARXIST-LENINIST THEORY AND STRATEGY. Princeton: Princeton

University Press, 1984, xvii, 614 pp.

This book is the most thorough and complete treatment of the subject its title

bears yet published. It begins with a brief but accurate summary of the writings

of Marx and Engels on the national question, identifying both their main ideas

and their often glaring inconsistencies. Essentially, the former can be summed
up in two dicta: “big is better (and inevitable)” and “historical over

nonhistorical.” The first refers to Marx and Engels’s preference for large

economic units over small ones, and thus large states or empires over

fragmented provinces or nation-states, while the second refers to their

preference for nations with traditions of independent statehood over the

emerging national movements of formerly subjugated or peasant nations.

Prof. Connor summarizes the debate on this question in early

20th-century Marxism and turns to a detailed discussion of the development of

Lenin’s positions. He shows how, over time, Lenin came to revise many of his

basic assumptions, particularly after 1912, and how he made a fundamental

concession to the lasting power of nationalism. According to Connor, Lenin’s

first crucial revision involved his appreciation of self-determination (or, more

accurately, the slogan of self-determination) as a strategic weapon. Sensing the

revolutionary potential of disenchanted minorities within both the traditional

multinational empires and the more modern colonialist powers, Lenin argued

that Communists had to stand firmly for the political self-determination of all

nations, even if this meant the dismemberment of the more desirable large

states. Nations that freely agreed to remain part of a given state, meanwhile,

had to be guaranteed complete equality in all realms. While at first Lenin’s po-

sition explicitly involved cultural issues, the Bolsheviks were compelled, soon

after their assumption of power, to make much broader concessions to

nationalist sentiments. These culminated in the early 1920s in the establishment

of a federal union of socialist republics, where territorially compact nations were

seemingly also given considerable economic and political, as well as cultural,

autonomy. This autonomy, in Lenin’s view, would destroy the basis for all

nationalist sentiment and create the conditions for the final solution of the

national question and the ultimate merging of all nations.

Connor examines the behavior of several Marxist-Leninist parties toward

self-determination in chapters on the Soviet “prototype,” China, Vietnam, and

Yugoslavia, and compares their performance using the yardstick of official

theory. Surprisingly, the first to deviate was the Bolshevik party itself, which

summarily thwarted the attempts of a number of nations of the former Russian

Empire to gain independence. On the theoretical level this was accompanied by

Lenin and Stalin’s revision of theory, which subsequently limited the decision on

national self-determination solely to the proletariat. Obviously, under the

leadership of the Bolsheviks the proletariat would never favor a step as
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regressive as the destruction of a new workers’ state. Thus, while

self-determination was in fact denied, as a fiction it remained a feature of

Soviet politics, perhaps, Connor suggests, for reasons of internal and external

propaganda.

The author describes the many twists and turns that other

Marxist-Leninist parties have made in regard to the slogan of

self-determination. These have been influenced by several factors, including the

size and relative power of a given country’s minorities, their geographic and

strategic location and level of development, and the country’s colonial status. By

the end of the 1920s the Soviet Union, operating through the Comintern, had

succeeded in Bolshevizing most of the world’s Communist parties and forcing

them to toe the Soviet line, which was changed whenever it was expedient for

the Soviet Union to do so, and not when it was in the interest of the

international Communist movement or any specific Communist party. Thus

policies changed in rapid succession from the demand for

self-determination—which implied the dismemberment of most of the USSR’s

immediate neighbors—to a call for the creation of a united front of all parties

and nations in these states in the 1930s, back to the demand for

self-determination during the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact period, and then back

once more to the call for a United Front against Fascism after the Nazi

invasion of the socialist motherland.

Connor proceeds to detail the policies of Marxist-Leninist parties after

they have taken power and compares their performance to the ideal of complete

equality for all nations. He concludes that most regimes have failed to live up to

their lofty promises. While the Soviet example dictated the establishment of a

federal system of “autonomous” national entities, few regimes have followed it.

This is not particularly surprising, given the Leninist prescription for a strongly

centralized party and state. Despite the fact that the Soviet republics actually

have no real power and the cost of granting them autonomy has been minimal,

most Communist states have balked at even going that far or have abandoned

such policies soon after the consolidation of power.

The skepticism of most Marxist-Leninist regimes toward the official

theory is the subject of a separate chapter. Connor describes how the regimes

have altered their policies and attempted to minimize the impact of concessions

made to minorities. Tactics used include gerrymandering political administrative

units and redistributing national groups, thereby diluting their concentration

(particularly in sensitive border areas), promoting adoption of a single language

(and therefore assimilation), and purging local elites and strengthening control

from the center. With regard to the tempo of the “inevitable” merging of

nations, there has been considerable tampering with what Lenin assumed to be

a natural process. In the USSR, in particular, the trend since the 1930s has

been to foster the process of assimilation. Only during periods of political flux

have competing factions attempted to take power by harnessing the persistent

dissatisfaction of minorities.
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Having examined the ways in which the various regimes have followed or

strayed from the original Leninist prescriptions on the national question, Connor

turns to a critical examination of the theory itself. He points out that Lenin

realized the importance of harnessing the revolutionary potential of nationalism,

but underestimated its real power and lasting influence. Owing to his under-

standing of nationalism as solely a response to oppression, Lenin’s prescription

for solving the problem of nationalism—the creation of equality—was simplistic.

This is an infinitely more difficult task than Lenin believed. Economic equality

is a particularly elusive goal, and, as Connor states, “[t]here is something of a

rule of uneven economic development.” Cultural equality is just as problematic:

clearly in multinational states one language would tend to predominate and

serve as the medium of official discourse, business, and intellectual life, thereby

relegating to other languages a secondary status. Even if equality could be

achieved in objective terms, the problem of subjective perceptions of inequality

would remain. As Connor points out, Leninist theory cannot even begin to ex-

plain the vitality of Solzhenitsyn- or Zinoviev-style Russian nationalism in the

USSR, where members of the dominant nation feel themselves to be exploited

and subjugated.

Connor argues that some aspects of Marxist-Leninist theory, when fully

implemented, even help to strengthen, or at least perpetuate, national

differences rather than to diminish them. Quite simply, national

forms—republics, official languages, and so on—almost invariably become

imbued with a national content. They give a concrete identity to a minority and

help to crystallize its vision of itself. Moreover, given the structure of political

relations, they create interest groups that are synonomous with the national

republics they represent.

The shortcomings of this otherwise excellent study stem from the author’s

focussing on a single issue. Thus almost everything is seen through the prism of

nationalities policy, and a monocausal explanation is implied for too many

phenomena. But given the importance of this issue to Marxist-Leninists and its

neglect by most Western scholars, this is an important perspective. A more

serious shortcoming is inherent in Connor’s approach, which concentrates on the

rarified heights of political theory. Connor does not really explore the

relationship of the regimes in question to their broader constituencies and

societies, and we can often forget that in many cases he is discussing a small

group of individuals (at least before the party achieves power) that is isolated

from the major political currents in their countries. Thus his comments in the

final chapter, where he correctly points out that it is simplistic to refer to such

individuals as Tito or Ho Chi Minh (and Marxism-Leninism in general) as

nationalist, need to be reexamined in a different light. While members of the

small vanguard may have been true internationalists, this does not negate the

fact that the subliminal “nationalist” message in Marxism-Leninism accounted

for the eventual acceptance of Communism by the elites and the bulk of society.

Recently many scholars have convincingly argued that Marxism-Leninism’s
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success in the second and third worlds is precisely a result of its appeal to

emerging elites, offering them a vision of a bright new future for their

nation—one of industrial wealth and all the amenities of the modern world. This

type of approach would also undoubtedly shed more light on why many Marxist

regimes have resorted to blatantly nationalist, crude behavior in their attempts

to bolster their questionable legitimacy. It is hoped that Prof. Connor will

continue his valuable work by turning to some of these problems in the future.

Boris Balan

University of Toronto

PAUL ROBERT MAGOSCI, OUR PEOPLE: CARPATHO-RUSYNS AND
THEIR DESCENDANTS IN NORTH AMERICA. Toronto: Multicultural

History Society of Ontario, 1985. xii, 160 pp.

This study of the Rusyns in North America from their migration to the contem-

porary period is treated in a descriptive and thematic fashion. It is

supplemented by additional background information regarding their exodus

from Europe. The author concentrates primarily on the 20th-century experience,

a key feature of which has been the growth and development of Rusyn religious,

fraternal, cultural, and political organizations. He systematically examines the

effect of North American and, especially, European influences that have shaped

the character of each institution or organizational network. To fulfill his stated

aim of defining the nature of the group and assisting those who are interested

“to understand where they belong in the American mosaic,” he undertakes to

explain organizational differences and extant divisions within the community. At

the root of these differences lie the influences.

The European dimension is of special concern to Prof. Magocsi. This is

demonstrated by the attention he lavishes on the question of lingering ties with

the “homeland.” It is not inappropriate, since the problematic issue of identity is

fundamentally linked to the character of these ties. The author discusses these

as religious, regional, or national differences within the group. He manages to

successfully unravel their mysteries and to relate them in a concise and cogent

manner for the general reader. He gives ample play to the role of prominent

community personalities who directed or pushed organizations along chosen

lines. Unfortunately, he fails to explore the relationship of certain community

leaders with foreign governments and their roles as conduits of either

nontraditional or alien views. He also ignores, or at best minimizes, the

interventionist role of foreign powers in the life of the community. But he does,

however, recognize that the problem of identity ultimately rests in the fact that

the Rusyn homeland has lain at the historical and geographical crossroads of

Europe and, therefore, has traditionally been at the mercy of foreign influences.
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The question of identity is a fixed reference point for the author when he

discusses the American experience. He notes and laments the fact that its social

processes have had a debilitating effect on the group’s cultural identity.

Assimilatory pressures have led to a decline in the retention of language and of

the concept of a Rusyn nation within the community. Among other things, the

author faults the American educational system for maintaining and promoting a

state-centric view of European history. This precludes the idea of a Rusyn

nation; the latter, he argues, does not necessarily have to coincide with the exist-

ence of a state structure.

Although the American experience has proven disastrous in terms of

cultural retention, Magosci notes that it has not been without its advantages.

Social and material success has paralleled the group’s further integration into

the mainstream society. The author embellishes his text with a number of exam-

ples, including the actress Sandra Dee (nee Alexandra Zuk), Stephen Roman
(chief corporate officer of Denison Mines Ltd. and “a self-professed

Slovak-Rusnak”), and Andy Warhol. More importantly, however, integration

has effectively resolved for the author the question of ethnic duality. He
observes that 3rd- and 4th-generation descendants are secure in their identity as

Americans and that this offers them an opportunity to look into their past “not

as a substitute for what they are—Americans—but as another way to enrich

their lives.” He concludes on this note but encourages readers to embark on

journeys into their own pasts. An appendix entitled “A Root Seeker’s Guide to

the Homeland” contains an extensive list of placenames. For further reading, an

excellent bibliography is also provided.

The optimistic note on which Magosci concludes his text is, however,

somewhat misplaced. He fails to recognize that ethnicity is a historically deter-

mined phenomenon. It is one of a number of ways in which individuals organize

their social existence to deal with their environment and increase their life

chances. It is not a simple matter of personal expression, with which, like

clothing, o.ne can adorn oneself to complement one’s character. In this sense, it

is essential to recognize the role ethnic bonding plays in the development and

growth of the community. To analyze that role, a critical assessment of the

effects of and, especially, the interplay among the whole complex of social and

political forces is required. This cannot be done adequately through mere de-

scription. Indeed, the narrative approach used by the author necessarily leads

him to accept events and developments as often random and contradictory and

to view the larger problem of Rusyn identity as simply a function of old-world

regional, national, or ideological differences. Their importance should not be

underestimated, but it must be understood that they become meaningful only

under very precise conditions. The question then is “What are those conditions,

and how have they combined to produce the particular context in which

ethnicity operates?” Equally important, “What would be the effect of different

circumstances on shaping a group’s identity?” The latter would be of interest,

because it would show the permeability of ethnicity and how its role in the
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development of the community changes under different circumstances. This

would provide some valuable insights on the problem of Rusyn identity in North

America. However, these questions can be answered only through critical

analysis and a creative methodology.

The effect of different conditions on ethnicity is especially intriguing and

requires closer scrutiny. The volume’s subtitle promises that its treatment of the

group would be continental in scope. Yet, the reader is struck by the

disproportionate amount of text devoted to the group’s activity in the United

States. In fact, except for a two-page insert, only a smattering of references

relating to Rusyn life in Canada can be found in the book. This is not an

oversight on the part of the author. On the contrary, it suggests what the

historical evidence already shows: the Rusyn question does not enjoy the same

prominence in Canada that it does in the United States. This is partially due to

the fact that the Rusyn-Canadian community has not achieved the same level of

development or self-sufficiency that its American counterpart has. This

discrepancy begs comparison. In this regard, it would be insufficient to suggest

that the difference between the two communities can be reduced to a simple

question of demographics. Indeed, a significant number of the early Ukrainian

immigration to Canada were “Ruthenians” from Transcarpathia. Rather, one

must look to profound social and historical differences between the two. These

would include, for example, different periods of immigration, distinct patterns of

settlement, varying roles played by these migrants in the respective economies,

the specific structures and institutions that emerged during the early develop-

ment of both communities, and their relationship to the political situation in

Eastern Europe at the time of development.

The failure to undertake such a comparison (an approach that would have

conformed to the book’s title) has resulted in a missed opportunity on the part

of the author to critically examine the roots of the Rusyn community and

identity in the United States. This would have enabled the author to confront

the objections raised by those Ukrainian scholars who see the Rusyn question as

nothing more than an aberration by showing that in the American context the

issue is legitimate. On the other hand, it would also have shown that the gap be-

tween the Ukrainian and Rusyn communities is not as wide as is often

presumed, given their shared socio-historical experience in Europe and the

mutual experience of immigration.

The author must be applauded for bringing out a volume that deals with

such a sensitive and largely ignored subject in Ukrainian studies. It is apparent,

however, that the subject has to be further explored to clarify the exact nature

of the Rusyn identity in North America.

Bohdan S. Kordan

Arizona State University
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THE CONFESSIONS OF VICTOR X. Edited and translated by Donald

Rayfield. New York: Grove Press, 1985. 160 pp.

This book is a very explicit autobiographical account of a boy’s sexual coming

of age in Ukraine in the 1880s. It was written in 1907 or 1908, when the author

was in his thirties and when love, marriage, prostitution, and sexuality were

frequent subjects of discussion among the intelligentsia in the Russian Empire.

The book was originally published in 1912, in French, by Havelock Ellis in

volume 6 of his Studies in the Psychology of Sex.

The Confessions were written anonymously, and in keeping with the

author’s wishes, Donald Rayfield has not revealed his name. In his informative

postface, however, Rayfield does note that Victor belonged to one of the better

families of the Little Russian nobility, and that although he was a polyglot, he

did not forget his native Ukrainian. Interestingly, Rayfield has also discovered

that the author’s uncle was an astronomer who spent his life wandering around

Ukraine trying to establish a line for a new meridian from St. Petersburg to

Constantinople that would replace the Greenwich meridian. As a human docu-

ment, the memoirs provide us with a psychological case study of involuntary

self-destruction, and insofar as Victor belonged to the tsarist dvorianstvo, his

memoirs can be regarded as a unique contribution to Russian literature.

However, Victor was Ukrainian, grew up in Ukraine, and, as Rayfield notes, his

views on sex exhibited a fear of perversion that was not typically Russian. The

Confessions , therefore, will also be of interest to students of Ukrainian

literature, ethnography, and social history. The first five chapters, in particular,

provide a rare insight into the mores and morals of both highborn and

commoner in late 19th-century Ukraine.

Thus we learn that Ukrainians were very easy going about the weaknesses

of the flesh, that country girls and servants made the most of their youth: “you

saw them rolling about with boys in every ditch, barn, under every mill, in any

corner where there was enough room for a couple to embrace.” This observation

is indirectly corroborated by Paul of Aleppo, who travelled through Ukraine in

the 1650s and in his diary expressed amazement at the high birth rate. In

Rayfield’s words, The Confessions show that the life of the gentry at the time

was permeated by Tahitian sexuality and that the gentry in the Russian Empire,

unlike their English counterparts, did not have sexual double standards. The

restraints that created the sexual morality of western Europe were much weaker

in the Russian Empire: “Victor’s sexual activity as a child required a certain

knowledge, will, freedom of movement, access to contraception, disregard of

bastardy, which would not have applied in any other European country of the

time.”

We learn that more went on at village vechernytsi than published

ethnographic accounts would have us believe, that contraception was readily

available and used, and that child prostitution was widespread in Kiev—

a

phenomenon also mentioned by Konstantin Paustovsky in his autobiography.
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Victor notes that women “wanted to be the initiators,” an observation that

brings to mind Guillaume le Vasseur de Beauplan’s comments on the prominent

role of women in 17th-century Ukraine. Finally, the author writes that the Bible

was not a standard book in gentry homes, and that as he grew up his

schoolfellows became less interested in sex, began leading a more intellectual

life, joined secret socialist societies, and read Marx, Buckle, Spencer, and

Darwin.

Thus The Confessions provide invaluable information about the almost

unknown subject of the history of sexuality in Ukraine. Simultaneously they

raise a host of questions. To what degree and when was the libido repressed,

and to what degree and when was it unrestricted? Was sexual libertinism

among the elite the norm? What were the moral and aesthetic injunctions,

codes of conduct, and theological laws directing and controlling the libido, and

what was the reality of human behavior? What differences, if any, were there

between eastern and western Ukrainian sexual mores and behavior, and how did

Russian and Ukrainian morals and customs differ? Clearly these questions need

study. Given the taboos that surrounded discussion of sexuality in the Russian

Empire, and which still exist in the USSR, however, research of this subject

would be difficult. To begin with, a student of sexuality in Ukraine must

determine whether his single most important source, the published work of

19th-century ethnographers, was censored by the ethnographers themselves.

According to Zbigniew Kuchowicz, for example, Poles omitted what they

thought was obscene from their accounts, and therefore it is likely that

Ukrainians did so as well. I personally know of only one unexpurgated published

collection of Ukrainian erotic materials: Das Geschlechtleben des ukrainischen

Bauernvolkes, compiled by Pavlo Tarasevsky and Volodymyr Hnatiuk and

published in two volumes in Leipzig in 1909-12. To be sure, accounts similar to

The Confessions , erotic folk materials, and general information about sexuality

might be found in Soviet archival collections, but it is unlikely that any Soviet

scholar would be allowed to research and publish work on this subject. Prudish

officials would probably regard him as a pervert and his work as pornography.

Whether officials would allow Western scholars into Ukrainian archives to

research sexuality is an open question.

In his well-written postface, Rayfield discusses Victor and his observations

in the context of 19th-century Russian literature. But as this autobiography does

provide a glimpse into a little known aspect of Ukrainian life at the turn of the

century, it is regrettable that he did not also discuss The Confessions within the

context of Ukrainian literature and society.

Stephen Velychenko

York University
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RAY SERWYLO, ACCORDION LESSONS. Vancouver: Pulp Press, 1982. 79

pp.

Do not be fooled by the promotional blurb on the cover advertising this book as

the winner of the “4th International 3-Day Novel-Writing Contest.” And do not

be misled by the fact that this slim volume of prose has been issued under the

imprint of a publisher called Pulp Press. Ray Serwylo’s Accordion Lessons is

not the bit of fluff one might expect it to be for having been produced at

breakneck speed. Nor is it written in a frenzied scrawl that owes more to

artificial stimulants than genuine inspiration. It is a fully conceived, evenly

paced, and polished literary work that surprises with its technical sophistication

and charms with its lack of pretention. Evocative, interesting, and remarkably

restrained, it is an excellent read with scarcely a sour note in it.

Serwylo tells the story of a young man relearning how to play the

accordion and in the process rediscovering the Old World values it represents,

which were largely abandoned in adolescence. A secondary theme is the devel-

opment of a relationship with a woman named Lissa, who is also discovering the

joys of playing a “squeeze-box.” The narrative unfolds in a laconic monologue

occasionally interrupted by the narrator’s one-sided dialogue with his former

self—a child of DPs growing up in the north end of Winnipeg during the fifties

and early sixties. The tone is intimate and affectionate without being maudlin.

Serwylo’s wry, often ironic humor is an effective antidote to the

sentimentality that could have easily undermined the sincerity of this book. The

following passage provides a good illustration of his underwritten style and

understated wit:

Lissa’s band doesn’t play in these hotels where she used to dance. She caters to a

younger crowd, the trendies, and now even has a sound man and a lights man.

They have become more theatrical, and in demand for university socials. I wouldn’t

play at the university, under any circumstances. Lissa told me I shouldn’t have to

worry about it.

A muted lyricism and undercurrent of eroticism round out the mix of emotional

elements that maintain the tonal equilibrium of Accordion Lessons.

Mention should be made of Serwylo’s sometimes faulty and generally

problematic rendering of Ukrainir i in English transliteration. Three examples

are “Pavlo, za-hrai nam shtosh! ; “Prystanj”; and “Ya Sho-hod-ny Vid Vas

Videezdzayoo.” Clearly, the author has an ear tuned to dialect rather than

grammar, and while most readers may not notice his orthographic faux pas,

those who know Ukrainian will.

The exclamatory remarks could be excused had they been made by a

Canadian-born Ukrainian. However, they are uttered by immigrants who are

native speakers and unlikely to make such slips of the tongue. As for the title of

the well-known partisan song, it is simply inaccurately transcribed.
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The Ukrainian words and phrases sprinkled throughout Accordion

Lessons help to give it an ethnic flavor. But Serwylo’s handling of the language

reveals the pitfalls that a writer can encounter without careful thought or

editorial assistance in literary Ukrainian. The problem of transliteration is more

difficult to resolve because of the inherent inadequacies of existing systems for

rendering Ukrainian in Latin script. The Library of Congress and IPA systems

may be suitable for academic specialists, but pose difficulties for general readers

and writers of creative literature. Yet something must be done to avoid the

chaos and mistakes that are the inevitable result of authors inventing their own

idiosyncratic and inconsistent forms.

One wonders what a non-Ukrainian makes of something that looks like

“EE Shumyt, EE Hoodeh.” Besides sounding funny, it has little hope of being

understood the way German and French are by many readers of Western

literatures. Translations in footnotes would undoubtedly be a welcome addition,

especially for the more awkward configurations.

Although these editorial snags may trip some readers, they do not spoil

the overall impact of the book. Serwylo is a wise and perceptive observer of

human nature and has a particularly keen eye for remembered detail.

Describing an old photograph of himself and his brother taken in the corner of

the kitchen where “mother scattered dried peas for you to kneel on in penance,”

the narrator adds “You both are wearing the same kind of slippers, the kind

that do not let your feet breathe.” There are many such subtleties throughout

the text, and many are sure to be missed in a casual first reading. Fortunately,

Accordion Lessons stands up to an encore, which its novella length readily

accommodates. For all the reasons touched on in this review, the book seems

destined to become something of a classic in the burgeoning library of

Ukrainian-Canadian literature.

Jars Balan

Edmonton
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A TABLE OF TRANSLITERATION

(Modified Library of Congress)

a — a i — i * - f

6 — b H — i X kh

B V K — k n — ts

r — h JI — 1 H ch

r —
g M — m m — sh

a — d H — n m — shch

e — e 0 0 K) iu

G ie n — P H ia

m — zh P — r b -

3 z c — s -hh y in endings

H y T — t of personal

i i y — u names only




